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Flark Gehry l{amed Rectpient
0f Eleventh Pritzker Wue
This year's Pritzker prize jury reached
beyond the pillars of modern and post-
modern architecture to honor the personal
vision of California architect Frank Gehry:
"His sometimes controversial, but always
arresting, body of work," said the jury,
"has been variously described as icono-
clastic, rambunctious, and impermanent,
but the jury in making this award com-
mends his restless spirit that has made
his buildings a unique expression of con-
temporary society and its ambivalent
values."

In 1976 Gehry said, "My approach to
architecture is different. I search out the
work of artists and use art as a means of
inspiration. I try to rid myself and the other
members of the firm of the burden of cul-
ture and look for new ways to approach
the work. I want to be open-ended. There
are no rules, no right or wrong."

Gehry was born in 1929 in Toronto and
moved to California in 1947. Although
he could not afford college at that time,
he began taking night courses at l,os Ange-
les City College and later transferred to
the University of Southern California, from
which he graduated in 1954. He then
joined the firm of Mctor Gruen Associates.

A lasting influence during the early years
was his stint with the Army at Fort
Benning, Ga., in 1955. There he designed
men's dayrooms; and the military land-
scapes of corrugated metal, plywood, and
asphalt shingles would reappear in his
architecture. In 1956 he attended the Har-
vard graduate school of design to study
urban planning but left because of philo-
sophical differences with the program. In
1961 Gehry and his family moved to Paris,
where he worked in the firm of Andre
Remondet. ln 1962 he returned to l,os
Angeles and set up his own firm. During
the 1960s he designed in accordance with
the prevailing modern esthetic.

In the 1970s his architecture began to
change and to reflect his growing interest
in the relationship bet'ween painting, sculp-
ture, and architecture. "There's an imme-
diacy in paintings. You feel like the brush
strokes were just made," Gehry said. "How

Gehry on his interest in fish:'The primi-
tive beginnings of architecture come from
zoomorphic yeamings and skeletal imnges.'

could a building be made to look like it's
in the process? And how can the expres-
sive and compositional attitudes of paint-
ing be explored in a building? That's what
led me to explore opening up the struc-
ture and using the raw wood techniques
and developing buildings that look like
they just happened."

Although there had been earlier works
exhibiting Gehry's unique style (most
notably the Ron Davis house and studio
in 1970-72), the design for his own house
in Santa Monica, Calif., most clearly
embodies Gehry's intentions. It was
a turning point in his career.

"I felt I could use the project for R&D.
I had to start all over again-literally start
over again. I had to rebuild the practice
from scratch," said Gehry. "It has been
both scary financially and gratifuing per-
sonally."

For that house Gehry took the shell of
a pink, 1920s California bungalow and
wrapped corrugated metal and chain-link
fencing around it, thereby creating a series
of transparent screens. Corrugated metal
acted as a fence between the street and
the backyard. The house is lined in ply-
wood and braced with beams. Tilted,
glazed cubes are windows.

Upon completion, Gehry's house
aroused much outrage but also praise. In
1980 it won an AIA honor award.
Altogether Gehry has received more than
25 national and regional AIA awards, the
Brunner prize, and three honorary doctor-
ates, among other awards.

Now in its 12th year, the Pritzker archi-
tecture prize is named for Jay A. Pritzker,
a Chicago attorney and president of the
Hyatt Foundation, which sponsors the
prize. The prize was conceived by the late
Carleton Smith, chairman of the Interna-
tional Awards Foundation. The Ameri
cans who have won the Pritzker prize are
Philip Johnson, Kevin Roche,I.M. Pei,
Richard Meier, and Gordon Bunshaft;
international architect winners are Luis
Barrag6n, James Stirling, Hans Hollein,
Gottfried Bohm, Kenzo Tange, and Oscar
Niemeyer.

Gehry was "shocked," he said, and
delighted to learn of the jury's decision.
"You fantasize about the prize but never
expect to get it." The $100,000 award,
Gehry said, will enable him to participate
in the more "idealistic" and social endeav-
ors, such as design of low-cost housing.

-None RIcHrun Gnenn

Zwich Postal Complex Wins
19Bg R S. Reynolds Award

t

=

The largest postal distribution center in
Switzerland, designed by the Zurich
architecture and planning firm of Theo
Hotz, has been selected for the 1989 R.S.
Reynolds award for distinguished architec-
ture using aluminum.

The postal center sits on the western
edge of Zurich as a "modern city gate," in
the words of Hotz. It is 820 feet long, 44Q

to 544 feet wide, and 100 feet high, and
in it 300,000 packages and 10,000 mailbags
are processed every day. It has a train
station with 14 tracks, a ramp for road 

I

vehicles with 29loading bays, and giant 
I

conveyor belts for sorting and distribution.l
Most striking is its aluminum-clad extel

continued on page 2l
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Direclom {year indicates expiration of term) Donald C. Axon, AIA t'89), Catifornia:
Betsey Olenick Dougherty, AIA, ('91), Calilornia:Warren Thompson. AIA ('89). Csf-
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General Counsel; James E. Ellison,
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Architects, Academicians Deb atn
Diverce Tbpics atACSA Meeting

Five public debates, in Oxford Union for-
mat, were the high points of the annual
meeting of the Associated Schools of Col-
legiate Architecture in Chicago in March.
The first, most star-studded debate fizzled,
but some of the others were sparklers. At
the end of each, in the Oxford tradition,
members of the audience left the hall by
one of two doors to record a yea or nay
vote. Since these voten were academics,
it came as no surprise that (a) many were
slow to make the commitment of leaving
the hall at all and, (b) when they did, the
nay vote won in every case where it was
an option.

Stanley Tigerman, Chicago architect and
teacher, and John Whiteman, now head
of the Skidmore, Owings & Merrill Foun-
dation, planned the conference and cooked
up the debate propositions. "This House
Believes That My ldeology Is Better Than
Yours' was the topic of the first, pitting
Peter Eisenman against Leon Krier in a
nostalgic rematch of two ancient antago-
nists now gone soft in the gut.
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Krier stated, with customary eloquence,
the same radically conservative views he
has stated for more than a decade.
Eisenman presented himself, as he always
does, as an entirely new personality with
an entirely different set of convictions from
those of his last previous public appear-
ance. Had one not been prepared for this
customary metamorphosis, it would have
been difficult to conceive of Eisenman
saying, as he did: "The difference between
Leo and me is that L,eo draws architec-
ture and I have to build it." This one-time
academic obscurantist spoke feelingly of
the problems of bringing in, at a budget
of $85 per square foot, a new 750,000-
square-foot convention center in Colum-
bus, Ohio. Krier made some pithy
formulations- "Tiaditional design creates
objects of long-term use; modern design
creates objecs of short-term consumption"

-but they floated past Eisenman without
damage, as wanhips might pass in a dense
fog. Eisenman, attacking tradition, spoke
of the need for "presentnesd' in architec-

ture, but presentness, as a member of the
audience pointed out, seemed to be exactly
what was lacking in the debate. Eisenman
blew whatever credibility he had in his
summation when he noted, absurdly, that
"the only book I re-read for this debate"
was Nietzsche's Thus Spake Zarathustra
and then quoted a banal and irrelevant
passage. Nevertheless, he won the vote
handily.

Debate Number Two was between the
team of Judith Hull and Mark Jarzombek
(yea) and Jennifer Bloomer and Jeff Kipnis
(nay) on the proposition "Historians Are
Better Equipped to Teach Theory Than
Others." The nays won, perhaps on the
strength of a brilliant and witty perfor-
mance by Bloomer.

Number Three set Thomas Beebv and
Thomas Gordon Smith (yea) againsi John
Whiteman and Ann Gergren on'Archi-
tectural Education Can Only Proceed
from Previously Established Architectural
Forms." This was the best debate. Ger-
gren delivered a feminist critique of the
architecture of the past as being the
expression of "a bound woman" in the
sense of "the binding and confining power
of architecture, a particular inside exclud-
ing a particular outside," and argued that
teachers of architecture should "expose
the politics" behind it. Smith told us not
to be afraid of classicism but to use and
re-invent it as a communicative visual lan-
guage. Beeby and Whiteman disagreed
to considerable purpose. Beeby acted
more the practical teacher and suggested
that the first thing to do is fill up a stu-
dent's head with information, including
the past, from which he or she can later,
as a designer, abstract ideas for interpre-
tation and transformation. Whiteman
argued that the past should never be
taught without a full exploration of its
political and economic setting "or else
we can't see through the pictures we make
to what we're doing."

The fourth debate was over whether
'Architecture Must Serve the Existing
Order," with David Dunster and Bruce
Graham (yea) against Diane Ghirardo and
Michael Sorkin. It was extremely enter-
taining but not especially substantive. A
fifth debate, pitting Michael Hayes and
Catherine Ingraham (yea) against this
writer and Faul Gapp, dealt with the prop
osition that "Sooner or Later Critics Will
Sell Themselves to the Highest Bidder."
As a participant, I forgo comment on that
one.

Scattered among the debates was an
amazing range of symposia in which the
conference attendees, most of them teach-
ers in architecture schools, presented
papers on a fantastic variety of topics,
many of them very interesting. Also prom-
inent on the agenda was much schmoozing
and repositioning of attendees in relation
to the 15 or so deanships that are now
open at American *t$::lft*""?J:;

News continued on page 28

Awards from page 23
rior, designed as an expression of its high-
tech operations inside. Repeated the entire
length of the facades are small round and
oblong windows that contribute to this
high-tech image. "We chose a few high-
quality materials and straightforward con-
struction methods to produce simple,
repetitive, industrial elements in an effort
to create an architectural uniry" Hotz said.
For the exterior, aluminum three millime-
ters thick was shaped through a deep draw-
ing process (a manufacturing process used
to form car bodies). It then was finished
with a natural-color enamel.

The windows were kept small to con-
serve energy. Other energy-conservation
measures include reclaiming and recycl-
ing the heat generated by the motors
driving the conveyor belts and re-using
rainwater from the 387,50Gsquare-foot roof
in cooling towers and humidifying units.

Educatkm

Large, flexible interior spaces were cre-
ated by designing the load-bearing mem-
ben independent from the spatial divisions.
A small tower contains staff facilities
including a restaurant, recreation rooms,
rest rooms, apartments, and locker rooms.

Overall, Hotz wanted to "explore the
expressive potential of aluminum, its suit-
ability as a unifying element, is high stand-
ard of structural and physical performance,
and its esthetic values." The postal cen-
ter opened in April 1985.

The jury said, "The working floor of
asphalt and total mechanization respond
to a pragmatic flow of endless packages
and letters, while the supporting service
areas and relief spaces provide spirited
relief for the postal employees." The juron
for the 1989 Reynolds award were Ted
Pappas, FAIA, chairman; l,awrence Booth,
FAIA; and Canadian architect Michael
Kirkland.
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Venturi's House for His Mother
WinsAIA 2l-YearAward

This is the little house that started it all.
Robert Venturi's house for his mother,
located in Chestnut Hill, Pa., and com-
pleted in 1964, has won this year's AIA
21-year award. Cited by the award jury
as a "seminal work of postmodernism,"
the house has spawned a generation of
architects who have borrowed freely its
gabled billboard front, square and semi-
circular windows, and applied ornament.
The house's carefully modulated scale,
intricate layering of space and material,
and contradictory quirkiness have been
less negotiable, leaving that same genera-
tion of architects at a loss to reproduce
its power.

"One aspect about the house, a test that
it's good architecture, is that it now looks
relatively ordinary because it's had such
an influence," says Venturi. "It has com-
binations of big and little scale, a
pediment at the front, applied decoration
and a nonstructural arch, a lunette win-
dow in the back, windows with panes that
are symbolically windows. It's all over the
place. Young people dont realize that now,
because all of those elemenb have become
so accepted but were unheard of at that
time in late modern architecture."

For Venturi, the housds impact on archi-
tecture during the past quarter-century
has been a mixed blessing. "It makes you
happy in a way and sad in another," he
says. "We haven't done a skyscraper yet
to put the house on top of. Sometimes
your ideas aren't used very well, with the
same quality, or they're misunderstood."

The continuing influence of his moth-
er's house on Venturi's other work is evi
dent in projeca being designed by Venturi,

Rauch & Scott Brown todav. "I think wdve
been using that house in miny ways," com-
ments Venturi. "It's essentially symmetri-
cal with a classical, hierarchical buildup
toward the center, but at the same time,
by circumstance, it becomes asymmetri-
cal near the edges-that's very much a
characteristic of what we do a lot. Manv
of our houses have had the abstract pedi-
ment quality. We use the window with the
horizontal crossbar. The combination of
little and big scale, the hierarchy of scale-
all of those things are in our work. We've
done a lot of different buildings, our build-
ings come out of context and each one is
different, and we've evolved since then,
but it is our most fundamental, elemental
building."

Venturi began designing the house in
1961, working on the design for several
years while simultaneously writing Conz-
plexity and Contradiction in Architecture,
which was published in 1966. "I don't asso-
ciate the writing of the book and the
design of the house at all," he says, but
many of the ideas explored in those pages
are evident in the house. "They did go
hand-in-hand," Venturi acknowledges.

Vanna Venturi moved into the 1800-
square-foot house on April Fools'Day,
1964. "My mother loved the house," says
Venturi. 'At first she thought the marble
floor in the dining area was a little pre-
tentious. But she was proud of it." After
C omp lexity and Contradic tion, Yanna Yen-
turi had lots of visitors. "She was a widow,
and she enjoyed showing it to a lot of hand-
some young architects," adds Venturi.

Venturi house as it appears today.

He also lived in the house for a number
of years. "One thing I remember about it
vividly was that the interior light was very
beautiful. That was just sort of luck, but
partly because we used canvas cloth shades
that gave the light a slightly warm color.
There was a beautiful aura in the house."

As an occupant of his own creation,
Venturi found the house a testing ground
for details that would be refined in later
work. "I imagine any honest architect
would admit that when you finish a build-
ing there are some things you're very proud
of and other things that you didn't do right.
There are the inevitable few details-it's
usually details-that plague you. Its detail
should have been a little gutsier." As an
example, Venturi mentions the parapet
walls at the house's front and back, which
read as thin screens behind which the plan
twists and turns. "The parapet shouldn t
have been eight-inch block but either 12- or
lGinch. The hardest thing when you're
young is to know detailing. That you have
to learn over time." Within a few years of
its completion, the taupe gray stucco exte-
rior was painted green. "There was a
famous architect, " recalls Venturi, "and
I wont mention his name, who said one
color you never use on the outside of a
house is green. So I thought it was a good
idea to make it green."

After Vanna Venturi's death in 1975,
the house was purchased by Thomas and
Agatha Hughes, a Univenity of Pennsyl-
vania history professor and potter, respec-
tively, who have lovingly maintained the
house with the architect's consultation.
Apparently they're very attached to the
house, according to Venturi; this was
demonstrated a few years ago when
Thomas Hughes was offered a chaired posi-
tion at MIT and turned it down, citing as
one reason the fact that they would have
to move.

Venturi's own appraisal of the house
has changed over the years. In Complex-
ity and Contradiction, he dwelt on its man-
nerist tendencies, its lineage found in
Michelangelo's Porta Pia, in Palladio and
Alessandro Vittoria's Villa Babaro at Maser.
and in Vanbrugh's Blenheim Palace. "This
building recognizes complexities and con-
tradictions," he wrote. "It is both complex
and simple, open and closed, big and lit-
tle; some of its elements are good on one
level and bad on another; its order accom-
modates the generic elements of the house
in general, and the circumstantial elements
of a house in particular."

After studying las Vegas, Venturi began
to appreciate the house's more symbolic
qualities. "Some have said my mother's
house looks like a child's drawing of a
house," Venturi stated in a 1982lecture,
"representing the fundamental elements
of shelter-gable roof, chimney, door, and
windows. I like to think this is so, that it
achieves another essence, that of the genre
that is house and is elemental."

-MrcueBl J. Cnosste
News continued on page 33
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Housing Industry Facing
Possible Infirsion ftom Japan

For more than half a decade now, the U.S.
home building industry has been worrying
over the threat of a Japanese invasion of
its markets. But that danger seems to
be limited. While premanufactured hous-
ing from Japan and some European coun-
tries has been appearing in various rcgions
of this country, it comprises very little of
the total market share and no dramatic
gains are foreseen in the near future.

Hidden in that threat. however, is a far
more pervasive problem: advances in home
building technology abroad are being
brought to U.S. shores packaged in com-
ponents perceived by consumers as hav-

ing better design and higher quality than
their American counterparts. Almost unno
ticed, many of the components of home
construction have been entering the coun-
try on a piece by piece basis, creating
the current situation of formidable com-
petition. Increased domestic use of foreign
appliances, building components, and
building products is a far greater imme-
diate threat than the import of factory-
produced houses, according to the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development.

"Unlike entire factory-built housing sys-

tems, these specific products can be eas-
ily absorbed into the existing methods and
processes of domestic residential develop-
ment and product distribution," HUD cau-
tioned in a white paper on the topic.

Building, with its related services, is the
nation's single largest industry with a value
of $400 billion of new construction put
in place each year. Of that, residential con-
struction comprises $170 billion.

Historically, says HUD, the residential
industry has been insulated from foreign
competition and the global economy
because of its decentralized, flexible, and
low-capitalized nature. Likewise, American
builders and manufacturers have been con-
tent with domestic markets and have not
sought out export sales. In 1982, the United
States had a building product trade sur-
plus of $400 million. By 1987, however,
the balance had plummeted to a deficit
of $2.34 billion. The trade balance for
building products- bricks, cabinetry,
drywall, hardware, plumbing fixtures,
etc.-is consistently negative. The only
major exception is unprocessed lumber.

There are a number of complex reasons
for this development, according to HUD.
Foreign economies recently have become
affluent enough to produce housing prod-
ucts that would interest an American mar-
ket. On top of that, Scandinavian countries
are now so well housed, and their popu-
lation growth so minimal, that they have
an overcapacity to produce housing. Firms
in those countries are aggressively enter-
ing foreign markets to cover fixed over-
head costs. Even more importantly, says

continued on page 37

ARGHITECTURAL
BUILDING PANELS
Why do designers choose Glasweld?

It has a broad spectrum of architectural colors, color
consistency and extreme flatness.

Why do specification writers say, "Yes"?
Glasweld is durable, noncombustible, hard, and impact

resistant.

Why do owners agree?
Because GlaswLH is economical and its colorfast war-

ranty is the best in the industry.

Eternit Inc.
Reading, PA 19607
800-233-3155 or (215) 777-0100

World's Largest Manufacturar of Fiber Reinforccd Gement produc3s

gerrr*rECorpo.aion, Prinoffon, htl
Archibct Bow€rio*lglrl Assoclabs,
Prlnceton, N,
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Technology .from page .75

HUD, foreign housing industries offer
higher-quality housing and housing prod-
ucts, produced more efficiently than those
found in the United States. The quality
of Japanese and Scandinavian housing and
components is considered extremely high
in terms of structure, mechanical systems,
and finish.

Improved foreign housing quality results
in some degree from government-
subsidized research programs that are vir-
tually non-existent in the United States.
For example, Sweden spends about $150
million annually on housing research. and
one Japanese manufacturer alone spends
approximately $100 annually.

ln a national workshop HUD and the
Department of Commerce determined that
higher-quality domestic housing is needed
in order to limit housing industry imports
to this country and ultimately to increase
the demand for U.S. housing exports. The
workshop participants also declared that.
although many high-quality subsystems are
produced in this country. the means by
which they are assemblecl into finished
housing units compromises quality.

Er.r.: s.r Maxcs r.:so Monr:xcr

BRIEFS
Stoneyard Institute Workshop
The Stoneyard Institute of the Cathedral
of St. John the Divine in New York City
will hold its third annual summer program-
two weeks clf intensive training in stone
cutting, carving, and construction-July
2,1 to Aug. 4. The program. which is lim-
ited to 18 participants, is for students and
professionals i n architecture. art. engineer-
ing. and preservation. The application
deadline is June 2. Contact: Office of the
Summer Program, The Stoneyard Institute.
Cathedralof St. John the Divine. 1047
Amsterdam Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10025.

Cedar Shake & Shingle Competition
'f he biennial design competition of the
Cedar Shake & Shingle Bureau. cospon-
soretl b1 AIA. will honor projects in six
categories: single-family. multifamily. and
vacation resiclences: commercial and insti-
tutional buildings; remodeling and resto-
ration; and interiors. The competition is
open to all architects and designers; there
is no entry fee. The application deadline
is June 9. and entries must be submitted
by July 14. Contact Frank Welch, Cedar
Shake & Shingle Bureau.515 116th Ave.
N.E.. Suite 275, Bellevue, Wash. 98004.

Posters of Public Urban Places
A poster competition and exhibit on the
design of public urban places will be part
of the fifth and sixth International Mak-
ing Cities Livable conferences in Venice,
Italy, July 4-U, and in Charleston, S.C.,
Oct. 24-28. The entry deadline is May 30.
Contact Suzanne H. Crowhurst Lennard.
Making Cities Livable Conference, P.O.
Box 7586. Carmel. Calif.939211. !

ARCHITECTURAL
ROOFING SHINGLES

What makes Eternit Slates the number one choice in fiber
rei nforced cement shingles?

Architects, contractors, and owners say, "Durability,
authenticity, fire protection, a 30-year warranty, and they do
not contain asbestos",

Eternit $lates are designed for long-term performance in

the sun, the rain, and snow. They are made to resist storms
and high winds and to provide total water integrity.

Eternit Inc.
Reading, PA 19607
800-233-3155 or (215) 777-0100

World's Largest Manufacturer of Fiber Beinforced Cemsnt Products

.
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AIA ComponentAwards
Bg Lynn Neswith

ach year, as companions to the
national honor award winners, we
present a sampling of buildings that

have been honored by AIAs state, local,
and regional component organizations.
These other award winners help illustrate
the general quality and variety of work
being completed around the country.
Although space limitations prevent the
publication of all the winners, the selec-

ffi

tre''

tion that follows attempts to represent a
cross section of geographical areas, build-
ing types, firms, and approaches.

The premiated buildings include a'50s
cafe in Southern California. a firehouse in
Indiana, a restored carousel in Louisiana.
and a simple yet elegant synagogue on
Long Island, N.Y. The presentation here
begins in the Southwest, travels up to the
Pacific Northwest. and then goes e,ast.

,t
1:
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New Mexico Society ol Architects. Fried-
man residence, Albuquerque (left and
below) ; Westwork Architects, Albuquer-
que. Located between two rugged granite
outcroppings in the foothills of the Sandia
Mountains north of Albuquerque, the
house incorporates an embracing layered
entryway that serves as a counterpoint to
the simole. traditional forms and materials.

The main living area is placed at the cen-
ter of the house with patio areas on both
the northeast and southwest sides. The
master bedroom suite with an adjacent
sun room provides a quiet retreat and views
toward all directions. "This house uses
bold traditional Southwestern forms and
sits dramatically in the landscape with con-
viction," wrote the award jury.
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Component Awards
New Mexico Society
Ventura County Chapter
California Council
Central Valley Chapter . .

Spokane Chapter
Seattle Chapter
Texas Society .

Houston Chapter
Michigan Society

Wisconsin Society
above MinnesotaSociety
. . .50 Indiana Society
. . .50 Columbus Chapter
. . .54 Architects Society of Ohio .

. . .59 Iowa Chapter . . .

59,62 Kansas City Chapter , . . .

. . 64 Louisiana Chapter

...64 NewOrleansChapter . ....

. . .66 North Carolina Chapter . . .

. .66 Virginia Society . . . .214

. .71 Georgia Association . . .214

.72 PittsburghChapter ..... ..216

. .16 Chesapeake Bay Chapter .216

..76 BostonSociety ....218

. .18 New England Regional Council 218,223

. .78 New York State Association . .218.226

.213 Rhode Island Chapter .223

.213 PhiladelphiaChapter ... .226

.213 New Jersey Society .229
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Ventura County Chapter. Cabrillo Village
farm workers' housing, Saticoy, Calif.
(above); John V. Mutlow Architects, Los
Angeles. The original migrant farm worker
camp, built in the 1930s, was threatened
with demolition in the mid-'7Os before
the workers acquired the camp from the
ownen. In addition to renovating the exist-
ing cabins, the new owners added a com-
plex of 39 residential units. The architect
grouped two-, three-, and four-bedroom
row houses around a common sreen and
flanked them with private front-and back
gardens.
California Council. Glickman residence,
San Francisco (right); Backen Arrigoni &
Ross, San Francisco. The 2,575-square-foot,
four{evel house cornbines privacy with
natural light through the use of glass block
bay windows and slats on the remaining
windows. Half-walls, stairways, and book-
cases define the major living spaces. The
interion feature neutral colors and simple
surface textures.
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Strckesof Bdlliance,
Introducing nerv Interpane24K Gold coated glass that makes NIr. Lany Kunkel, Division Presidentof Hordis Brothers,Inc.:
your windows as unique as your designs. "The excellent delivery and quality from Interpane makes

Llnique because these proven Interpane coatings in24K it the perfect retrofit choice for us, ',vhether the job is a skrrefront
gold offer multi-function reflective and iow emissivity features. or a hish rise office buildins."
So n,,w as the two gentlemen bek rw prove, you can cirmbine Thi-s kind of customer satisfact ion, combined r.r'ith unique,
great appearance lvith high per{ormance glazing. nerv colors like Flamingo Pink and Pastel Blue plus innovatire

Mr. Gus Rapone, Siena Conshuction Corp., generalcontractor solar reflective/lolv emissivity combination coatings, has made
for the Mirage Hotel and Casino (formerll'the Golden Nugget Interpane the industry leader for 18 years running.
Hotel & Casino, Las \,'egas): So if you'd like to get a shining example of the future of glass

. "Rqaigolp windows give this new facility "{rye I _ _ coatings, contact Interpane.Coqtl.qgjrl^qc:,-

ii;.trxl',lii'ihl1?33;ffi..'?::iffii, ffi INTERPANE 3?"lll;:';J;,"tTiP-'E1b'l:'*'53531
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Central Valley Chapter. Fabulous Fifties
Cafe, Carmichael, Calif. (top); Niiya Calpo
Hom & Dong, Sacramento, Calif. In con-
verting an existing restaurant to a'50s
theme cafe, the architect set two cars into
the side of the building with their front
halves just inside the restaurant as booths.
The exterior is finished with a gleaming
white stucco; the interior color scheme
is pink and turquoise. A glass block tower
along the north wall houses a jukebox.

Bert's Diner, Sheldon, Calif. (above);
Monighan *Terry Architects, Sacramento.
The entry of this new diner is centered
between two circular walls of glass block,
which provide space for two large round
tables. Booths were placed along the
perimeter walls; the small kitchen has an
exposed service line and a pass-through
cooking counter. The exterior is a
custom-fabricated stainless steel skin, high-
lighted with neon lighting and signage.
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Spokane Chapten Don Kardong Pedestrian
Bridge, Spokane, Wash. (top); Zeck But-
ler Architects, Spokane. The adaptive use
of this bridge, donated to the city by Bur-
lington Northern Railroad, provides a
pedestrian and bicycle trail between down-
town and a residential neighborhood. A
series of five overhead passages and view-
ing platforms in different heights and con-
figurations interrupts the SO0-foot-long
bridge and reinforces the concept of the
bridge as a gateway. Various colors were
used on the latticework of the viewins
platforms, and steel and wooden framlngs
recall the original materials.

Seattle Chapten Newcastle Beach Park
Structures, Bellevue, Wash. (above); Jones
& Jones Architects, Seattle. Located on
a29.4-acre site along the shores of Lake
rvVashington, the park complex consists
of a lifeguard office, bath house. and care-
taker's residence. The architect designed
tall and narrow buildings with wide over-
hanging eaves and simple features to recall
vernacular buildings and to provide visual
and spatial extensions for the compact
interior spaces called for in the program.
The bath house extends the maior axis of
the site while creating an edge to the shore-
line plaza and swimming area.
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tenon joints.
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Seattle Chapter. The Inn at Semiahmoo,
Blaine, Wash. (above); The Callison Part-
nenhip, Seattle. Sited at the end of a mile-
long sand spit that once served as an
Alaska Packen cannery the 20Groom hotel
and conference center has splendid views
of the ocean to the west and mountains
to the east. The hotel is a four-story wood
frame structure that utilizes shingles and
beveled cedar siding. The large, simple
massing recalls the abandoned cannery
buildings, and the hierarchical roof mod-
ulations announce public functions and

differentiate private areas. Further artic-
ulation of eaves, decks, windows, and doon
adds proportion and definition to the exte-
rior. Tiussed canopies mark the public
entries, and large windows maximize nat-
ural light. Although the cannery buildings
were derelict, the existing buildings and
materials were used when possible. The
fish-sorting building, on a pier over the
water. was converted to a restaurant, and
the main lobby fireplace and entry pav-
ing are constructed with brick from the
cannery's old steam plant.
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Martin Henry kplm, Archit€ct AIA

tr Cedar shakes and shingles are distinctively beautiful. They make an important statement about the architect who

designs with them. ! Our labels certify that you're creating homes with the finest cedar available. Number L

CERilGRADE shingles are rated highest, produced by more than 3OO of ttre top mills in the U.S. and Canada. CERTI-

SPLIT specifies Number 1 Grade shakes. And CERTIGROOVE calls out Number I Grade shake siding. ! SpeciS them by

name to the builder. Because these labels certiry code requirements. And without t}tem your clients can't depend on

*8" maximum beauty and durability. ! For a free copy of New Roof Construction, and Sidewall

Application manuals, write to: Cedar Shake & Shingle Bureau, Ste.27\ 515 116th Avenue NE,

Bellevue, WA 98OO 4 -529 4.

Your certification of beauty and endurance.

Cedar Shake & Shingle Bureau. The recognized authority since l9l 5.
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Gias Society cI Architects and Housfon

Q-hapter: Schulte ranch house, Round Tbp,
&x. (above); Cannady, Jackson',& Ryan,
Architects, Houston. Sited on a hilltop
with spectacular views down a mile-wide
valley, this weekend house is an assemblage
of traditional forms and materials derived
fr,om vernacular Texas farmhouses with
olemena organized in a straigh*orwald
and classical composition.

A long, winding driveway leads to a gra,v-

eled entry courtyard flanked by symmet-
rical wings of the house. The formal front
door, with columns and pediment, opens
onlo a corridor connecting the two wings.
A 20Gfoot{ong porch with gabled forms
wraps around the sides and rear of the

house. The exterior is clad in pine siding
painted traditional barn red with blue,
black, and white detailing; the structure
is typical platform construction on piers
and wood beams.

The main interior space, set along the
east-west axis, is a large, double-height
living room, finished in pale pine with
exposed diagonal wind bracings. The
kitchen and study occupy the first-floor
intersections, with bedrooms located on
the upper level.

The award jury praised Cannady for
"reading the landscape and traditions and.
building on them while coming up with
something new and fresh. Beautifully
presented-Texas as text,"
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Minnesota Society. Barbour residence,
Minneapolis (above); F. John Barbour,
Architect, Minneapolis. Located on a slop-
ing corner lot, this house has prominent
overhangs. large bay and corner windows.
and bleached redwood siding detailed with
a maroon grid pattern. The Prairie School
character of the exterior carries through
to the interior. The living room, dining
room. kitchen, and study rotate around a

skylighted stairway with bedrooms on the
second level repeating this circulation pat-
tern. "No arbitrary half-moons or split ped-
iments here," wrote the jury. "This house
is honest architecture."

State of Minnesota Service Center,
Brainerd. Minn. (below); The Wold Asso-
ciation. St. Paul. In consolidating regional
state government services, the architect
organized the 34.000-square-foot facility
into three components. The tall spine,
cased in blue-green metal panels detailed
with red window casings ancl horizontal
stripes. runs the length of the complex
and houses the circulation core, The main
office component is a two-story wing ciad
in blue wooden siding: private offices are
housed in sloped-roof, one-story append-
ages. The employee cafeteria. librar-v, and
conference rooms face the river.

E
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Component Awards

Indiana Society of Architects. Fire House
No. 13 and Canal Maintenance Facility'.
Indianapolis; Browning Day Mullins
Dierdorf. Indianapolis. One of the first
new buildings to fall under the lurisdic-
tion of the citv's Lower Canal Improve-
ment Plan. the fire station is a five-bav
faci I ity housing tlorm itories. recrcutitrn
space. and a kitchen for 20 firefighters,
as well as administrative support functions
and training facilities. The sawtooth plan
provicles a series of bays for the fire trucks
while responding to the triangular site and
reducing the apparent scalc of rhe build-
ing. A rusticated base of alternating
courses of split-faced and ground-facecl
masonry rises to a full-height wall; above
the masonry the stucco exterior finish is
trimmed with wide bands of painted flash-
ing and punctuated with deep windows.

a

!
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Component Awads

Columbus Chapter. Fairfield Harbour, New
Bern, N.C. (top): Richarci Tiott & Partners
Architects. Columbus. The overall mass-
ing of this 9,000-square-foot restaurant and
mini-conference center at the mouth of
the Neuse River was conceived as two
structures paired side by side and woven
together by a lower flat roof that houses
the support and circulation systems. An
entry pergola wraps around the curved
facade and serves as an overscaled stair-
way. A blue metal roof and cedar detailing
respond to the nautical setting.

Architects Society of Ohio. Scripps Hall
school of journalism addition. Ohio Uni-
versity. Athens, Ohio (above); Richard
Trott & Partners Architects, Columbus.
A small library was renovated and enlarged
to house the school of journalism.
Although its site was prominent, the
library pavilion never had "campus pres-
ence" because of its orientation away from
the main lawn. A grass amphitheater
carved into the site leads to a new entrance
re-orienting the building and giving it a
new presence.

o.

c
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Iowa Chapter.4 Sons Convenience Store,
Des Moines (atrove); Stouffer & Smith
Architects, Des Moines. A bold red entry
announces the store. located in a skywalk
system, while a red checkerboard floor
tile defines the main circulation path. Free-
floating yellow forms accent this spine.
The jury's comments ranged from "tacky"
to'Junk food architecture" to "appropri-
ate, even the lettering style." : -

Kansas City Chapten Ten Central Car
Park, Kansas City, Mo. (below); PBNI
Architects, Kansas City. This 4lGcar park-
ing facility for a pair of office buildings
recalls the forms and texture of an adia-
cent restored Beaux-Ars building. In order
to maintain a friendly street facade. the
entire front elevation, with the exception
of the driveway, is devoted to retail use,
including a small theater and cafe.
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his year's annual review of new American archi
tecture follows the customary format: first a
set of buildings chosen by the editors, then

essays on architectural trends, then this year's national
AIA honor awards. Before and behind all this is a
selection of AIA component award winners and, in
the Technology & Practice section, a triad of fasci-
nating articles on research, among other useful things.

The essays this year assess the decade now in its
waning months. Actually this is the fint of two install-
ments of views of the'80s. In December there will
be another collection of essays, led by our own over-
view, then a series of evaluations of some of the
decade's most notable buildings. As usual we are
enormously grateful to the authors of the essays, both
those who appear this month and those scheduled for
December.

One of the clear trends of the '80s has been a con-
tinuation of the variegation that has marked the tall
buildings added to our nation's skylines. This trend,
of course, began in the '70s, and its pied piper was
Philip Johnson in collaboration with John Burgee. In
the current decade that role has been assumed by
Kohn Pedersen Fox, which seems to be building tow-
ers in every U.S. city with a population over 50,000.
We planned to publish three of them in this issue, so
it seemed logical to attach them to a profile of the
firm, a departure for the annual.-D.C.
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Bostons'Best
New Piece of

Pnblic Architectwe'
Kalhnann. McKtnneLL & Wood.

By Rnbert Camphell, AA

A convention center that is neither a huge cube of black mir-
ror glass, nor a vast block of concrete, nor yet a gift box wrapped
in bright high-tech frippery, nor an underground concourse with
a park on top-can such a building be conceived?

Conceived it has been, and not only conceived, but built.
The new John B. Hynes Veterans Memorial Convention
Center- to give it its full, ludicrous, all-things-to-all-constituencies
name-differs from other major American convention centers
in that it appears to be a place intended for human habitation
rather than a fish warehouse or bird sanctuary or bus garage or
high-security bomb factory. The Hynes is clearly a real building,
with a roof and a base and floors and windows, with recogniz-
able pars and materials and an attitude to the street and even
a front door.

But it's far more than that, although that alone would have
been a unique achievement for this forlorn building type. The
Hynes is the the best new piece of public architecture in Bos-
ton, one of the few buildings of our own time that can be at
least mentioned in the same breath with the masterpieces of a
century ago, with the Boston Public Library or Tiinity Church.

The architect, Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood, faced a daunt-
ihg problem. Most convention centen, everywhere in the United
States, are nothing but walled containers. The convention cen-
ter is not a building type that suggcsts rich possibilities for archi
tectural expression. All the life takes place deep inside, in
deliberately windowless showrooms and lecture halls.

How can such a building be made public? How can it open
itself, with sociable trust, to the life of the street and the city?
How can we, standing across the street and looking at it, be
encouraged to fantasize ourselves inside and thus begin the cru-
cial act of interacting imaginatively with the architecture?

The architects have solved this essential problem by bringing
the human part of their building-the lobbies and corridors where

Right, Hynes Center seen through a Back Bay street. Below, the
remodeled box is at left and part of the addition at right.

ae)

o
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conventioneers walk, meet, and party-out to the street front
of the building. Luckily this is a north-facing facade that can
accept generous windows. Some of the windows even have cur-
tains. So far from being a blank wall, the entire major street front-
age of the Hynes, on all three floors, is a row of windows, windows
that connect the life inside the building to the life outside in
the street.

Somehow, KMW penuaded the client, the Massachusetts Con-
vention Center Authority, to fund another essential of good pub-
lic architecture: wasteful, inefficient interior space. All those
lobbies and corridors are big enough to function as great pub-
lic living rooms. This is especially true at the top level, the third,
where the lobby along Boylston Street is a stunning public gal-
lery, two stories high and a city block long, vaulted at the ceil-
ing, flooded with light, and opening to a view over the roofs of
the Back Bay with the Charles River and Cambridge beyond.
This gallery is one of the great rooms of Boston of any period.
Part of is impact derives from the fact that it has been carefully
prepared for. As you rise through the Hynes on its various stairs
and escalators-rising toward this gallery-you are always mov-
ing up from darker and smaller spaces into brighter and larger
ones, until you reach the top and emerge, as a climax, into the
explosion of space and light that is this superb gallery.

There are many more things to praise about the new Hynes.
Not the least is its success in completely hiding the old Hynes.
For the Hynes of today is not an entirely new building, although
you can't tell that either inside or out. A hideous old blockhouse,
the former Hynes still exiss, completely renovated, inside the
new. What the architects have done is to wrap the old building
on two sides with the new one, which contains a great variety
of meeting rooms and auditoriums that cater to the newer kind
of convention crowd, more interested in holding a symposium
than in staring at boats or tractors. The old contains, as it always
did, big loft spaces for product displays.

The Hynes is unique in one other way as well. Instead of being
sited out on the Interstate or in a downtown neighborhood of
wholesalers, it stands on a street in one of Boston's best residen-
tial and shopping neighborhoods, the Back Bay. The Back Bay
has is public monuments-the library, hotels, churches, clubs-
but it has no other public building of the size of the Hynes. KMW
has succeeded, or at least has come amazingly close to succeed-
ing, in giving its building the rhythm and texture of the tradi-
tional Back Bay block without at all compromising its proper
grandeur as a major civic institution. The Hynes is a very big
thing in a neighborhood-or on the edge of one, at least-that
is made up generally of much smaller things. Yet the Hynes is
respectful in every way that it could be without abandoning is
public character. The granite of its exterior matches the granite
of the Boston Public Library a few blocks down Boylston. The
spacing of its columns and windows matches the rhythm of
housefronts. Its height matches closely the heights of older build-
ings across the street, including the Tennis and Racquet Club,
which KMW renovated and in which the firm now has its own
offices.

Things would be better if the ground floor along the Boylston
sidewalk could have been lined with commerce instead of, as it
is, by a relatively useless arcade. But the owner didn t want shops.
In their absence, the arcade is a device for giving the building
an articulated base and a sense of transparency along the side-
walk. It also is an extraordinary urban space in is own right.

Much has been written in recent years about the importance
of the "street wall" in traditional cities. KMW has interpreted
that concept in an amazingly literal way. The architects have
conceived of the Boylston Street facade as one long wall, pierced
but never violated by rhythmic windows and by the openings
of the ground-floor arcade. Even at the main entrance, the con-
tinuity of the street wall isn t ruptured. Instead, the entire facade,

Tbp, the Boylston Street gallery that fronts the 'hideous old block-
house'of the original convention center. Far left, the consecra-
tion of Episcopal Bishop Barbarq Hqrris in the convention center
last February. Left, a corridor etched in red.

o Peter Vanderwarker
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unbroken, cups back in a welcoming curve, while an enormously
bold glass canopy jus forward to signal the entrance. The bal-
ance here, between continuous wall and invading entrance, is
exquisitely kept. In the larger cityscape, the Hynes's entrance
terminates an important vista up Gloucester Street from the res-
idential Back Bay. That vista is made absolutely wonderful by
the delicacy with which KMW has placed its bold entrance just
enough off the axis of the street, to emphasize the primacy of
the street grid over the monumentality of any single building.

The wallishness of the Hynes reminds you that the houses on
nearby Commonwealth Avenue also line up to make block-long
walls--walls that shape the space of the street into a great out-
door corridor. The Hynes has restored a similar feeling of
streetspace to this long-fragmented end of Boylston Street.

On the facade itself , the architects have played a conscious
and rather sophisticated game of trying to relate the new Bos-
ton to the old. At the sidewalk, the Hynes begins with a tradi-
tional material-granite-cut into shapes that recall, in a
diagrammatic way, the details of the buildings of Boston past.
But, as your eye moves up the facade, strange things happen.
The warm-toned granite gives way more and more to steel and
glass, materials more expressive of our own time. At the top,
simple blue-black steel plate girders, like those of a bridge, span
the window tops and support the roof. It's as if the Hynes's gran-
ite skin were being progressively peeled back to expose the steel
skeleton of which the building is actually made. This pseudo-
narrative gives the facade a lot of interest and gives the archi-
tects the chance to play with more than one material. And it
helps create the clear bottom, middle, and top. The effect is
truly elegant.

Mewed from the street, the facade dramatically expresses what's
going on inside. The tall third-floor windows tell us there must
be a grand piano nobile inside,like the ballroom floor of a pal-
ace or the upper-floor reading room of the Boston Public Library.
The windows dont lie: behind them is the great public gallery.

One thing you don t notice about the Hynes is the fact that
much of its ground floor is mere headroom for the Massachu-
setts Tirrnpike, an Interstate highway that barrels at an angle
through the entire length of the building. You don t notice that
because, as soon as you enter, you are whisked up a rapid esca-
lator while your attention is distracted by the extraordinary inte-
rior space.

This, the center of circulation, is a mighty drum, a great ver-
tical cylindrical room that rises the full height of the building
and pokes up through the roof. Escalators rise in its middle, and
stairs climb its curved walls. Architects will quickly recognize,
as one source, the classic Stockholm Public Library by Gunnar
Asplund, where the drum houses the lending room as well as
stairs. At the Hynes, the cylinder form does many things. On
the exterior it makes a round foil for the long, flat street wall.
Inside it makes the circulation memorable and thus organizes
your perception of the whole interior. You are always emerging
from and returning to the drum as you move about the build-
ing. From it, you can see straight through the building to the
rear door where the Hynes opens onto the plazas of the Pruden-
tial Center complex-plazas that connect, over bridges, with two
convention hotels and a shopping mall. From the drum, too, you
can look down the long Boylston Street galleries at all three lev-
els. You can see out to the streets of the city at each landing.
Unlike so many convention centers, the Hynes is never a maze,
never disorienting. You always know where you are in the build-
ing and where the building is in the city.

The next thing you probably notice after the drum is the qual-
ity of materials. Where else can you find a convention center
whose floors are surfaced not in bland terrazzo but in patterned
inlaid granite of different colors? Where else do ordinary meet-
ing rooms have coved or vaulted ceilings, so that they will feel
like complete, self-contained rooms instead of like mere segments
of some endless space that has been arbitrarily partitioned off?

Left, inside the circulation dntm. Right, vaulted ballrooms thqt
can be used separately or as one great luminous space.

Second level

Plaza level

Lower level

IirTrl
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A few questionable things also should be noted. Some of the
circulation areas, especially on the lower levels, are perhaps a
little too dark. Wide wooden benches in the great galleries are
elegant but seem overwrought in shape and uncomfortable in
use. There's a lot of hidden pocket area in the plan, which serves
well to create a sense of depth at room entrances but which might
also perhaps have been put to some practical use.

Besides the top-floor gallery, several other interior spaces are
remarkable. A trio of vaulted ballrooms can be used separately
or thrown together as one big room. Either way, they feel com-
plete and beautiful. The transverse hall on the third floor, which
serves these ballrooms as circulation and reception area, is aston-
ishing. Its walls are bright red, and down boih of its sides huge
blank dark doors (many of them false panels) seem to march.
The effect recalls some of the grim Valhalla interion by the Ger-
man painter Anselm Kiefer.

This red room reminds us of a certain angst that has persisted
in the work of this remarkable team of architects ever since its
extraordinary debut in 1962 with the competition-winning design
for Boston City Hall. Kallmann-McKinnell buildings are always
far more than accommodations of the client's program. Like good
poems, they offer a dense compaction of possible readings and
metaphors. They also derive from an amazing range of sources.
They are eclectic in inspiration but never in expression, because
the sources are always digested, abstracted, and transformed.

Despite the eclecticism, one theme does continue throughout
the firm's career. This is the tension between survival and decay,
between the temporal assertions of humanity and the timeless
processes of nature. At KMW's American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, the landscape chews into the architecture at one cor-
ner, presaging an eventual reversion to nature. At the firm's fine
Becton-Dickinson headquarters in New Jersey, an atrium floor-
piece-a collaboration between the architects and artist Michael
Singer-takes the form of an excavation that seems to contain
building materials but also mysterious artifacts. It is at once the
fresh breaking of earth for the new and an archeological digging
up of the old, and it relates the building to the process of its
making and its eventual unmaking.

The Hynes has that metaphoric richness. The red third-floor
hall, suggesting the set for a dramatization of the Masque of
the Red Death, is part of it, but so is the more hopeful move-
ment of rising up through the building from darkness into light.
The great drum reminds us of Asplund, but also of Stirling in
Stuttgart. Though KMW's work always seems tectonic and fully
built, as opposed to pictorial or narrative, it is amazingly rich
in ghostly messages, references, metaphors, and demarcations.

With the completion of the Hynes, KMW has created more
significant public architecture in Boston than any other archi-
tect or firm since Charles Follen McKim. KMW has emerged
as a sort of designated civic architect. It seems likely, too, that
the firm, long saddled with its reputation as designer of the now
hopelessly unfashionable (though still powerful) Boston City Hall
of 1968, is about to re-emerge into the consciousness of the pro-
fession and of architectural schools and historians in the United
States. Hynes is in many ways the best and most interesting of
recent Boston works of architecture and deserves that kind of
attention.

Perhaps the Hynes presages something else: an era in which
Americans again will be ready to spend as much money on the
public realm as on our private worlds. Perhaps Bostonians are
once again realizing that a wonderful private world-a great car,
house, stereo, art collection, whatever-means little unless there's
a great public realm to walk out into. It was just such thinking
that created, a century ago, the public streets and squares of
the original Back Bay. The Hynes is a fitting addition to that
great piece of urbanism. !

This page, from top: skylight entices visitors up to lightfilled
gallery; view into meeting room from Boylston Gallery looking
across the granite-tiled floor anteroom: the stark and sleek'mighty
drum'of the full-building-height rotunda. Facing page, top floor
of stairway that wraps around the rotunda.
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estlake doesn t show up on many Texas maps, and its
neighbor Southlake appears only as a speck on the
fringe of Dallas/Fort Worth Airport. Together they

have a population of 3,500, enough to support a Dairy Queen,
a Circle E convenience store, and the Flying Burrito restaurant.

But this pastoral tranquility is disappearing as IBM relocates
its regional headquarters to the area. Two thousand employees
already have made the move, with another 2,000 to follow in
the next few months. Nearly 2 million square feet of space have
been completed. Within 10 years this 90Gacre swatch of rolling
north Texas prairie is expected to contain a dozen corporate
headquarters, mainly electronics and communications firms that
are considered the salvation of Texas's depressed and chemically
dependent economy. As many as 20,000 people eventually may
work and live in Westlake and Southlake, making a city where
only farms and pastures existed before.

IBM Westlake-now rhapsodically renamed Solana or "place
in the sun"-is the latest satellite city to go into orbit around
Dallas and Fort Worth, taking its place in the regional galaxy
next to Las Colinas, the Galleria, and the Dallas Parkway corri-
dor. Although not the largest of these new urban centers, it is
arguably the most thoughtful and instructive.
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Above, overview shows integration of roads and buildings. Left,
the Marketing Cente4 a multi-jointed building.

From a distance, Solana is only a magenta pylon and a
cadmium-yellow column poking above the tree line on either
side of State Highway ll4. Southlake residents once threatened
to sue IBM over these colors, claiming that they were loud and
un-Texas. And they were right. The colors are loud and Mexi-
can and were introduced by architect Ricardo Legorreta, Hon.
FAIA, to give Solana a distinctive psychedelic presence on the
rural horizon.

"I wanted to make color part of the entire design, not some-
thing added on," Legorreta explained. "Instead of saying I will
make a wall and paint it red, I said I will make something red
and it will be a wall."

But bold color is only one of the things that sets Solana apart
from other corporate campuses in the region. The Texas High-
way Department, in a rare burst of inspiration, permitted
Legorreta to design the bridges and underpasses leading to and
from the project. So, instead of taking another nondescript off-
ramp, with a traffic island and a stop sign, visitors exit Highway
114 into a dramatic outdoor room, complete with plazas, foun-

tains, and tall, slender obelisks. The adjacent berms and slopes,
planted with fruit trees, are like miniature orchards that medi-
ate between the raw prairie and the artful parterres around the
individual office buildings. Legorreta also placed two red stucco
walls parallel to the ove{pass, further evidence that this is a gate-
way rather than simply a freeway interchange.

Those who drive to the Westlake side of the project find
another surprise: two long, low parking garages, with arcades
and double rows of trees, that create a baroque forecourt for
the office complex. Seventy-five percent of the parking at Solana
is covered; this is an unusually high ratio for a suburban devel-
opment. Equally impressive is that the parking garages have been
used to make public spaces instead of being appended crudely
to the backs of buildings. Here the UPS driver feels he has arrived
at Vaux le Mcomte.

Freeway interchanges and parking garages, though not the main
attractions at Solana, demonstrate how meticulously the entire
project has been planned. It is not a typical suburban scatter-
ing of discrete buildings on individual sites but rather a series
of precincts or rooms in which the automobile has been accom-
modated and also tamed. There are edges, boundaries, and hier-
archies. Roads keep to the high ground, with the buildings set
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in low areas against a background of trees and rolling hills.
Solana is a joint venture of IBM and Maguire Thomas Part-

nen. Maguire Thomas hired kgorreta Arquitectos to design the
IBM complex in Southlake, as well as the hotel, shops, and office
buildings that make up the Village Center across Highway 114.
Mitchell/Giurgola designed the Westlake campus, which consists
of six five-story office buildings, two parking garages, a cafete-
ria building, and a computer center. Landscaping for the entire
9OGacre site was done by Peter Walker/Martha Schwartz, while
the master plan was the responsibility of Barton Meyers, AIA,
in consort with all the other key participants.

Assembling so many stars on one team could have been a disas-
ter, like George Steinbrenner's grand designs for the New York
Yankees. Yet one of the pleasures of Solana is how well the indi-
vidual pieces work together. Whatever the stylistic differences,
they reflect common objectives and a shared point of view.

Everyone agreed at the outset that the site was the most impor-
tant element, not simply because it had a history and an iden-
tity that were worth preserving. The challenge was to put buildings
in the place yet to allow the place to shine through. Consequently
the architects agreed to build only on 10 percent of the land,
leaving the remainder as fields, meadows, and woods. One hun-
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Facing page above, the Vllage Center, patterned after a plaza
in a smqll Mexican town; below entrance axis of the IBM
office complex. Above, cross qxis of the same complex, show-
ing interior courtyard with pools and pergola.

dred fifty acres have been replanted with the wildflowers and
prairie grasses that once flourished there. Buildings have been
kept below the tree line-roughly five stories-so that they always
are seen across a landscape. In form and materials they are South-
western, though without the usual postcard clich6s. Connecting
these far-flung pieces is a network of lakes, streams, ponds, and
pathways that represents an architectural stylization of the nat-
ural features of the site. Within these general guidelines the archi-
tects were free to do as they wished.

The most distinctive single building at Solana is Legorreta's
Marketing and Technical Support Center, a low, multijointed
structure with large stucco walls, small mullionless windows, and
five interior courtyards. CEOs from around the world gather here
to inspect IBM's most sophisticated new products. The center
was intended to be a compound, a place apart, and Legorreta
responded by turning the building in on iself.

Visitors enter the Marketing Center through a tall vaulted room,

IBM Marketing
and Technical

/ Support center

\

]
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painted blue, with a slatted arched window at one end and a
spartan reception desk at the other. It is Giotto's chapel updated
for the computer age, ideal for putting customers in a receptive
frame of mind.

Beyond are the numerous offices and conference rooms where
IBM's latest modems and mainframes are given their whizz-bang
presentations. Here the interiors-by PHH Neville Lewis-are
nearly as spare as in the vestibule chapel: white walls, Mexican
tile floors, oak trim, and a few latia ceilings, like those in
Legoretta's resort hotels.

But the real interior decoration is the gardens, designed by
Legorreta and Walker/Schwartz. They give the building a clar-
ity and openness belied by its stolid stucco exterior. The main
entry courtyard, with its cedar trees, misting fountain, and
magenta sunscreen, is an intense contrast to the cool, dark, barrel-
vaulted lobby. Another courtyard, clearly inspired by Luis
Barrag6n, consists of willow trees and a series of narrow, rectan-
gular reflecting pools. A third is a spare gravel space with benches
around the edges and a few small trees. Here is an interior world
of crisp geometry and carefully framed views that manages to
be restful rather than manipulative. After an hour in these green
spaces, any sales pitch becomes bearable.

IO4 ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1989

Above, Legorreta's long entrance to the Marketing Center Fac-
ing page, above qnd below right, vaulted Marketing Center lobby,
moodily lit from small windows; below left, grand stairway leads
from this vaulted room up to offices on second floor

The Village Center is intended to be an intimate and informal
counterpart to the corporate preserve, the small town at the edge
of the army base. Instead of Cancun and,Barraghn, Legorreta
borrowed from the markets and plazas of small Mexican towns.
So far, the Mllage Center consists of restaurants and retail spaces
opening onto a paved courtyard with fountains, trees in large
clay pots, and a soaring (and enigmatic) fuscia pylon that could
be a commercial version of a Mayan stela. Opposite the plaza
are two spec office buildings by Legorreta-architecturally the
weakest parts of the development-and the beginnings of a
300-room hotel. If Solana is to have a civic realm, the Mllage
Center is it.

Compared with Legorreta's underplayed vernacular designs,
Mitchell/Giurgola s Westlake complex appears formal, rigid,
almost classical, with buildings arranged foursquare on a neat
rectangular grid. Romaldo Giurgola, F.AIA, has continued the
Southwestern theme by cladding most of the buildings in red
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or tan stucco, yet the general feeling is of another place, sug-
gesting at times the firm's Volvo headquarters in Sweden. In keep-
ing with the master plan, Giurgola distributed the 900,000 square
feet of office space among six identical buildings, each five sto-
ries tall and tucked into a natural hollow on the site. And, whereas
the Marketing Center turns inward toward gardens and court-
yards, Mitchell/Giurgolas buildings turn outward toward the land-
scape. Arcades run along the base of the buildings, while on
the upper floon the perimeter is a wide corridor that gives every-
one a view of the surrounding woods and prairies. The space
between the buildings is a long symmetrical courtyard with
trellises and reflecting pools, like a formal garden in a country
estate. The one splash of traditional corporate high design occurs
in the cafeteria building, one end of which is clad in polished
gray granite and features a grand stairway that comes straight
from the Volvo headquarters. The idea here seems to be that,
because in a remote place like Solana lunch becomes a major
social event, employees should have an elegant place in which
to eat it. Nice thought, but somewhat schizophrenic as a design.
The other cafeteria interiors-by CRS Sirrine-carry on the low-
key Southwestern motif to more pleasing effect.

Weaving around and through the entire project are the paths,
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Above, purple pylon and fountains at Vllage Center. Right, one
of the entry fountains at the Mqrketing Center.

ponds, streams, and parterres shaped by Walker/Schwartz. It will
be years before this work can be fully appreciated, yet already
it has set the tone for Solana by showing how large buildings
can be set in a landscape without obliterating it. The obvious
development pitfalls- ubiquitous parking lots, overscaled build-
ings, gratuitous diversity-have been avoided. There is order at
Solana but also diversity in the form of hills, lakes, boulevards,
hiking trails, public spaces, and private retreats.

The real test for Solana will come a few years from now, when
the second generation of corporate tenants arrives and decides
it wants to tweak the original master plan. Build a little taller,
perhaps, or creep a bit closer to the highway for better expo-
sure. Many good plans have crumbled under this kind of assault.
Maguire Thomas says it won't cave in. "We are under no pres-
sure to start a helter-skelter development," says managing part-
ner Robert Maguire, "and we wont do it. We wont lose control."

Phase I of Solana is so good, so filled with lessons for other
developers of the new American landscape, that one can only
hope that Maguire is a man of his word. n
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ince it was built in 1975, the Pacific Design Center has weath-
ered an initial flurry of controversy to become a respected
landmark of Southern California modern architecture.

Dubbed the Blue Whale, Cesar Pelli's abstractly sculpted ultra-
marine monument has come to embody L,os Angeles'unconven-
tionality and variegated urban fabric. In a city where most of
the good buildings are small, domestic, and removed from easy
view, this pristine, freestanding object is one of the few large
and easily visible buildings to achieve both professional and pop-
ular recosnition.

Its startling color, unusual form, and sharp break in scale from
its residential surroundings, the very qualities that once were
so controversial, are also what made it memorable. Pelli's skills
at sculpting a huge and essentially windowless mass and in cre-
ating a complex reflective skin are what made it so refreshing
and at the same time impressive.

Thanks in no small part to the quality of the building, the
PDC has been an economic success. Business proved so good
that its management asked Gruen Associates to design an expan-
sion a few years ago. The reasoning was that Gruen had been
the original architect and was still in business just two miles down
San Mcente Boulevard from the Whale. The flaw in the reason-
ing was that Pelli was no longer directing design at Gruen and
wasn t asked to be on the team. The result was an unimpressive
grouping of three silver hexagonal towers that seemed unaware
of the Blue Whale's existence, an achievement comparable to
not noticing the elephants in the second act of Aida.

Although this obvious despoliation of a local landmark never
attracted the attention of any architectural watchdogs in the daily
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press, it did create a disturbance in the design community and
eventually spawned a strong critique in the Los Angeles AIA
chapter's monthly tabloid, LA Architecr. After this and after
personally hearing many complaints about the Gruen scheme,
the late Murray Rldman, the PDC's managel realized that design
quality and designers good opinions were not to be taken lightly
in a building devoted to the design profession, and he worked
out a Solomonic arrangement whereby Pelli would design the
expansion while Gruen would be responsible for the contract
documents.

This solved the problem of design talent and continuity, but
it also put Pelli in a difficult spot. He was faced with the prob-
lem of adding on to a building that was never meant to be altered
in any way. "When I designed the original," he says, "I was sure
it would never need to be expanded. And had I known it would
need to be, I never would have designed it the way I did." Its
long extruded shape lent itself to augmentation only along its
major axis, but adjacent streets and residences foreclosed such
a move. Vertical expansion would have been functionally, esthet-
ically, structurally, and economically problematic. The architect's
own stylistic inclination also had changed dramatically during
the intervening years. Furthermore, he says, "when the PDC was
built it was nowhere in particular, but now it is in the downtown
of Ithe new city of]West Hollywood." (The municipality's civic
center will soon be built across the street.) He likened his situa-
tion to that of a character in a Jorge Luis Borges story who set
out to rewrite Don Quixote using Cervantes's exact words but
in a way that would have an entirely different meaning from the
original.
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Drawing by Ceasar Pelli

Facing page, the 'Blue Whale'and its new green sibling rise
above their low-scale West Hollywood neighbors. Tbp, the new
wing sits on a two-story blue base perpendiculqr to the old wing.
Drawing by Pelli shows the future addition of a red wing.

After pondering the problem, Pelli concluded that the best
design strategy would be to treat the original building as one of
several contrasted "fragments'on the site. This would allow it
to retain its form and identity while also freeing the newer com-
ponents from the need to repeat the color or shape of the older
building. This would also nicely accommodate the need for expan-
sion in two separate phases.

Earlier in his career, Pelli was fascinated with the notion of
organizing his buildings to permit -indeed, to express-the pro-
cesses of growth and change. Part of this approach, embodied
most fully in the brilliant but unbuilt U.N. City megastructure
for Venna, Austria, was to create an open-ended esthetic wherein
the growing building would look complete and convincing at
any point in its evolution. This was accomplished rationally by
permitting growth in three directions and along a dozen or so
axes. Other constructed buildings incorporated similar philoso-
phies on a less elaborate scale. Ironically, few of them have
required enlargement and none of those have been expanded
as planned; yet a building that was never meant for expansion
turned out to require a total of 1.7 million square feet of addi-
tional showroom space and parking, more than tripling the built
area of the original.

The result of these weighty demands is one of the most remark-
able transformations in recent architectural history. What was

originally a functionally and esthetically self-sufficient building
is now a piece of a larger and richer composition. What was
once a freestanding object in space is now part of a space-shaping
ensemble. And what was originally simple and suburban has
become complex and, at least by local standards, urban. Most
significantly, what was once a fine building that apparently could
only be diminished by any addition has been made significantly
better. Although the solution was ad hoc and intuitive rather
than anticipated and systemic, it is highly convincing.

The second phase of the PDC, recently completed, consists
of a twisted but symmetrical 450,00Gsquare-foot, green-glass ele-
ment housing showrooms, a conference center, and a restaurant;
a freestanding art gallery; a parking structure; and a new plaza
at what was once the rear of the old building. Phase 3 will con-
sist of a 60Gcar garuge expansion and a 375,00Gsquare-foot show-
room wing in the form of a curved wedge clad in dark red glass.

Unlike its blue ancestor, the green element does not lend itself
to a snappy nickname. "Green Apple" has been offered, but its
cantilevered sharp-edged shape contradicts any attempted bio-
logical metaphor. If anything, it looks like a child's toy or a
machine part. Inside, that form translated into simply shaped
floon, octagonal at lower stories with diminishing corner cham-
fers on higher levels finally producing a square at the top. This
primary volume is capped by a roof and skylight in the shape
of an octagonal pyramid that forms the top of a three-story,
90-foot-high central atrium. Fire codes prevented a full-height
central space for this nine-story building; in compensation, there
are three internal two-story atria vertically stacked below the
uppermost one. These four octagonal spaces and their balconies
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Below, the abutting cylinder houses the
main circulation path and provides expan-
sive views. Right, the interiors of the new
wing repeat the red tile and linear metal
ceiling of the oiginal. Far right, the newly
created plaza provides a public space for
events and pe rformanc es.

embrace much of the horizontal circulation in a rather compact
floor plan. This scheme contrasts sharply with the Blue Whale,
where a long plan and decentralized vertical circulation produced
intentionally long and irregular internal corridors. Like the orig-
inal building, the green one has a dramatic cylindrical escala-
tor bank permitting sweeping views of the city. The newer bank
projects even farther from the face of its building, since it later
will act as a hinge between the green and red wings. At that
point in the PDC's evolution, its function as a belvedere will be
sharply reduced.

The circulation spaces of the green wing are rather simple,
with only the topmost atrium showing any overt expressive ambi-
tions. This is only logical since the tenants themselves supply
considerable visual diversity and excitement. The showrooms
are all individually designed, and most of them have frontages
that are as open as possible. Many of the smaller spaces aug-
ment their impact with mirrored walls. The residential and con-
tract furnishings carried by the tenants are on prominent display,
and a healthy competition has gradually raised the quality and
sophistication of both the storefront designs and the showroom
interiors. In is 13 years of operation, the PDC has evolved from
a sedate internalized decorators' row to a lively gallery environ-
ment that is part bazaar and part museum of design, in propor-
tions that depend on the occupants' inclinations in a particular
section. In such a setting, any attempt at creating a strong archi-
tectural framework would only come into conflict with the evolv-
ing differentiation and ingenuity of the tenants.

Outside, Pelli has been less modest in his design ambitions.
The tight juxtaposition of superscaled blue and green forms cre-
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ates a dramatic visual tension and a truly urban set of spatial
relationships that is rarely encountered in this city of disconnected
experiences. One corner of the green block comes perilously
close to the Blue Whale, and, since there is a grid shift of roughly
16 degrees between the two sections, it is easy to imagine one
or the other in motion. There are both toughness and poetry in
this composition; two great architectural beasts of different col-
ors co-exist like sleeping giants that may one day wake up and
do battle.

At greater distances, this relationship is equally effective; if
anything, foreshortening underscores the angular and formal ten-
sion between the two elements. Due to its placement and nearly
200-foot height, the green block strengthens the landmark qual-
ity of the complex. It creates a more dramatic and complete
presence than the Blue Whale did when seen from the sloping
streets and foothills to the north, and it announces itself axially
along the twisting course of Melrose Avenue at even greater dis-
tances than the earlier building. The green addition has magni-
fied the scale of the PDC and thus heightened its almost sur-
realistic relationship to its surrounding neighborhood of cottages
and low-lying storefronts and apartments. In a city where the
unexpected has become commonplace, it has restored the pos-
sibility of surprise.

Dramatic and serendipitous from afar, its exterior is welcom-
ing and almost intimate at closer range. In part, this is because
Pelli defused the tension between green and blue at ground level,
The new section sits on a two-story blue base perpendicular to
the old wing. Pelli explains that the figure-ground relationship
was designed to reverse itself at the third floor. At the lower lev-



o

els, which are urban and public, the plaza is the figure and the
building is the ground, whereas higher up the angled buildings
constitute the figure and the intervening space the ground. In
this way, Pelli had the best of two worlds: expressive geometric
and spatial relationships perceived at a distance, and urban reg-
ularity and order on the occupied ground plane.

Although architecturally bounded on two sides, the plaza also
fronts on the inclined and sweeping curve of San Vicente Bou-
levard. Far from being an urban street, it is more like a subur-
ban highway, and creating a convincing space alongside its swath
was not an easy task. It was accomplished by Pelli's partner, land-
scape architect Diana Balmori, through astute manipulation of
the sloping site and playing off formal versus informal geome-
tries and planting versus paving. From the road, one is naturally
drawn into the plaza by gravity and by the obvious destination
of the two buildings. From the plaza's inner portions, the high-
way is nearly invisible because of planting and a rise in the ground
that also serves to contain the space, at least at eye level. Thus,
the open space is a park near the street and a hard-edged plaza
near the buildings. Eventually, the concluding red building will
bound this area on a third side, but for now that task is accom-
plished implicitly and surprisingly well by the relatively small,
cube-shaped Murray Feldman Gallery standing to the north.

There is also a small semicircular amphitheater that straddles
the boundary between paved and vegetated zones. A fountain
occupies the hardscaped portion, while a meandering path and
inviting groups of wooden benches punctuate the landscaped
zone. An unequal checkerboard of red, green, and natural-toned
concrete covers the plaza.

If there is a flaw in this project, it is a certain lack of quality
in execution. The PDC owners, a consortium of several corpo-
rations located outside [,os Angeles, have been frugal clients from
the start. Pelli has responded intelligently to tight budges on
both occasions, using economical off-the-shelf materials and rel-
atively undemanding building techniques, but at times one would
like to see the occasional rich surface and elegant detail, par-
ticularly since the building is devoted to tenants who specialize
in those very things and is trafficked by buyers who value them.
It is rather like the cobbler's children going barefoot. And, while
the Blue Whale was put together reasonably well, the expansion
is atfiicted by some clearly substandard workmanship. The plaza
paving colors, especially the greens, are washed out, and the sur-
faces are somewhat shabby. The Feldman Gallery is clad in a
warm concrete that would have been beautiful had it not been
scarred by severe pouring irregularities that are visible a hun-
dred feet away.

Apart from construction quality, the PDC is microcosmic evi-
dence of [,os Angeles ongoing urban maturation. It has evolved
from a freestanding building fronting a huge parking lot to a
rich amalgam of park, plaza, and dynamically composed struc-
tures, accommodating more automobiles far less obtrusively.
While there are many good single buildings in town, most do
not play a part in everyday life. The PDC is not only large and
supremely visible, it is also one of the region's few good build-
ing groups, and probably the only one that wasn't either built
all at once or master-planned from the start. Best of all, it still
isn t complete. Cesar Pelli has given the city not only a wonder-
ful surprise but also the pleasure of anticipation. !
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IJser-Friendly
School Additions

To WinitE Sch,ool, Atkmfu l'ord & Sargent.
Bg ALkn Free.tnnn

Two robust new additions give identity and character to a for-
merly drab Atlanta public school that now houses the private
Thinity School for children age 2 through 12. Forms and allusions
are clear, casual, and unforced; the designs spring logically from
the site and from materials. This is user-friendly architecture
for children that doesn't pander or condescend. It happily accom-
modates their expanding psyches and fires their imaginations.

The Atlanta public school system built the former Birney
School in the late 1950s "just as dull as they could," observes
Chuck Johnston, who was Tiinity School's headmaster from 1980,
when the private school first occupied the building, until a year
ago. Tiinity added four classrooms that first year and four more
a few years later, all eight cast in molds much like the original
building's. Now [.ord & Sargent has appended a 3,0OGsquare-foot
porte cochere entrance block (drawing above and photo below)
that houses administrative offices, and into the side of a spec-
tacular ravine the architect has set a three-story l8,40Gsquare-foot
building (right) comprising a gym/auditorium and library.

The larger addition to the southeast end of the school is seen
through the tall trees from Northside Parkway. A fat turret, pierced
by a slightly tilted triangular windoq joins a wall whose top takes
a giant step and is penetrated by a large round window with red
mullions and a larger square one with blue mullions turned on
a point. Runoff spouts at regular intervals crenelate the tops of
the wall and turret. A stair tower zizzags down the turret, and a
pedestrian bridge spans the ravine from the top of a smaller,
squared tower. Glass block inserts stud the split-face concrete
block facades, and at night when the school is lighted from within

Right, the gtm/auditorium from across the ravine; bridge leads
to playing fields. Below, the colonnaded entrance qddition.
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Facing page, the library block
from the southwest. The paved
area is the roof of the gym/
auditorium. Fire stqirs are
poised on wheels. Left, the
same stairs above the gtm's
south-fac ing w indow wall.
Above, the turret rises 52 feet
from the ravine floor
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Left, the lobby just inside the entry colon-
nade. Brick wall at right in the photo is
the school's former front facade. Right,
the preschool activities center above the
gtm, with the bottom half of the large cir
cular window on the east facade. The top
of the circle is a window into the library.

Entry level

they glow in a harlequin pattern over which the triangle, circle,
and square mysteriously float. It's a storybook castle, of course,
but not quite. You have to apply a little imagination.

The north and south elevations are elegant, glassy versions
of the catalogue modernist facades on the original school. They
are punctuated by translucent sunscreen awnings and by a pair
of cobalt blue fire stairs, each poised improbably on a single
wheel. Terry Sargent drolly explains these unlikely constructions
as the architects' response to redrawing a fire exit "at about four
different spots" to accommodate changing plans by the school's
library consultant. The second staircase, which had remained
unperipatetic, makes a matched pair.

Outdoor play space is at a premium on this hilly site. The
bridge across the ravine connecting the school to playing fields
expanded those resources while providing "adventure that cap-
tures the extent to which this is truly a place for kids," says for-
mer headmaster Johnston. The roof of the gym provided a paved
play area as well. Cubical bollards along its edges assure that
fire trucks, which could overload the structure, stay off. The
bollards also suggest battlements.

Castle imagery stops with this addition. The addition on the
northwest side of the school is stylistically unrelated (except for
a small triangular window recalling the one on the turret). The
school entrance, pulled back from Northside Parkway, is reached
via a steep driveway. A porte cochere, long enough to launch
children into four car-pool vehicles simultanenously, edges a turn-
around. Seventeen totemlike columns made of 11 stacked con-
crete cubes form a slightly convex colonnade. The cubes rotate
as they ascend, creating an illusion of entasis from some angles;
all of the cubes are actually the same size. Exposed trusses are

Lower level
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literally pinned to the columns at their tops and midpoinr, impart-
ing a vigorous machine,/modernist esthetic.

The unassuming entrance, located to the right of center under
the porte cochere, is indicated by a glazed, transversely oriented
peaked roof above and a half-circle stoop below. Inside the wide
entry lobby a semicircular cutout-a reciprocal stoop flipped
on is head-continues up eight steps. Another half-circle stoop
rises within this room to a doonray through which you penetrate
the school's original front facade, now an interior wall. Offices
and conference rooms line up along the front on the second
level.

You reach the "castle" addition through the institutional halls
of the 1950s building, and the contrast between old and new is
pronounced. The turret contains two round rooms, one of which
tien down in concentric circles for preschoolers storytelling.
You descend a long staircase into the turret's lowest level and
swing around into the gymlauditorium. This is a spare room char-
acterized by a ceiling of exposed structural concrete Tees, win-
dow walls on the north and south, and masonry side walls-one
set off by the big, square, rotated window. This felicitous fenes-
tration seems capricious from the parkway, but it imparts to the
big room an almost Gothic quality.

Terry Sargent calls the school "kindergothic." E

Above and right, the long stsircase at the edge of the gym
descends into the base of the turret. Behind the turret's small
square windows in the photo at right are reading and storytell-
ing rooms. Left, the gtm, with proscenium stage facing the square
window Inteior walls, like the exterior's, are split-face and smooth
cancrete block.
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The CNG (Consolidated Natural Gas)
tower is the most elegant recent building
in downtown Pittsburyh. It has the strength
to survive in Steel City but great suavity
in its gray'brown granite cladding and tri
partite form. The form resulted from trying
-to 

make the most oJ a Z-shaped site and
qlso draw the existing Midtown Tbwer
with its idiosyncratic dome, into a whole'
block composition. In between CNG and
Midtown Tbwer a lovely little plaza was

created at the terminus of a maior thor
oughfare, taking its materials and detail-
ing from CNG's fine bqse. CNG took its
60-foot dimensional module from Midtown
Tower, and the slab nearest to the older
building approximates its height. The
second-tqllest slab has a defined edge at
the same level. There is a similar edge at
the third level, and monotony is further
avoided by columned reveals. The build'
ing's most distinctive .feature is its vsulted
truss roof, its arc reflecting nearby brid-
ges across the Allegheny'

The High Rise of
Kohn Pedersen F'ox

Ry Wnltr:t' ]fr:Quude

In the late 1970s, when the American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. decided to move uptown in Manhattan and build itself a
new block-long skyscraper bastion on Madison Avenue, Kohn
Pedersen Fox was too young a firm to stand much chance of
getting the commission. Expecubly, it fell from the client's shop-
ping list early. Equally expectably, three large and internation-
ally renowned firms were invited to make final pitches to the
board of directors: Philip Johnson'/John Burgee; Kevin Roche/
John Dinkaloo; and Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum.

Whereupon E. Eugene Kohn called up Philip Johnson and
suggested that Kohn Pedersen Fox form a joint venture with
Johnson/Burgee to win the job. He was serious.

That kind of coolly hopeful. perhaps even impudent push is

vintage Gene Kohn-the tall man with the prematurely white
hair, black brows, alert eyes, and ceaseless nervous energy.

Today, less than a decade later. Kohn Pedersen Fox is on a lot
of clients' short lists, and Kohn himself is becoming a legend
within the profession as the most competitive architect of his

time.
Move over, George Hellmuth. Nat Owings. Uncle Dan Burn-

ham. Stanford White, H.H. Richardson (who said, "One, to get

the job; two. to get the job: three. to get the job"). Make way

for Kohn.
Getting on the short lists. however. only opens possibilities'

It is Kohn's design partner. William Pedersen. who has gone on

to fulfill them, amazing the profession and the public with his

baroque-modern creations in cities around the world. In its l2
yean, the firm, Kohn reporls, has built or has under way an aston-

ishing 50 major buildings in 28 states and six foreign countries'
Moreover. most of these are sky'scrapers. the kind of assignment

a young firm usually can only dream of.-skysJrapen 
provide an architect almost everything: fame, profit,

a chince io be judged against other designers in the urban sil-

houette. There is even a kind of immortality, for skyscrapers gen-

erallv outlive their creaton. Uncountable numbers of people see

and notice them from the streets. from other buildings. even

from airplanes. By this measure. Bill Pedenen and the other KPF
design partners-Arthur May. William C. Louie. and Robert
Evans-controversial as their wtlrk may be. like it or not' are

making a large imPact.
Kohn is always irying to get architects to talk more with each

other. as an alternativqto "the usual adversarial relationship,"
as he puts it. One of his coups while New York Chapter/AlA
president was the party he prt>moted last May at the Muse.um

bf Mod".n Art, attended by a wide range of architects' paint-

ers, musicians, and other creative artists to celebrate the award-

ing of the French Legion of Honor to I.M. Pei. Although Pei

und lhitip Johnson had been on the outs for years, Kohn per- 
.

suaded Johnson to attend. Toward the end of the party Pei walked

over the bridge in the museum garden to where Johnson was

seated, and the two embraced.
Kohn Pedersen Fox opened its doors on a day when rockets

went up over New York Harbor-July 4,1976. The three had

solid eiperience behind them. Kohn, a Penn graduate, had worked

ur a senio. designer for Vincent Kling. design director at the

New York office of Welton Becket, and head of John Carl

Mr. McQuade, quthor of several books on architecture, v)as a

long-time senior editor o/Architectural Forum and a member
ol the editorial board o/Fortune' Captions are by stafl editors'
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Warnecke's New York branch; he subsequently became president
of that company and a partner. Fox, another Penn man. also
worked at Warnecke as a senior vice president, after experience
with Kahn and Jacobs. Pedersen. a Minnesota native. studied
architecture there and at MIT, worked for such architects as

Pietro Belluschi and Eduardo Catalano, and in 1965 won the
Rome prize and two years of study in Europe. On the Rome
prize jury was Pei, who invited Pedersen to join his office when
he returned home. There for four years he worked on the design
for the East Building of the National Gallery of Art. It was Kohn
who lured Pedersen away to the Warnecke office by offering him
the chance to design more autonomously. Five years later the
two left Warnecke, along with Sheldon Fox and planner Patri-
cia Conway, to found their own firm. Besides planning, Conway
now heads the interiors office of Kohn Pedersen Fox Conway.

Like many architects, Pedersen has a face that might be
described as well designed-a slender, strong jaw, short nose,
honest Midwestern eyes. His face has outdoor color; early every
morning he jogs in Central Park near his West Side family apart-
ment, then sometimes plays the piano for a while before head-
ing for the office. He looks 10 years younger than his age, 50.
At client conferences he is steadily articulate but relaxed, and
he and the harder-driving Kohn together make a most persua-
sive team.

Despite the Bicentennial fireworks, 1976 was not a brilliant
year for launching a new architectural ship. In the United States,
architecture as a profession seemed to be sinking, with the big
offices turning for jobs to the Middle East. But Kohn, in retro-
spect, says it was a fine time to get going. "Starting in the depres-
sion," he says. "was the best thing we did. When things are slow,
potential clients will see you." For advice he consulted a dozen
people big in building and financial circles, including develop-
ers he had worked with. They later helped steer commissions
to the peppy, hardworking, fledgling office. "When people give
you advice," Kohn says. "they become your supporters."

The start was slow. None of the partners drew a salary in the
first six months. and the handful of employees were not com-
pensated for three months, although they later were paid retro-
actively. Although Kohn, Pedersen, Fox, and Conway had recently,
while still at the Warnecke office, together completed a sizable
complex for the Lutheran Church in Appleton, Wis., their first
independent commission was the renovation of an armory in
New York City into ABC Television studio space and offices.
In 1917 came a 25-story office building in Lexington, Ky., done
in association with a local architect. Then ABC came back for
another serving of production space near lower Central Park
West, and out of that grew the design of a l4-story building, the
firm's first iconoclastic statement, a little reminiscent of de Stijl.
The most prestigious job the partners landed in their first year
was an airy AT&T regional center in Mrginia, begun in 1971 .

By the time the firm was a year old, Kohn Pedersen Fox was
in the black and the office was beginning really to flex is archi-
tectural ideas. From the beginning the designers were post-
modernists among New York practitioners. They did not have
to switch into that movement as some of the other large offices
have since done; they rode the first wave.

The KPF approach to architecture is grounded in three tenets:
first, a frank and literal connection with the historical past, some-
times in blunted reproduction; next, an emphasis on matching
the building to its urban context, without relinquishing the impact
of the new; finally, a certain confidence in intuition. They intend
their towers to resonate, like Empire State, like Chrysler.

Within this framework, however, the four design partners-
Pedenen, May, Louie, and Evans-go their own ways. each inter-
preting for himself what he thinks the firm wants. Pedersen does
no crits and refuses the title of design chief. Shelly Fox says, "I
don't think we're 100 percent unified, and I don't think it's nec-
essary. They each approach our design philosophy in their own
way. I think the strength of the firm comes from the interplay
of these people, one against the other and one with the other."
It is Kohn who matches commissions to these designers, based
on stylistic preferences and the nature of the clients.
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Left and'below, the 3l-story epartment
building at 180 E. 70th St. in New York
City demonstrates elegantly a KPF re'
sponse ta:,the persistent persuasions of con-
text. Thd classical detailing and measured
distribution of the building's massing cre'
ate equal harmony with surrounding turn'
of-the-century towers and town houses,
old-New'York homes of wealth and class.
The punched-window brick tower steps
out to a nine-story element on the 70th
Street facade, underlining the building's
'front-doar presence and matching the scale
of that block. The Third Avenue facade
rises in five setbacks o.f unequal heights,
adding interest to the city s vls/cs. At street
1nr"1, 77e'dignified, etched limestone base
'defines s well-scaled piano nobile front-
ing nume rous c ommunitl, facilities that
surround a garden atrium.

Right and below, four lranslucent. lighted
'sintry boxe.s' top the 66-story 900 Michi-
gan Ave. in Chicago. The building accom-
modates a mixed-use program of o.fJice

space, residential condominiums, and hotel
ioo^t in irs 58-srorv-tall, limestone- and
glass-clad rower while its eight-storl' base

houses retail space and a lobby .for the
hotel. The base, clad in a harmonious
btend of granite. marble, and lime'stone.
picks up the scale and texrure of the sur-
rounding streetscape. The building's set-
backs signal its changing occupancies,
while use of three-part 'Chicago window'
patterning unites the length of the facade
and strercgthens the building's ties to its
surroundings.
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Arthur May, admitted to partnership in 1980, is the acknowl-
edged classicist of the firm, although off duty he is a fine painter
in the abstract idiom. Among May's achievements are the inser-
tion of a new hotel and an office building into the border of
antique l,ogan Square in Philadelphia, deftly respectful to the
old environment. One of the projects on his drawing board now is
a large new national headquarters for the American Association
of Retired Persons, in Washington, D.C., next to Judiciary Square
and near the old Pension Building, now the National Building
Museum. It is to be 350 feet long, of brick, limestone, and con-
crete (when May wants to increase contrast or save money). Vertic-
ally it will be a series of pavilions, with niches to separate them.
It has a bottom, a middle, and a top, and also arches and TLscan
columns, deliberately attempting to speak the old language.

About his avocation, painting, May says, i'I have a wish to sep-
arate art and life-architecture being life, art a comment on life."

William C. Louie, of Chinese descent, was an early prot6g6
of Pedersen's and became a partner five years ago. A fastidious
detailer, he may be the toughest taskmaster in the office, tightly
controlling his designs and assistants. Kohn thinks Louie may
in time become the most distinguished designer of them all.
Clients, he says, never complain about Louie's projects-
complaints, of course, would be addressed to Kohn. One of
Louie's best designs is the low-cost Arbor Circle office building
in Parsippany, N.J. His biggest current project is the 52-story Mel-
lon Financial Center in Philadelphia.

Robert Evans, the newest design partner, handles clients so
well he doesnt need a project manager, says Kohn. He is assigned
to jobs with complicated technologies such as TV studios, where
not only clients but various engineers have to be dealt with.

Partner Robert L. Cioppa also came from the Warnecke office.
An architect who took a higher degree at the Stanford gradu-
ate school of business executives, he is skilled at making pre-
sentations and also backs up Kohn and Fox in management. The
final partner is Lee Polisano, another expert manager.

Behind the design partners are 13 associates, whom Kohn talks
about like a doting father. Kohn is probably the only architect
who has been known to show in a client presentation a slide of
the office's softball team. The rapid expansion of the firm has
helped lure the young talent; and Kohn s, Pedersen's, and Fox's
ownership shares are down to about 23 percent each.

It was Pedersen who set the firm's design direction in the early
years with two widely noticed projects. One was the now
renowned office building at 333 Wacker Dr. in Chicago, designed
in 1979. Set on a triangular site beside the river that wanders
through the central city, 333 Wacker is a marriage between con-
text and theatrical lyricism. On one side the 3Gstory building
fis into the rigid street pattern, with a formal stepped entry a;d
an art deco street wall. On the other side a long glazed wall curves
tautly, beautifully. This building has become a new symbol of
the city, an architectural image to remember.

Pedersen's second major design was a larger complex, the
expansion of the headquarters of Procter & Gamble on the east
side of the central business district of Cincinnati, one of the fint
commissions KPF won competing with several of the most famous
architecture offices in the country; it is another example of the
firm's contextual approach. To a boxy old horizontal office build-
ing Pedersen added nvo l7-story octagonal masses with pyramid-
shaped roofs, plus three lower wings that together perfecily catch
the character of the conservative old merchandiser of soap. The
silhouette of the group was kept low in deference to the rest of
the inner city; the roofs are finished in terne-coated stainless
steel and copper, picking up the accents of Cincinnati's older
skyscrapers. An enormous paved plaza, with grass panels, flags,
and trees makes the group a good citizen, if a rather formal (some
have said fusty) one.

Asked to characterize KPF's current work, Pedenen replied,
"I would say it's changing," a somewhat mysterious answer. The
fascination with history is, if anything, growing and becoming
more exacting, especially in May's buildings. Conway says, ..I

dont think the application of a particular kind of ornament drawn
from history is wrong as long as its purpose and syntax are cor-
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rect. As children display characteristics of their parents, so should
buildings."

But along with this endorsement of the premodern, much of
the firm's newer work displays a 1920s type of inventiveness,
giving the buildings particular presence in the routine glass-walled
urban maze. Some of the office buildings now on the boards
verge on the grotesque. Sometimes, up close, it is as if the facades
wear costume jewelry, and the skyline bristles with spikey
protrusions-anything but flat.

Yet one characteristic continues: the preoccupation among
the partners with trying to fit their work into the existing city-
scape. Pedersen says, "We are dealing mostly with the tall build-
ing, but we focus on making the tall building a contributing piece
of the urban fabric. In the 1920s and '3Os it was that. In the '50s
and '60s it was thought of in a different way, and the urban fab-
ric eroded as a result."

He wants to combine with other buildings for continuity. "Mod-
ern architecture," he says, "has to be redirected to a focus on
how it manages its edges. Besides the earth line and the skyline,
there are lateral boundaries that develop connections with adjoin-
ing structures-this is important to me. A building can connect
to the fabric, yet have a tremendous individual integrity."

This does not mean simply matching the neighbors in style,
but sometimes redirecting the flow of the city. Pedersen is
designing the final westernmost building of Rockefeller Centeq
aligning it with the Exxon building and the RCA. The building
will stand uptown at the end north of the Times Square rede-
velopment, across the street from a Kevin Roche tower now under
way. Pedersen s building will be fairly subdued on its Rockefel-
ler Center side, wearing much the same vertical pinstripe. But
the western facade will pivot in design toward the bright lights
of Times Square, displaying some decorative lighting of its own.

He has also designed a nifty smaller skyscraper to be built
on the view of a lake in Bellevue, Wash., near Seattle. The facades
away from the water view he keeps congenial with their neigh-
bors across the street. But where there are no neighbors except
the lake, the facade has a multistory curved panel in glistening
glass, a reminder of 333 Wacker. "Like a sail," Pedersen savs.

Despite the level KPF has reached so rapidly, its rivalry with
other firms has allowed the partners no relaxation. Some jobs
simply walk into the office, says Kohn, but overall, "it's getting
harder, not easier. At fint we got amazingcommissions. Lookl
ing back I wonder: why did they pick us? A little later, howeveq
we went through a dip, after our newness had worn off. In the
second and third year it was harder to get work. But after the
first designs were finished, it picked up again, because people
saw the finished buildings,like 333 Wacker, and got exCited.

"Now it is tough again," he says, "because now we are on the
same level with I.M. Pei, Burgee and Johnson, SOM, Cesar pelli,
Roche, Helmut Jahn, HOK, etc."-in other words, the high-rise
establishment. "Cesar's a charmer, very hard to beat. philip John-
son's a legend-how do you beat him?" Despite his words, how-
eveq KPF has beaten both Pelli and Johnson on occasion.

Kohn Pedersen Fox does most of its work for speculative build-
ers-only 20 percent corporate and 10 percent institutional. This
makes the present lull in commercial office building a particular
threat to the firm's velocity. However, the firm now is drawing
commissions for large jobs abroad. Most of Pedersen s present
work is in London, Frankfurt, and Montreal. KPF has built in
Australia and begun in New Zealand.Its support network con-
tinues strong among such respected architect-picken as Cushman
Wakefield and Urban America. And it has Gene Kohn.

In the Kohn Pedersen Fox central headquarters on four floors
of an imposing old office building next to Steinway Hall on West
57th Street, there are, by design, no doors on the partners' pri-
vate offices. One Friday last February I wandered into Kohn s
space and asked him about the rumor of KPF 's opening branch
offices. He acknowledged that some of his West Coast ilients
were hinting about his opening a branch in Los Angeles.

'And," he said, "maybe we should tiptoe into l,ondon." That
night he was to fly there. He had appointments for 17 meetings
and presentations in the British capital the following week.
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A panoply of KPF's pro.iects indicates the
breadth and growth o.l' the .firm i n'ork.
Presented c ottnte rc loc kvt ise, it b e gi ns
(rbove ruith the tv,in octagonal to\Ners o.f
the'premodern' Proc ter & Gqmble G en'
eral Of.fice.s Complex in Cincinnati. and
the renov,ned office bttilding at 3-l-? Wacker
Drive, Chicago. The Wac'ker Drive pho'
togruph shows the -?(Istott' building's tautl.t'
curved Jacade. To the lelt it the design

for the American As.sociation o.f Retired
Persons in Washington, D.C., vtith its
apparent contextual nod to the nearby
National Building Museum: and the
420,000-square-.foot Goldmsn Sachs U.K.
corporate headquartet's in London. also
on the druwing boords. Belov' and le.tt i.s

Ameritrust Center in Cleveland. a 60-stort'
bank headquarters hotel. The middle pho-
togruph shows Rocke.tbller Plaza We.st, Nev'
York City, the Jinal building to complete
the Rockefeller Center Comple-r, hou.sintr1

offices, an education technical center and
a link to the complex's underground con'
course. Tb the right i.s the 56-stor.t' Mel-
lon Bank Center O.fJ'ice Building, the nev'
giant o n P hi lade lp h ia'.s .s k.t' line.
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Washington Mutuql Tower in Seattle is
arguably KPF's best recent work and per
haps the best recent addition to any U.S.
skyline. Seattle's skyline has grown rapidly.
and this is the first of the new towers ta
draw as much praise as resentment locally.
This k due partly to its cheerful blue-green
and beige colors and partly to its crest,
which echoes that of the beloved qnd now
restored Smith building, Seattle's premier
skyscraper (appearing on the lower right
of the cover photo). The three-story base
is a rectangle, keeping the street line on
three sides and melting into a plaza on the
down hill side (left elevation). The tower
itself is a tube rising within a square. The

faces of the tube are expressed as contin'
uous bays with 31-foot-square corners.
From the 48th to 55th floor the plan
becomes crucifurm. The bays terminqte
in arches flanking the pyramidql crest.J
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Assessing u Decud,e
effiurat

Hus Bun
A set of essays respandirry

tn tlrc qunsttirnw: 'Huto wsuld, Aou
chnratteYiz,e tLrc arcLui,fuctt we

of the 'BOs? Haue Aau discernpfi,
avLA trends, the begfuwuings or endirrys

of anry si,gruifuant mryuemnnts?
What iyrdtivtdu"al works haae bern mnst

r'epreselLtntiue of th,e perind,?

Rtchard &W WCLson:
'Shota Lviz rynade,

a pe,rwisious'im,pant.'

Already historians and political commen-
tators have labeled the 1980s "The Reagan
Imperium," and for those interested in the
arts or architecture a question arises as
to the possible connections. Political
epithets applied to architecture are not
unknown-the terms Georgian and Vic-
torian were originally political, and in this
country we use "WPA Moderne" and
"General Grant" as stylistic identifications.
The Grant label is not flattering since it
implies a connection between the nation's
most corrupt (until recently?) Presidential
Administration and the bloated, mansard-
roofed behemoths that came to symbol-
ize political machines, graft, and payoffs.
Sadly, we have not yet identified either a
"Camelot" style or a "Tiicky Dick" idiom
though, perhaps unwittingly, the Kennedy
Center and the Watergate complex in
Washington, D.C., serve the purpose for
the respective Administratiohs.

The Reagan Reign in architecture in
the 1980s has meant a flashy, show biz,
surface-deep glamour along with an open
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worship of $$$ and conspicuous consump-
tion. In 1980s America, flash and greed
are not sins-they have replaced modesty
and service as virtues. American architec-
ture in the 1980s adopted the slogan "more
is more" in the strangest display of
overscaled ornament, oddly placed tem-
ples, pediments, Roman thermae windows,
and columns that any historical period
has ever seen. Glitz and shine are every-
where: there are now at least 20 different
types of marble to compete with all the
gold-plated, chrome, and brass fixtures.
Certainly not all of this has been bad. A
return of some sensuousness to architec-
ture compared with the roughness of
hammer-bashed concrete is to be wel-
comed, but there is an overly plump qual-
ity to much of American architecture-too
many flocked finials and anodized pedi
ments that need Dr. Mies's 10-day guide
to slim thighs.

Historic preservation continued in the
1980s; though, in trying to meet the "real
world" of real estate and developers, it
found itself like the virgin in the back seat
of a car: an innocent flirtation leads to
deeper problems. Architects who earlier
had viewed presorvation with suspicion
now found it a money-maker and
embraced it. But while preservation was
adopted it scarcely made a dent in the
grittier issues of the built environment.

Increasingly the city and indeed the entire
environment are privatized: we are in dan-
ger of having all our social functions taken
over by the shopping center.

Show biz made a great and pernicious
impact upon architecture. Instead of being
known for good work, just being known
became the goal of some figures in the
architectural and art worlds. Andy Warhol,
a relic of the 1960s, became the archetypal
'80s artist-empty of meaning, but known.
Architects became celebrities, or super-
stars; being published in glitzy magazines
or gossip sheets was the highest accolade.
On a more positive note, in the 1980s archi-
tecture moved into the public eye in tele-
vision programs, specialized bookstores,
and exhibits of architectural drawings, arti-
facts, photographs, and furniture. Muse-
ums actively collected and tried to inter-
pret architecture to an ever more sheeplike
public. With all this attention cnme a pos-
sible problem: is architecture just one more
collectible, a disposable commodity?

The style of the 1980s is pomo. Post-
modernism, which began years earlier as
a critical inquiry concerning history and
modernism, became a style-pomo. This
is a well known path; movements always
lose their intellectual substance and
become styles taken up by lesser hands-
the spec builder, the shopping center devel-
oper, the design studio critic. Now this is



not to say that everything has been awful.
Some real masterpieces have been created-
Michael Graves's San Juan Capistrano
Library is one-and there have been some
quality designs, such as Kliment &
Halsband's Columbia University computer
center and Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Asso-
ciates' Best Products headquarters. At a
much lesser level, shopping centers may
not be any better, but at least they have
entrances.

The other significant development has
been the re-appearance and the serious
discussion of straitlaced revivalism,
"neotrad" (neotraditionalism), or perhaps
better termed "retread." The political con-
nections are obvious: the new intellectual
respectability of conservatism and also the
neoconservatives, or those old-line liber-
als who found new and great virtue in
far-right polemics, have their equivalents
in the former architectural modernis8 who
converted to neotrad. Of course revival-
ism, especially in the form of the colonial,
never really disappeared; it survived very
well in the hands of the contractor and
(what we euphemistically call) provincial
architects such as Philip Shutze and Jimmy
Means down in Georgia. But now in the
1980s traditionalism in architecture has
an intellectual respectability not present
since the 1920s. In this re-appraisal of his-
tory I might point not immodestly to the
role of historians in re-evaluating the past.
Also, I do not mean to accuse all of the
neotraditionalists of conservative politics,
since in many cases their responses were
derived from context and quite appropri-
ate. By this I mean work such as Hartman-
Cox's addition to the commerce school
at the University of Virginia or Kevin
Roche s announced scheme for the Jew-
ish Museum addition.

Certainly an aspect of both neotrad and
pomo has been the revived interest in clas-
sicism, which has ranged from straightfor-
ward revivals to more abstract open trusses
and cylinders. Art deco has found appeal
as a classically based modernism. Classi-
cism as the true academic system, in that
it has a heritage of written texts (a favor-
ite word of the '80s). found a haven in
the schools; and there has appeared a new
classicist personality, similar to Jerry
Falwell in is proclivity for strict interpre-
tation with about the same depth. The
hope of some classicists for a development
similar to that of the Beaux-Arts or the
American renaissance at the turn of the
century is already doomed. The problem
of the postmodern mind, which includes
all of us, is that we know too much-we
realize there are alternatives and the clock
cannot be turned back to a time that never
existed.

Already a new wind is blowing, and,
while historians are not astrologers, it does
not take much to sense that molded stone
dentils are but one answer. The problems
are too diverse to allow for single solutions.
As in politics, polemics are a subterfuge
for facing issues. Have the '80s been an

interlude? A time of avoiding reality? Is
architecture simply window dressing? Or
does it speak to deeper-cultural and
social-concerns? Yes, we have had our
fads; decon (deconstructivism) arrived and
left within four months, though we now
have to work our way out of "exploded"
or "caved in" buildings for a few years.
But we are living in a modern world and,
while old{ine modernism is certainly out,
the fast-approaching millennium will bring
a retrospective sensitivity and a quest for
a new approach. Recently I have heard
several architec8 openly say, "I am a mod-
ernist. not a . . . ." words unthinkable two
years ago. The buildings of the 1980s that
will be remembered will be some of those
noted above and those that seem to escape
immediate concerns and assume the air
of timelessness, such as Fay Jones's little
chapels (below, Thorncrown) down in the
woods of northern Arkansas.

J o seTth E sheri,ck:'I{o
vnoueTnent has had

stticking po'u)er'

The architecture of the 1980s could be
characterized by a notable increase in vari-
ety of building types and approaches to
design. Some of the variety has been
movement-directed. While some of the
movements may appear to have had ini-
tial significance, none seems to have
had significant staying power. Some,
postmodernism for example, have attacked
what was claimed to be one style with
another style. A result has been a prolif-
eration of acceptable forms that identify
the movement; the speed with which the
movements marketed these forms and
thereby arrived at an apparent stability is
remarkable.

Some branches of some movements have

invoked history, but what history and
whose history is not easy to say. History
as we have known it appears to have given
way to instant, invented history, invested
for the particular project. It must make
historians cringe.

Some movements- for example, "energy-
responsive design" and "contextualism"

-struggling along with modest success,
probably suffer from the awkwardness of
their identifying names. As movements
they have had a more notable effect leg-
islatively or administratively, but their
influence pervades much of what is done.
Thus, energy issues, because they now
are embedded in codes and regulations,
become an underlying current that goes
through all work. Contextualism is less

formally mandated but has become an
administrative tool of planning bodies and
community action groups.

What didn t happen in the '80s is per-
haps more interesting than what did hap-
pen. The promise of new building forms
based on a greater sensitivity and respon-
siveness to energy issues hardly appears
to have been met in spite of impressive
demonstrations of the previous decade-
for example, the various "demonstration'
buildings built by the State of California-
nor does responsiveness to human issues
seem to pervade the work of the '80s.
Housing that might be available to any
but the relatively well-to-do has all but
disappeared, and the individual architect-
designed house, the proving ground for
so many young architects in the past, is
now a rarity.

European architectural forms have had
a broad impact, but, curiously, European
building technology, indeed even Canadian
building technology, seems to have had
relatively little impact on the work in this
country.

In any attempt to characterize the'80s,
one needs to look not just at the result-
ing phenomena and the movements but
also at the forces influencing, if not driv-
ing, the whole process. Projects such as

the suburban office park and regional and
subregional shopping centers founded on
the use of the private automobile, and
the related sharply zoned residential areas
of apartment houses, town houses, and
single-family residences, each Zipatoned
to its own specific area, are development-
driven, and the client structure is entirely
different from what obtains with the pri-
vate client or most public-body clients.

We are beginning to see a new "patron"
structure with a symbiotic relationship
between the developer and the press, gal-
leries, and the media generally. The devel-
oper and publisher alike need notably
identifiable products. The architecture of
utility or of quiet domestic pleasure-of
the ordinary world-is probably too dull
and too stable to satisfy the developers
or the media s need to sell. Both require
a significant difference and some kind of
uniqueness, some sort of thematic, percep-
tible image that fits with an explanation

Illustration by Brian McCall
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(and in the hands of skilled performers it
may be hard to tell which came first, the
image or the explanation, or which is the
architecture and which is the description
of the architecture).

I sympathize with the journals and the
museums-ho\il can one, in a limited space
or on the flat plane of a page, describe
even so simple a piece of architecture as
a house or a workshop and what it is like
to live in it or work in it? In the effort to
produce significant differences there is a
paradoxical driving out of diversity. As
hard as the image-making forces try to
establish new directions, they do not seem
to be able, perhaps from their remoteness
from the heart of the matter, to do more
than reinforce new orthodoxies.

With luck, we may see in the'90s a
broadening of the disclosure. Certainly it
ought to be becoming apparent to the man-
agers of some of the movements, with their
emphasis on acceptable form described
in a private language, that the results are
not broad cultural integration but Balkan-
ization. What I think we need is an open
and understandable discourse, especially
one that can include so many who have
been left out (or have opted out) of the
discussion.

Margaret McCrtrry:
'The seeds Loere

planfud in the'70s.'

What has characterized this decade of the
1980s is the condition that all the leading
players were on stage or in the wings in
the '70s. In fact, their most original work
was conceived in the previous decade; it
was executed in infinite permutations
throughout the'80s and, inevitably, at the
conclusion, has become mimetic.

Pluralism, the umbrella "ism" of the past
two decades, is still extant, but beneath
this firmament other isms have waxed and
waned. The most controversial, least
codifiable ism of the 1970s-post-
modernism-was a sincere, romantic
search for historical roots on the part of
its creators. Its penultimate chapter was
written in the late '70s with Michael
Graves's design for the Fargo-Moorehead
Cultural Center Bridge. In the '80s the
movement has degenerated into a style
that lost its vitality as it filtered down
through the grass roots and languished in
the hands of less talented sycophants. That
postmodernism has lingered through the
'80s and will continue to limp into the
'90s is a testimony to its usefulness as a
style. Historicism, its most comprehensi-
ble component, is after all the embodiment
of the laical sensibility.

What has been significant about post-
modernism-and is offshoots of vernac-
ularism, contextualism, and regional-
ism-is that it reconnected architecture
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with mass culture and re-established the
roots that modernism so willfully pruned.
What will remain of it are these roots,
from which new movements inevitably will
grow.

This decade began with the publication
of Frank Gehry's Santa Monica house
(above)-the precursor of the much
maligned and little understood decon-
structivist movement. But it is significant
that this influential work was not the out-
growth of applied literary theory but rather
of artistic intuition.

Attempts to deconstruct a building lit-
erally as one would an architectural text
have met largely with frustration. By def-
inition architecture is the art of three-
dimensional spatial construction, and no
two-dimensional language-no matter how
it is structured-can span between these
two constructs. An architectural con-
struction can certainly have a "text," it
can certainly be "read" (often through
many layers of meaning and memory), and
its totality can even be partially decon-
structed into three-dimensional compo-
nents (witness Gehry's I-oyola law school).
However, to attempt to totally deconstruct
a building is by definition to disunite its
structure and thus to destroy its signifi-
cance as architecture. That the revolution-
ary spirit of deconstructivism, too, is
waning was signaled by the show last
summer at the Museum of Modern Art.
which, as it legitimized the movement,
assured its acceptance as a style, thus prey
to the dilutions of stylists.

The 1980s will end with a lot of sound
and a little fury, but not without signify-
ing something. The diverse isms of the
decade will propagate and nourish new
movements as architects, with their usual
irreverence for prominence and insatiabil-
ity for recreation, continue to embrace
new attitudes. As tlese movements unfold,
America will at best continue to revere
and restore the monuments of its past while
remaining optimistic with respect to the
creation of significant new forms in its
future that respond to new ideas and
technologies.

The question for the 1990s is whether
these new forms will be original or will
retain traces of their former selves re-
assembled, reconstituted, or reformed-
and. as such. will there be scars?

Dauid Gebhard:
A re,play of the

egocemtri,c 7920s.'

While no moment can ever fully re-enact
an episode of the past, there are nonethe-
less periods of time that do share points
of similarity. The Reagan years we have
just lived through share many salient points
with the 1920s, so revealingly summed up
in F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby.
Both the decade of the 1920s and that of
the 1980s represent an age that has sought
to serve egocentric individuals' needs, par-
ticularly expressed through material
aggrandizement. During the first decades
of our century there was a shared feeling
that those who controlled wealth had
express obligations to use that wealth to
help solve pressing social and economic
problems. Not so in the'20s, nor in the
'80s; the new rich in both decades made
it plain (with a few exceptions) that their
obligations were singular, to themselves.

As in the '20s, the architecture of the
'80s tended to be a plaything of the rich.
Modesty and reticence seemingly disap-
peared from the scene. Architecb and their
products participated in this scene, and,
as Ruskin. Sullivan. and others had ob-
served, the buildings of the period tellingly
sum it all up. Again, in the early years of
the century those involved in business were
often the principal supporters of the City
Beautiful movement, of housing for the
working class, and of the garden suburb
and city. What is the legacy of the 1980s
business community? With the fewest of
exceptions, those involved in building
within our major urban centers have left
us very little. When a public space-a
plaza or a spot of greenery-has been pra
vided, it has generally been the result of
public and government pressure, not of a
private expression of obligation.

The urban buildings themselves, espe-
cially the high rise, openly declare through
their excessive bulk and height that it was
the financial ledger that prompted them,
and little else. And in upper-middle-class
suburbia, the accumulation of wealth has
been expressed through oversized houses
too large for their sites.

The fashion of postmodernism, similar
in certain ways to period revivalism in the
'20s, has provided both architect and client
with a wide variety of possible images to
select from. The classic postmodern image
of pediments, columns, and piers, of
hipped or gabled roofs, shares a remark-
able number of similarities with the rage
for the art deco style at the end of the
1920s and on into the early 1930s. Both
of these images could be (and were)
seen by the public as being up to date
and modern and at the same time some-
what traditional. Both were looked upon
by the public (and quite rightly so) as tran-



sitory occurrences of fashion. Each of
these modes quickly developed a limited
set of recognizable design elements, which
could be seized upon by any architect who
wished to produce an up-to-date image.

Side by side with the classical post-
modernist imagery has been the increased
urge to return to one or another of the
historic styles-whether to the "heroic"
phase of the International Style of the
1920s or to the French Norman chdteau.
This sally into the past has been vividly
reflected, in everything from high-rise
buildings to our 6,000- and 7,000-square-
foot modest little suburban homes.

The '20s, too, expressed a similar cath-
olic taste, but what that decade produced
seems far more satisfactory than what we
have brought forth. Why is this? The
answer, I suspect, lies partially within the
whole realm of beliefs held by society,
but it also resides specifically in the archi-
tectural profession itself. In the 1980s the
architecture of high seriousness proceeds
from the world of the High Art object;
the architects of the 1920s zeroed in on
episodes of the past, which they sought
to instill in their own buildings.

A governing principle of these Beaux-
Arts-educated architects of the '20s was
an obligation to produce objects of beauty
and romance. One can search diligently
through the buildings of the 1980s, many
of strong character and of forceful ideo-
logical content, and not discover one con-
sidered beautiful. While a few of our major
architectural practitioners have sought out
and expressed a sense of romance, this
has not become a governing quality of
the decade.

In a remarkably perceptive manner the
architect l,ouis La Beaume observed in
the pages of the September 1928 issue of
the Journal of the American Institute of
Architects (in response to a plea for the
modernist cause by Lewis Mumford), "It
is all very well to hold an esthetic theory,
but to let it loose at the wrong time may
prove calamitous." In looking back at the
1980s, we too might ask whether the heavy
pretensions of postmodernist theory have
in fact produced a decade of architecture
that later we will look back upon with
great love and fondness. A guess would
be that the visual evidence of the build-
ings may well be overshadowed by the
intellectual world of theories, let loose
(perhaps) at the wrong time. La Beaume
had argued that in the'20s the task of
the architect was not to mirror the "sor-
didness, the seriousness, the steadying busi-
ness of life"; rather, it was to provide a
means of "escape from the real world,
which, though chaotic, we do not regard
as picturesque, into a world of dreams."
Perhaps this then is the essential difference
between the architecture of the two
decades: in the'20s we had a loving, child-
like escape to fairyland; in the'80s, a car-
rying on of the modernist principle of
expressing (in this instance) the sordidness
of the age.

Robert Frasea:
'The profession

is nx&rket-dri,uett.'

The past 10 years have reminded us that
style in itself has little to do with making
beautiful rooms and places. Before 1980,
the thinking in my professional lifetime
had been confined to a single style, and,
although modernism seemed inert, the
alternatives to it were confined mostly to
paper. In the '60s, we had been retaught
to admire our heritage but we hadnt been
able to develop a new vocabulary that had
the flexibility to satisfy our society's diverg-
ing values. Suddenly there was an alter-
native. Postmodernism burst on the scene
like an African sunrise, and it probably
seems more vivid to me because it started
in my hometown with the Portland Build-
ing. The movement quickly popularized
architecture because it had struck a
respondent chord in the consumer, some-
thing the other variants of modernism
hadn t accomplished.

Because much of the profession is
market-driven, before the decade was half
over the jury was in and the results were
mixed. The originators, such as Venturi,
Graves, and Moore, had for the most part
built well, but some of the most skilled
practitioners of modernism who coerced
themselves into trying their hand at it oft€n
ended with disastrous results. Post-
modernism had in part changed the way
we thought about buildings, but we saw
some wretched results in the name of the
"context." The style was as easily corrupted
as modernism in serving the purposes of
the most heinous client. It caused us to
remember that what we admired about
historic styles was not that they were intrin-
sically beautiful (although ugly buildings,
like ruthless men, gain dignity with time)
but that they had been built carefully and
thoughtfully. Being stylistically ambitious
was not a substitute for building well.
Postmodernism reminded us also that

nature has always been niggardly when it
comes to human talent and that beauty
and ugliness come in all styles.

In evaluating what produced the best
of the decade nothing has changed. As
always, the best architec8 recognized what
the problem offered and then went beyond
it. It required sometimes a powerful vision,
such as Romaldo Giurgola s wonderfully
heroic capitol at Canberra, and other times
a modesty of purpose, as in Kallmann,
McKinnell & Wood's carefully crafted
American Academy in Cambridge, Mass.
In some cases, these architects really had
not involved themselves in the polemics
of the decade. For example, Fumihiko
Maki and Richard Meier, at opposite ends
of the planet, continued to build beauti-
fully and consistently. The National
Museum of Modern Art in Kyoto and the
High Museum in Atlanta (below) are both
products of a dedication to principles
developed over a long time. In other cases,
exceptional buildings go beyond their own
site boundaries. Arata Isozaki's MOCA
in Los Angeles enlivened an otherwise
deadly renewal area while building beau-
tiful rooms for viewing art. Exceptional
buildings dignify that which is around
them, as does James Stirling's fine museum
in Stuttgart.

These high points (not coincidentally)
are not building types that deal with the
problems typical of our cities, but that
doesn t make this decade especially con-
spicuous in the history of our art. We con-
tinue to celebrate beautiful objects mostly
because the artistic opportunities presented
by more fundamental problems are mod-
est. The important issue of the next l0
years is the same as it was for the past
10: that is, one of healing an urban envi-
ronment that has been almost terminally
wounded from half a century of bad judg-
ment and indifference.

If the last decade began with the pre-
cepts of Robert Venturi, the next begins
with the sensibilities of Frank Gehry. It is
because the more everything becomes the
same, the more we want to celebrate that
which makes us unique, and Frank Gehry
is first and foremost a regionalist (some
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"landscape and Architecture in the Twen-
tieth Century." All were attempts to
develop a new understanding of the rela-
tionship between the two arts.

The work of Emilio Ambasz in San
Antonio, the work of Fay Jones, and
Mitchell/Giurgola s Parliament House in
Canberra (above) can be interpreted as
erasing the figure-ground relationship
between architecture and landscape and
creating, instead, reciprocal contexts.

A theory of preservation: A great deal
of work has been done on the "scientific"
history of architecture-"what really hap-
pened when"-and scientific work has
been done in the field of historic preser-
vation by paint scratchen and dirt scratch-
ers. Missing is a critical theory for deter-
mination of excellence, standards for what
to save and how. Preservation cannot be
a tool for some other agenda. The fuzzy-
headed and sentimental view that "old is
good" is no longer good enough.

We need to understand more deeply how
to integrate our history into the present.
In New York in the '80s we have witnessed
the creation of a new building type: the
skyscraper perched on top of a landmark.
How are we to judge these efforts? How
are we to design them? What are we sav-
ing when we save an old building? We
have an obligation to develop an intel-
lectual basis for a theory of preservation.

A theory of craft: We have a rich heri-
tage from the postmodern movement, in
its return to interest in how things are
made. "Postmodern" began with painted
wallboard but ended with the re-introduc-
tion of a wide range of materials that had
not been used for a long time. We have
20 kinds of marble and granite intermixed,
wood paneling with inlays of gold and
mother-of-pearl. "Modern" has also
increased the palette significantly. We have
Gehry's chain link, we have copper, we
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have mill-finished stainless steel and shat-
tered glass. A new respect and love for
the craft of making things has emerged.
There is a new interest in detailing; not
in ornament, which suggests that old bat-
tle of the styles-but in detailing and in
the techniques of construction.

In the '90s, we may see this interest in
craft extend beyond detail, into engineer-
ing as a source for form.

A theory of civic design: This is a con-
cern that is not yet visible as an esthetic
but may be more important than all the
rest. We are beginning to see a new call
for civic responsibility, a return to large-
scale planning to solve large-scale
problems.

The increasing privatization of the envi-
ronment no longer can obscure the neces-
sity for a civic public spirit. We no longer
are content with soap company skyscrap-
ers as our cathedrals and shopping cen-
ter malls as our public spaces. Too many
citizens are excluded from these so-called
public places. We need a real civic archi-
tecture, and real city planning-public
works provided by the public authorities
for the benefit of the oublic.

New program types are needed to
address the growing concern for civicness:
airports and highways as gates to the city,
public spaces for public celebrations,
schools that are centers of community
activity, housing for the homeless. Le
Corbusier said, "To design well you need
talent; to program well you need genius."

We are coming to the end of a cycle of
community control. Started as an antidote
to mindless large-scale planning, commu-
nity control has become an institutional-
ized system that prevents growth and
change. We need a large-scale civic vision
of our future. We are ready to contribute
to a collective plan to improve our indi-
vidual experience.

Samncel Mockbee:
'An infatuatti,on u)ith

fasluion;

If the last decade can be described as 10
years of cultural stasis, it certainly seems
fair to say that architecture has suffered
symptoms of the same malaise: a state of
inertia marked by reflections of a mythi
cal past transformed by nostalgia and by
an inability to address the challenge of
the future.

Fortunately, however, a new framework
seems to be emerging, one that can
develop into a commitment to an archi-
tecture engaged with the essential charac-
teristics that shape our culture. As Kenneth
Frampton urged in his essay Tbwards a
Critical Regionalism: Six Points for an
Architecture of Resistance, "the primary
principle of architectural autonomy resides
in the tectonic rather than the sceno-
graphic. " A coherent and articulate archi-
tecture can be achieved through a com-
mitment to the tectonics that create our
buildings. This, along with a design
extracted from the idiosyncratic attributes
of context, site, and climate, can invoke
an appropriate cultural expression.
Through "maintaining a high level of crit-
ical self-consciousness" in utilizing these
contextual and tectonic qualities, architec-
tural design can achieve exceptional
results. The best architecture produced
during the past few years has conscien-
tiously responded to Frampton s concerns.

But what of the less desirable aspects
of the past decade? Much of the body of
work presented to the public reflected a
languishing posture of nonadvancement
due to three factors.



First, much of the work of the past 10
years betrays an infatuation with fashion.
As evidenced in the popular media, the
public was never more attuned to embrac-
ing architects as trend-setters and archi-
tecture as a consumable product. Sadly,
architects acquiesced, producing glib arti-
facts without lasting value, elevating
planned obsolescence to the grand scale.

As polemicists controverted over the
year's fashion, architects declined to engage
a design committed to maintaining a frame-
work of meaning. Fundamental issues were

obfuscated by a pursuit of the stylistic.
The deficit was principally pursued
through a design based on antecedent.
This dependence on sentimentality seems
now to be waning.

Second, the inability to move forward
was due largely to a lack of criteria for
judging the merit of the architect's intent.
(Even the freedom associated with plura-
lism is not value-free.) Without such cri-
teria, architecture seemed incapable of
viable interconnection; content has been
unintelligible, our cultural artifacts
fragmented.

Third, fragmentation was amplified by
the rejection of the modernist's optimism
rooted in the idea of technological prog-

ress. Since the mid-'60s, we've been hin-
dered by this manifest lack of faith in
progress. The consequence is an abun-
dance of eminently unprofound designs
that can only be described as gratuitous
representations.

Considering the technology that shapes

our present environment, architecture of
the past 20 years or so has been left
behind. While increasingly sophisticated
technological advances have developed,
architects have not appropriated those
advances. Seemingly unwilling to grasp

that (for better or for worse) technology
is a logical and ongoing product of our
cultur;l evolution, we have not weaned

ourselves from obsolescent technological
equipage. With some notable exceptions'
th-e inability or unwillingness to articulate
the technological component of our soci-

ety has precluded architects from partici-
pating actively in the tectonics that shape

the very buildings we design.
For architecture of the coming years to

perform as a meaningful simulacrum of
society's foremost ideals and characteris-
tics, it has to reject the pursuit of ephem-
eral stylization. To avoid in the future
labels that quickly expire through overuse
and misappropriation, architecB of the
next decade should aspire to produce a

body of work unshackled by the lexicon
of fashion. In developing an architecture
that relates to cultural experience, an ear-

nest engagement with that experience is

necessary. Beyond that, criteria of critical
evaluation need to be employed to adju-
dicate that engagement. An architecture
that cogently utilizes its technological and
contextual locus can produce a built envi-
ronment that responds to our social
responsibility.

Peter Forbes:
'Pullling styksttic

rablvits out of a hat.'

In the two yean since our last analysis in
these pages, there has been every indica- -
tion of an incredible acceleration in the
stylistic paroxysms of architecture. I am
piqued with excitement and trepidation
to see what happens in the next two, let
alone 10 years as we hurtle toward the
millennium.

Sadly, architecture continues to be
involved almost exclusively with style-in
Mies's words with "inventing a new archi-
tecture every Monday." That imperative,
to keep pulling stylistic rabbits out of a
hat, is a difficult exercise, and the results
have not been particularly successful:
postmodernism, happily, seems to have

collapsed, proving that structural sheetrock
can support only so much literary allusion,
and seems to be flourishing only in north
Jersey strip development and, of course,
Disney World.

Historicism, of which Boston has been
a particularly sad victim, continues to wal-
low along in i6:/a-inch'thick "rusticated"
stone; suspended, weightless brick; instant
shingle style; and colonial windows with
snap-in mullions: fin-de-sidcle nostalgia
for a simpler time with all the modern
conveniences of a consumer society dis-

creetly hidden behind false fronts. In Bos-

ton they even prop try old fronts, emasc-
ulated iemnants of once-honorable build-
ings, and hide whole high rises behind
them in an ostrichlike hope that the new

building, if not seen at street level' will
somehow not trulY exist.

Deconstructivism, the most recent of
polemical statements, is suddenly in vogue

ind threatens to be built, probably much
to the surprise of its philosophical origi-
nators. There is a curious dichotomy
between built space that houses functions
and people (remember people?) and-a the-

oretical position that self-consciouslV nro-
claims an "architecture against itself" and

champions "madness and play over care-.

ful minagement." However delightful and

exciting ii is to work within this style, there

is an unsettling dervish quality to its con-

structs as it whirls across the land in a
celebration of self-destruction' One has

the sense of being in a Goddard movie,
impotently observing an impending auto
wreck.

And what of poor old modernism? It is
still kicked around by each successive wave

of stylists, still accused of being sterile
and unresponsive, of pandering to the low-

est common denominator (although
postmodernism is invading that marke-t).

And, although as a discipline and intel-
lectual construct modernism has much
that remains valid, or else there would be
nothing to kick around, as a style mod-

ernism has all the faults of other styles.
That is, all these styles of the '80s are
hollow expressions of fashions whim. Will
the buildings for the spring collections
have hemlines three inches or six inches
above the knee?

For the most part, architecture of the
past decade has continued to be either,
as I said in 1987, a nearly total philosoph-
ical void or, more recently, the product
of a philosophy of hermetically isolated
vacuity. Mewed from outside the profes-
sion, or even from outside the United
States, our architecture's posturing and
indecision must be both perplexing and
disturbing. Clearly the oscillations of style
are exceeding any notion of valuable "sty-
listic breadth" or "architecture of inclu-
sion." Rather, we are confronted with
apparently random gropings, massaged by
both a jaded market and an architectural
press panting for the next stylistic titilla-
iion. Ironically, the paper architecture of
the impoverished '70s, which was created
only for publication as a substitute for
reality in built form, has been replaced
by constructed buildings that only achieve
"ieality" when they are photographed, pub-

lished, and pigeonholed in the appropri-
ate stylistic niche-a crazed extrapolation
of Descartes' tree falling, unheard, in the
forest.

What we are witnessing is a profound
confusion in architectural values and in
the societal values that inevitably shape

them. If there is a definable spirit of the
age, it is anxiety. And, God knows, there
iJplenty to be anxious about: a very dicey
ecbnomic situation, rampant social ills,
impending ecological disaster, etc.' etc'
However, rather than these identifiable
sources of anxiety, the fundamental cause

of nervousness seems to be concern about
our unknown future. Not onlY are we

approaching a new centurY, { nerl millen-
nium, but we are in the middle of enor-

mous structural changes in our society
and is institutions. Shifts to an unprece-

dented global interdependence, incredible
scalar changes in economic disparities,
sheer quantities of people' information,
things, and, by inversion' sheer scarcities
of space, resources, arable land' and, most

of ill, time are inducing fundamental shifts

in our perception of realitY.
For the firit time in history we are, if

not comfortable, at least conversant with
the notion of infinity' Even young children,
with the initiates'tolerant amusement at

the special effects in "Star Wars," are

informed about light'years, black holes,

supernovas, and the like. We are about
tolaunch a telescope into space that can

"see" 12 billion light-years, and we know
space continues beyond that. Maybe Ior-
ever. At the same time, and also for the

first time in history, there is widespread
capability to totally destroy life on this
planet. Maybe forever.

We live in this magnetic field between
infinite continuity and instantaneous obliv-
ion. It is a highly charged atmosphere that
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1989
AIA Honor

Avards

Most of 1989's l2 honor award winners are modest in scale, the
largest being the school at right. Jury chairman David Childs,
MIA, says the panel debated whether a complex, large-scale
project must have "the same degree ofpetfection and consis-
tency that a more modest undertaking- simple in terms of size,
program, and client-can perhaps more easily achieve." Bv their
votes, the majority oJ' these jurors said yes, it must. But they
recognize the importance of larger-scale designs and urge jirms
to o.flbr more urban design and planning projects next year
Joining Childs on the jury were Peter Bohlin, FAIA: |turnn
Ellingea Assoc. AIA; Brendan Gill of The New yorker: Kath-
leen S. HoeJ't. AIA; Joyce S. Lee, architecture student: Jaauelin
T, Robertson, FAIA: Michaet Rotondi, AIA; and John Whiiemqn,
AIA. Our coverage begins with two works previouslv shown in
these pages. - Alr-Er Fnrevaru

he Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, D.C., is a
little like a Milky Way: a smooth crust of decoish stripped
classicism covering nougaty Elizabethan and Tudor
interiors. Paul Cret designed it in the late 1920s for a

prominent site on Capitol Hill. The buildine forms a wide. shal_
low U, with the Folger Shakespeare Theatre in one wing, sup-
port space in the other, and the reading room (right) and f parallel
exhibition gallery along the wide front facade ionnectins the
wings. As described in our November 1983 issue, Hartmin-Cox
put two levels of new stacks underground along the rear of the
building; almost totally rearranged existing support and office
space; and inserted within the U a vaulted reading room (far
right).This room, classical in proportion and appointments,
employs a variety of techniques, including skylight-ed slots down
the center, to admit natural light with a minimum of glare. The
nonstructural vault is suspended from a steel frame. Hartman-
Cox's addition, like Cret's original, is clad in marble.

The juron said, "Careful attention has been paid to every detail,
from the delicately fluted columns on the exierior to the well-
glafted architect-designed tables." The new reading room is .,a
dignified space that blends well with the original buitding, yet
has a thoroughly modern identity of its own."
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esert View Elementary School in Sunland Park, N.M.,
is one of three identical schools that Perkins & Will
and Mimbres Inc., designed for the Gadsden Independ-
ent School District. Each school's site is demarcated by

a circular rock wall that forms a boundary between irrigated
land and natural desert. The rock walls, sloped metal roofs, soft
earth-toned masonry walls, and decorative wrought-iron railings
make the schools seem at home in the community, which is

located just across the Rio Grande from El Paso, Tex. The build-
ings have "a rigoriously rational design that translates the local
veinacular into convincing civic architecture," Contributing Edi-
tor David Dillon wrote in these pages last August'

The plan is organized into three sections by function-one
for clasirooms, another for school offices and a library, and a

third that comprises a multipurpose pavilion and a cafeteria.
This third section, which is shared by the community, and an

entry tower are the most prominent elements in the design and

are oriented toward a public entry plaza.
Desert View is "comfortable and durable," said the juron. "With

its expansive corridors, child-size scale, and brightly lit interiors'
this sbhool supports the idea that learning is a joy." The chil-
dren seem to think of it as theirs, observed Dillon'

(et ESTO Photographics, Inc
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J t is easy for an architect desigaing for a site on Martha's Mne-
I yurd to fall under the spell of the Massachusetts island,s tra-

I ditional architecture-the exuberant Mctorian cottases of
Oak Bluffs, the prim and proper sea captains'houses of"Edgur-
town, or the gray shingleclad capes and saltboxes along the coast-
line. It is also easy to design in such idioms, given the Vineyard's
strict building restrictions of setback, height, and materials. Ste-
ven Holl, AIA, chose instead to derive inspiration for this
1,600-square-foot weekend house from an older, indigenous, and
less celebrated building tradition-that of the island's first
inhabitants.

"I wasnt inspired by the modern interpretation of the saltbox,"
says Holl, "or those big, rambling Sternesque houses. I was trying
to get back to the spirit of New England, and in doing that wai
reading Melville." In Moby DickHoll found a passagi about
the island's Indians covering the skeleton of a beached whale
with skins and bark, transforming this found object into shelter.
That image of a sun-bleached frame used as an armature for
building permeates Holl's beach house. It is an apt metaphor
given the program's economy and Holl's interest in ,,expiessing

the building's concept in its constructional reality."
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The house rides the brow of a hill that overlooks a manh and
the ocean [eyond. One approaches it from the south, climbing
the grade. The two-story cube seems to brood on the hill and 

-
hides the rest of the house from the path. Then the open-framed
veranda appears, and then the triangular dining room, which
jus from the house like a shark's tooth. You are immediately
drawn to the veranda; you mount it like a gangplank and begin
to notice the intricate pattern of shadow on the enclosure's smooth
cedar walls, which are tightly clad, as if wrapped in taut skin.
The shadows are from a collision of railings woven into the build-
ing's frame, as if found from some otheistructure, their junc-
tures with the frame planed smooth and held in place with a
cartilage of copper rods. The building's frame meets the ground
on point foundations and rides the grade like a roller coaster.

Entry is through a door on the veranda just around the cor-
ner from the cube s edge. The foyer is compressed and unevent-
ful, and one immediately moves to its end to find a long spine,
this one a narrow and enclosed version of the entry veianda,
which extends from one end of the house to the otler and strictly
dictates your movement through the house. You instinctively
turn left, continuing in the direction that leads to the water. Two



Left, weekend
house on
Martha's Vne-
yard, as viewed
from marshland,
appears as a box
within a rigid
frame. \tramidal
stnrcture on roof
denotes kitchen.

B

i
@

Above, house as
viewed from
driveway. Long
veranda leads to

front entry and
dining room
beyond. Left,
east elevation
has little fenes-
tration to main-
tain pivacy from
nearby houses.
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Drawing below depicts house's elements
as they relate to the frame structure that
weaves them together Below right, view
toward Gay Head from angular dining
room. Ti'apezoidql dining table of Holl's
design forces perspective. Facing page,
view from living room with ix hand-painted
canvas carpet reinforces presence of frame
and circulation spine.
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guest bedrooms and a bath are to the west-cell{ike in their spare-
ness. The kitchen and dining area are just beyond them, down
two steps, and with their discovery you have found the heart of
the house, a cross-axis that oriens you to the prowlike dining
area with its trapezoidal table and hanging light fixture of Holl's
design. For the first time you become aware of the ocean. The
cantilevered dining area directs your view toward Gay Head and
its lighthouse and also to the juncture of land and water, as the
room's apex marks that very connection. The dining area's two
glass doors, if open, allow you to continue on the axis of the
veranda, as it passes virtually through the dining area and, in a
sense, severs that space into an island, outside the relentless,
rectilinear frame.
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ing lines on a blue-green and gray background by the architect's
brother, James Holl. The living room seems anticlimactic com-
pared with the kitchen and dining area, the plan's focal point,
marked on the roof with a wooden frame pyramid. The living
room opens to a deck, seemingly an outdoor room as defined
by the house's unadorned frame. The view here is unobstructed

and makes you aware that the building is sited in such a way as
to make the ocean view a game of hide-and-seek, a prize that
propels you through the house. This might be frustrating if you
believe that beach houses should bombard you with great, sweep
ing oceanscapes through plate-glass windows. Here Holl has taken
a lesson from Wright (who learned it from the Japanese) and
has saved glimpses of the ocean for special locations in the plan.
Otherwise, as Holl points out, "the view gets boring."

When you reach the terminus of the living room and look back
through the house, the frame again is prominent-4xl0 beams
marching across the ceiling. Far off at the spine's south end is a
winding stair that takes you up to the master bedroom-a room
shipshape in its economy but ample enough as a captain's roost.
As a tower it allows protective views toward the housds approach,
and it has a tiny window on the west wall that appears as a framed
landscape painting of Gay Head's lighthouse. The upper deck
offers solitude and a sculpture garden of pyramid and chimney,
while another deck on top of the cube, accessible by ladder, is
a great observatory. As Janet Odgis, a client for the house,
describes the upper quarters, "The bedroom is just dreamy. When
you're up there, it feels like you're flying." n

The living room, down three more steps beyond the fireplace
mass, is quiet, with a traditional canvas rug painted with float-
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The Colonial Idiom
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Sfuetched Vertically
Hqnse:n, hcvuse, WClmettc," nL.,

Ha:yyrnzond BeeW 8c Babka.
By l{ora Hinhtsr Greer

I bit of wizardry was performed by Hammond Beeby &
A Babka for the design of the Hansen house in an established

l- \ suburb of Chicago: a small house was made to appear
much larger than it actually is and to borrow so successfully from
the surrounding vernacular that it quickly was assimilated into
the neighborhood fabric.

The suburb is Wilmette, Ill., set along the shores of l,ake Mich-
igan some 30 miles north of downtown Chicago. Developed pri-
marily during the first three decades of this century, the eastern
portion of Wilmette consists predominantly of stucco and brick
houses that are large variations on the suburban foursquare. Mixed
in are some older clapboard houses with generous wraparound
porches.

The l75x5Gfoot site was small enough to be considered a side
yard for the houses on either side. The challenge for Thomas
Beeby, FAIA-and designers Thnnys Langdon, AIA, Charles
Young, AIA, and Karen Johnson, AIA-was to create a house
that would stand its ground among its giant neighbors but also
meet the owner's requirement for a small (l,50Gsquare-foot) house
with "quality spaces." To achieve the illusion of bulk, a basic
colonial two-room house was stretched vertically into three
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Facing page, the front facade bespeaks a Pallqdian symmetry.
Above, the rear elevation (at center) is more informal with its
bow-shaped sunroom.

stories. The resulting height of 28 feet from porch base to hip
roof is equivalent to its neighbors. Re-enforcing that verticality
on the exterior are tall, narrow windows and a cupola (which
doubles as a twin chimney stack) that stretches upward beyond
the third story.

A wooden porch stretches past the house horizontally on all
four elevations, bringing the house almost to the lot's east and
west boundaries. The delicate, undersized columns and flat
roof of the porch make the veranda appear light and airy, hardly
an intrusion on the neighboring houses. The wooden porch is
complemented by wooden moldings on the gray-painted, stucco
house.

Inside, the house is small yet resplendent with natural light.
You enter through a central doorway into a small foyer that leads
into the 13.8x22-foot living room, the main features of which are
the exceptionally tall, narrow windows and the fireplace on one
side. Your attention, though, is drawn immediately to the less-

formal, bow-fronted sunroom in the rear with its curved bench
and abundant natural light that strikes the lightly stained oak
floors. That same light wood is carried throughout the interi-
ors. Tucked between the sunroom and the living room is a sli-

ver of a kitchen, which suited the Hansens but is likely to be

enlarged by subsequent owners.
The verticality of the exterior is expressed most strongly inside

by the three-story staircase topped with a skylight set within the

cupola. The second floor has one open bedroom (which could
be-divided in half) and a bathroom. The third floor, site of the
master bedroom, is more regal, with light streaming in from por-

tals in the eaves. A generous portion of the bedroom is given

over to aJacuzzi and sink, which is partially open to the bed-
room. The remaining bathroom facilities are tucked in the cor-
ner opposite the stairs.

An overall sense of Palladian symmetry was broken when the

southeast corner of the first floor was pushed outward for a break-

fast room. This, however, is fitting because it suggests that this
formal, villa-like house is more than it seems at first glance-that
it has an exuberance and warmth that make it a welcome addi-
tion to the neishborhood.
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he Reid House by Clark & Menefee Architects stands tall
among the pine and oaks draped with Spanish moss in the
poor rural countryside of Johns Island, S.C. South of

Charleston along the coast, where golf courses are replacing farm-
lands and marinas are filling marshes, Johns Island remains a
vestige of the Carolina Low Country, not the romantic planta-
tions along the rivers but the shacks and trailers of farmers who
barely eke out an existence from the land. Yet "this noble little
farmhouse" cited by the honor award jury as the "essence of
repose and serenity" respects its modest neighbors.

The client, a couple with two small children and a 100-acre
horse farm, had been living in two abutting house trailers amid
a collection of "stutf' ranging from boats and trailers to Cushman
scooters to rusting appliances. As design principal W.G. Clark
recalls, the architects were inspired to design a house that "could
live with all this junk and at the same time could boss it around."

Clark & Menefee organized the house in a simple and straight-
forward plan with two components-a 20-foot-square, concrete
block tower containing the main spaces and a wooden shed for
the kitchen and bathrooms. The two elements are connected
by a fireplace and a winding, finely crafted wooden stairway.
The architects set the double-height living room atop a pair of
ground-floor bedrooms for the children. The master bedroom
is within a loft space that interrupts this main living area. An
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exposed steel beam supporting the balcony punctuates the walls
with two small windows filled with glass blocks. A band of clere-
story windows and two l4-foot-tall windows flood the living room
with natural light and provide commanding views of the none-
too-refined landscape.

The house is made of the simplest and least expensive mate-
rials, in keeping with the humble buildings of the area as well
as the Reidd budget of $100,000. The lean-to shed is wood-framed
with painted plywood siding and battens, and the gently hipped
roof is clad with asphalt shingles. Interior finishes are sandblasted
concrete block walls, two-by-six painted pine floors with exposed
pine floor joists, and painted plywood wall partitions-carefully
detailed, says Clark, thanks to the talents of the contractor.

Two years ago Clark & Menefee was honored for the Middle-
ton Inn, an understated modernist lodge adjacent to the historic,
formal Middleton gardens. Clark says his goal is to make build-
ing "an act of understanding and adoration of the place." The
Reid house, like the Middleton Inn, is appropriate to its time
and place in a physical sense but also in a spiritual sense.
"Incorporating the architecture of nearby buildings as well as
more formal classical architectural elements," said the honor
award jury, "this house is carefully proportioned and has an
air of timelessness . . . as though a proud remnant from a
past civilization." !



Third floor

Facing page, the
house, which is the
main residence of a
working horse farm,
is sited at the end of
a dirt roqd. Above
right, the south qnd
east elevations with
their 14-foot-high
windows. Right, the
building's'one grand
interior space.'
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Pool House Made
'fuAccomplished
Work of fu1':
In lfi,ngs Paint, NY Tod WClLinm"s, Biltif,
Tsinn & Assoc. By Mirhnnl J. Crosbie,



he clients for this pool house, which was designed by Tod
Williams, Billie Tsien & Associates of New York City, are
avid collectors of contemporary art. Their 1961 quasi-

California modernist house in Kings Point, N.Y., is a veritable
gallery; in fact a number of windows in the glassy living and
dining rooms were replaced with sheetrock for more hanging
space. The pool house, however, was not intended for art-its
program focused on the therapeutic benefits of swimming. But
avid collectors often collect even unintentionally, and the pool
house that Williams has designed for them is in itself an accom-
plished work of art.

It is skillfully sited to provide some closure for the main house's

backyard, which had been enlarged by the annexation of an adja-

cent property. Extending from the northwest corner of the house

like a forearm, the pool house cradles a pocket of exterior space.

Carved from the existing grade, the new landscape curls around
evergreens and is traversed via rocks from a riverbank'

Against the voluptuous land form (achieved with the collab-
oration of landscape architect Tom Pritchard), the pool house
cuts a sharp and pristine figure-a sort of machine in the gar-

den. Its counterpoint is a garden in the machine-a resuscitated
Japanese version with a split-leaf maple, moss-covered rocks,
and neatly raked gravel. Before the pool house's construction,
the Japanese garden was visible and accessible from the mas-
ter bath. Now the pool house inserts a long finger of space
between the bath and the garden. This is the way into the pool
house from the main house's interior-through the master bed-
room, a dressing room, and finally the bath-a succession of
increasingly private spaces.

Facing page, above, one of two stainless steel chaise lounges
designed for the 'sharp and pristine' pool house.

Williams notes that the juxtaposition of geometric elements
is a recurring theme in his work, and one's apprehension of it
in the pool house occurs at its threshold. In concert with the
orthogbnal grid of the main house, the pool house's glass wall
steps and extends north. The addition's solid west wall is paral-

lello the property line, angled approximately 12 degrees away

from the window wall. The overlapping geometry is expressed
in the grid of the Lake Placid blue granite floor and is first viewed
as you cross the threshold of the master bath.

Momentarily, the Japanese garden averts your attention from
the pool house, but through the garden you spy the circular
Iacizzi and become aware of the sound of is waterfall into the
lap pool, whose long, thin shape causes your eye to race to the
pool house s terminus.

There is something very primal about the space-the cool,
natural materials, the sound of water, the spareness of the design.

Three steel columns stand as sentinels, giving a muscular lift to
the stepped ceiling as it cants up over the pool. An abrupt intru-
sion into the space comes in the form of a beveled, stainless
steel wall, which cuts like a blade through the window wall. The
pool house is furnished with two stainless steel chaise lounges
and two dark blue stained oak benches.

A perfect counterpoint to the interior shades of gray is a
mural by Sol LrWitt that stretches along the west wall. Williams
had intended the wall to be tile. The client discovered in a New
York City gallery a LeWitt painting of two pyramids, and, after
seeing it himself, Williams encouraged the client to commission
a painting for the pool house. The length of the wall and is
return on the north side prompted LeWitt to expand the paint-
ing to three pyramids. The mural is most powerful when illumi
nated and viewed from outside, through the glass wall, as it causes

the west wall to dissolve into an idealized landscape. !
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rank Lloyd Wright's Meyer May house has been meticulously
restored-from new steel structural members to original
and re-created furnishings down to the photographs and

books of the May family. As a re-created historical living
environment rather than a period piece, the Meyer May house,
in the words of the honor award jury, "radiates with the energy
and enthusiasm of Wright himself and feels more like a private
home than a museum."

l,ocated in the Heritage Hill historic district in Grand Rapids,
Mich., the house was designed and built in 1909 for Meyer S.

May, a local clothier, and his wife, Sophie Amberg. Over the
years numerous additions had substantially altered the exterior
appearance, and the interior had suffered from many remodel-
ings and conversion into several apartments.

Restoration began in 1985 when Steelcase Inc., a furniture
manufacturer based in Grand Rapids, purchased the house for
educational as well as public and corporate functions. (This trib-
ute might be based on the corporate awe and appreciation
Steelcase has for Wright, who some 50 years ago chose the com-
pany to manufacture the innovative workstations for his John-
son Wax building.)

Architect John Tilton of the Chicago firm Tilton & lrwis and
preservation coordinator Carla Lind-as well as numerous art
historians and decorative arts consultants-spent months
researching the house's original design. Some of the most impor-

Bottom left, Meyer May with his children, Hariet and Richard,
and the family housekeeper in 1919: top, restored house today.
Below, the living room's massive fireplace, the 'heart of the house.'

tant reconstruction tools were found in the most unusual ways.

The house was not as well documented as many of Wright's other
buildings. After finding scant material in Thliesins archives, Lind
discovered original blueprints and decorative arts drawings in
the archives of the Milwaukee Art Institute. She also used pho-
tographs and personal recollections of the May children.

Because of their findings, the architects decided to return
the house to is 1909 appearance, which required demolition of
a 2,000-foot addition and bricking in the south veranda. The
bricks, limestone, and copper finishings from the addition were
salvaged and used in rebuilding the original house.

The May house, which faces the street with set-back masonry
masses, sheltering overhangs, low terraces, and outreaching walls,
recalls many of Wright's other Prairie School houses from his
prolific 1900-1909 period. The sculptural copper mullions and
fasciae along the living room windows are among the earliest
examples of Wright's decorative copper detailing.

The 18-month restoration entailed almost complete disman-
tling and reconstruction of sections of the house. The canti
levered roofs on the west, east, and south sides were rebuilt using
19 tons of new structural steel beams, rafters, and columns to
replace the badly deteriorated wooden structural elements. The
roof was reframed, sheathed, and insulated, and new red clay
tiles were produced to match the originals by the same company,
which still had the paperwork on Wright's order.

The entrance, at the rear of the house, is framed by vertical
slotted windows and a shallow horizontal overhang topped with
a concrete urn. Inside, the embracing foyer screened by a ver-
tical oak lattice winds up a narrow stairway and opens into the

I
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Above, windows and skylights fill the liv-
ing room with natural light, and oak mold-
ings wrap around the windows, walls, and
ce ilings, emp hasizing the free-flowing
spaces. Facing page, above, south and east
walls of the dining room feature more art
glass windows with the pattern repeated
in the table's corner lampposts. Right, mas-
ter bedroom has a recessed bay of windows
and on the north wall a smaller but sim-
ilar version of the living room fireplace.
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main-floor living spaces.Wright oriented the house for maximum
southern exposure and employed skylights and large windows
in the living room. Glass artisans removed and repaired 110 art
glass windows and replicated six others. The copper-camed win-
dow patterns are repeated on embroidered linens and woven into
the carpets. The warm earth tones of the walls and the abun-
dant natural light create an almost magical glow, heightened by
horizontal joints of golden glass in the brick fireplace.

["ong ago the dining room table had been sawn apart and made
into a firewood box. Period photographs revealed similarities to
the table in the Robie house; the scale was determined from
one surviving partial table leg. Four elaborate lampposts crown
Wright's characteristic "room within a room" dining assembly.

Rooms are furnished with a mixture of original pieces, repro-
ductions of originals, and compatible arts and crafts pieces from
the period. A collection of 26 original furnishings was acquired
from a Grand Rapids family. Many of the furnishings reflect the
influence of Wright's associate George Niedecken of Milwaukee,
who oversaw the production of Wright's custom furnishings.
Niedecken also was responsible for the 80-square-foot hollyhock
mural on the central pylon, which was found under six layen of
paint. Cast bronze sconces were reproduced to match the few
remaining in the house, and a foundry recast the fireplace grates.

Like so many of Wright's houses, this one makes a graceful
transition from public to private spaces. As the stairway rises to
the second floor, a wall of glass on the landing draws light into
both the levels.

The Meyer May house is much more than a restored historic
building or even a tribute to Wright. It is a work of art that has
been brought back to life through the collaborative efforts of
dozens of talented and carins individuals. E
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Civic PLaza with aGLar,ed Cente{piece
I tr ('lrrr t trI tto()(Ju. I)ertlt it'li I k:.nler1 & ltr'ilkcrstvtt./

Iktet ter Kirrr cL ul.s.sorrrr fe.s.

I3 11 AI len F-reet t u t rr

Functionally and visually, Miller Park Plaza is both edge and
transition between civic and commercial realms in downtown
Chattanooga, Tenn. Occupying about an acre on the south end
of a built-up commercial block, it is hard-surfaced, rectilinear,
and highly programmed. As such, it complements Miller Park,
an unprogrammed, free-form, more softly landscaped space about
twice its size on the block immediately to the south. The archi-
tects were Derthick, Henley & Wilkerson of Chattanooga and
Koetter. Kim & Associates of Boston.

Three major complementary parls make up the plaza. A two-
story spine with shops, offices. and a performance stage forms
a backdrop along the plaza's party-wall northern edge. An unpar-
titioned pavilion the height of a three-story building occupies
the southwest corner. The remainder is steooed and uncovered.
with henches and founrains. Everything is ied brick.

Excepting the commercial spine. which hasn't proved ade-
quately hospitable to retail tenants. the plaza has come to life
nicely in is first year. When the pavilion's glazed walls are closed,
its acoustics are brightly appropriate for piano recitals and boy
choirs attracting audiences of 1-50 or so. Open, it provides lunch-
time shelter for weekday brownbaggers. Musicians requiring
amplification-rock and symphonic-have performed with suc-
cess to audiences of 500 to 1.000 from the open stage in the spine.

Miller Park Plaza is a public/private venture. The city provided
the land, and the nonprofit Cenrer City Corp. built it, with grants
from two local foundations. and operates it. E
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Facing page, Miller Park Plaza from the
south, with the l3-yearold Miller Park in
the foreground. The pavilion is at left and
the open performance stage is at right.
This page from the top, the plaza from the
west, the interior of the pavilion, and the
pavilion in section.
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6 llactical, Ilnpretentious,
Open, and Famity Oriented'

ClnAfu?L County, Ga., Library, Scogin Efuyn & Brag.
By ALkn Free.man

Scogin Elam & Bray has won its second honor award in as many
years for works that scarcely look related. Last year's winner
was the High Museum at Georgia-Pacific Center, a controlled,
compressed, and highly crafted cluster of intimate, interlocking
galleries and ramps in an Atlanta skyscraper. This year's winner
is a suburban library with an exploded form and an industrial
esthetic. Despite their differences, the two works are alike in
that they avoid historical allusion and are nonliteral responses
to their very different contexts.

Clayton County is where Margaret Mitchell imagined Thra to
be in Gone with the Wind and where Atlanta built Hartsfield
International Airport. The library is part of an accreting light-
industrial strip that hasn't yet reached the prevailing U.S. stan-
dard of mass-produced monotony, where "one is apt to pull
alongside a pickup with a rack and ZZ Top blasting through
open windows," as Merrill Elam, AIA, observes. In this context,
she says, her firm's 33,000-square-foot library costing a modest
$68 per square foot, is a "filling station for living life, Iproviding]
a puppet show, a cooking class, a seed catalogue, easy parking."

Seemingly born of free association, the exuberant facades
spread under piney woods like suburbia iself. The rectilinear
light tower suggests air control functions, and the roof rises in
aeronautical forms. The splotchy black and white corrugated

I58 ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1989

metal siding connotes library boxes. And finishes and exposed
steel framing are factory grade.

Despite its unconventionality, says library director Carol Stew-
art, the building reflects the largely blue-collar Clayton County
and its people because it is practical, unpretentious, open, and
family oriented. She says the interior design is largely self-
explanatory, even to first-time users, and lends itself to minimal
staffing, that the stadium-type uplighting fixtures with metal halide
lamps provide almost ideal, even illumination with little glare
or shadow, and that the building is quiet even when filled with
users. The interior is almost universally liked, Stewart says, and
she is especially pleased that young people hang out there. Some
older residents, however, have not warmed to the spirited facades.

The honor award jurors said, "This startling building defies
the notion that libraries are stuffy places. . . . [Itl bursts with move-
ment and life."

Above, the entrance facade faces north, with an axis running
from the freestanding tower up the steps to the circulation desk
directly under the rectilinear light tower Fqcing page: below, a
satellite dish-cum-chandelier is suspended under the light tower;
above, story time in a bowed facade of the children's area qt
the northeast corner of the building.
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:t: Study
2 Main reading stacks
3 Otfice
4 Board room
5 Computer
6 Dircctor

.7 Circulation
I Genealogy
g Future Porch

1O Children's area
11 Locture
12 Entry
19 Stafi lounge

nt
I

Left, the main reading room in the build-
ing's southeast corner Below left, a trio
of windowed study cubicles on the south
wall. Right, the periodical area adjacent
to the major east-west axis. Bowed war
ren tn$ses have wood cords and galvanized
steel webs; lights are standard stadium
fixtures.Z
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he [Jniversity of California. Irvine. was futuristically con-
ceived by' the late William L. Pereira. FAIA. a quarter-
centurv ago and was built from scratch in affluent and

boclming Orange (iounty about -50 miles southcast of Los Ange-
les. In recent years UCI officials have named a street after the
campus architect, reworked his circular master plan. abandoned
the ponderous institutional style of the earliest buildings. and
given most of the small- and medium-sized design contracrs to a
variety of architecture firms with strong local or national repu-
tations for design. In the process. UCI has acquired relatively
inexpensive boutique buildings by stars such as Frank Gehry.
Charles Moore. Robert Venturi. and Robert A.M. Stern. and
now has earnecl its second national honor award.

This year's r'"'inner is the Central Housins Office Building,
designed by'Los Angeles architect Eric Owen Moss. AlA. It is
almost tiny. as institutional buildings go, but as filled with inci-
dent and detail as many buildings l0 times its size. In its ambi-
tion. it is reminiscent of an ele-qant little Floric'la residence where
the young Paul Rudolph used a tensioned-cable structure to span
a mere 22 feet. Years later. he explained this choice of advanced
structural technolog.v by saying, "l could not wait."

Moss's effort is the converse of Rudoloh's in that it uses rela-
tively standard construction methods to achieve a conplex ancl
somewhat arbitrary building form. Venturi, whose new Manage-
menl School is a few hundred yards uphill from Central Hous-
ing. most likelv would call this active iittle building a duck.

Unlike many of its species, however, this duck is intelligent
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and witt1,'. It can trace some of its ancestrv to Gehry. particu-
larly' in its interior, but even more of it to a recent trio o,f Moss
warehouse remodelings in Culver Cit1, Calif.. one of wtrich was
given an honor award last year.

The Ccntral Housing Office Building is the administration cen-
ter for student housing on campus. lts staff of 27 serves about
4.000 units. and. while there is some face-to-face transaction
between student tenants and staff, normally walk-in use of the
building is light. The building was sited to be roughly central to
existing and planned housing complexes. and it trccupies a promi-
nent corner near ()ne of the two main campus cntrances. The
site slopes upward about 20 feet; Moss. rather than accommo-
dating this topography. challenged it by creating a long. narrow
structure running perpendicular to the contour lines. This allowed
him to maximize the project's presence along the more heavily
trafficked road, and it gave him a sloping organizational datum
that greatly inlluenced the building's section and main elevation.

Moss then pnrceeded to break down the building's scale
through complex manipulations of its fenestration and roofline.
As in sc'r much of his recent work. the architect inventecl a com-
plicated and arbitrary order and then elaborated upon it with
impressive farthfulness. Nearl-v ever)' element, nLr matter hou'
apparentl.v capriciclus. has a systemic rationale or two for its pres-
ence and form. Ostensibly random three-dimensional relation-
ships take on rigor and discipline when analvzed in a site and
roof plan. Seeminglv anarchic window arranqements make rela-
tive sense after Moss explains their gestures.



Ihn't, tit'n'l ol lltc ttdnrirti.slratiotr ((ttter ictr slttdt'rtt housing
rltrrt styt'tt'he; ulert4 u slrtpecl sitc; /lucirt,4 1'tuge) lrortt t'!evotirtrt,
/ t()l) J triu €tle\'uti()n. tutd labrtvt'J ttut't'()\\' side t'lt'vtlirttt.

\\ritinu abor:t such lr proiect is lnlstrrting bccausc e\'cn a cur-
sorr crpianation ol thc ltrchitect's ()vcrlapping rationales for his
nrirnr tlcsign clecisions c()uld ll()t possihlv be acconimt)clatecl in
lrlr irrticlc of norrral form ancl lcngth. Perhaps.lanics.lovce u'oukl
Iuirc bccn ablc to rlo thc bLrilding mctaphoricitl lusticc. and he
\\a\ n()[ knorln f()r e('()n()ntv ttf cr;lrcssion. \\'hat fitllows rvi]l
t()ueh ()n some ol thc Housing Office's flr,zantinc losic but $'ill
lcarc manv of i1s intcnti()ns uncxpl()retl. Holcl'cr. thc building
is lrn cllcctive threc-tlintcnsional artilact insiclc lrntl out. an(l a
risitrrr neerls littlc or no cxplanati()n t() appreciatt'it.s irbject qual-
itics lrntl to e\pcncncc rts spaccs.

('rnlnrl Housing s li'nS er,)\\ \r-Ltion rcvcitls a ntntprccl mitin
e ()rnrl()r. Officcs uncl e xte rior r.r'intlous step up alonu this slope.
irut rrot as steeplr irs thc site itsclf: us a result the south encl Ol'

thc l.rrililing is larqe lv cngulfecl bl'thc hillsidcs antl an internal
srair i-s intrurr,iuced to cstablish a se concl-floor le vcl the rc. This
up[)cr s1()r\ has rcn little area anrl is not oc]cupic(l: instead it
\cr\ds a\ ii transiti()n to a latcr uing if the huilding crer neecls
crpunsion. Interior e cilings ancl crtcrnal rclofs risc ancl fall in
tnuls\crse sliccs re llccting officcs and f unctional areas beiow.

-[he roof and ce iling lines forrn a c()mplex patte rn sovernecl
lrv onc of \'{oss's gcornctric qallrcs. I:xternallr. thcrc arc high-
roolccl scctions altcrnlrting u'ith louer ones. Thc fornrer (ancl .

for that matter. the dormer) c()nlp()nents have ridge lines rotrghlv
parallel to the gr()uncl slope . uhile the latter. *hich can bc c()n-

sirlererd the nrain rooi. ha\c a lcrcl ridge that is skeu'eci to the
building in plun. thus creating rr complicatctl lrncl illusionistic
re lati,xship u ith the highe r scctr()ns ancl the rcst of the builtl-
ing below. This line alsc'r corresponds to thc majttr axis tlf an

cllips,l that organized much of the site plan but is not stronglv
se nsed in thc builcling. Becausc of its tvu'istecl orientatitln. this
perfe,:tlr' horizontal ridgc procluces sloping flrsciae at the roof
etlges. The higher roof elentents all contain skllights. antl sel-
cral r:f thosc turn the edgc of thc roof to become clerestorics.

Th,rre is a calculated sparscncss to the finish metterials insitle.
In ad,lition to the suspenclcd lighting. there itre clay'sewer pipes
tusccl as flanking columns for thc lobbv's ntain clesk. beautiftrllv
formed erposcd ancl unpaintcrl rlucts that run flltt against erte-
rior cffice uulls. ancl invertcd -I:shapecl exposeri trusses clatl irl
sheet metal that sport prccisc r()ws of scrcw heacls along their
cclges. ln this spirit. the fl<xrr wits ciesignetl to be expclsecl cott-
crcte. but poor execution. acoustic considerations. and fool conl-
fort all lecl t,r the installation of srav inclustrilrl carpeting. nluch
lo I ht' urr'hilcet': tlisappr'inl tttcttl.

One programmatic goal rlas thc 'de-burcaucratization of the
work environment. a relati\cl\ citsv task gilc:n the managcable
sizc of the brrikling. The clepartrncnt manager ltlstt abettecl Moss's

tendencies towartl complexitv lrv asking that each officc he dif-
ferenr:. Thc rcqucst was honorcil rlith enthtrsiasm and providctl
run occasion t() create the hichlr articulated roofscape.
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Inside the center workspaces
are set along a ramped cor
ridor and are marked by
skylights and changes in ceil-
ing heights. Columns (bottom
photo ) are clay sewer pipes.

Outside, the building's main materials are prepainted sheet
metal roofing, a warrn-toned, split-faced concrete block, and that
Southern California standby, stucco. Three pairs of terra-cotta-
colored sewer pipes form an irregular colonnade and support a
deep west-facing roof overhang that is sheared off dramatically
at its north end. Moss perceived that corner of the building as
potentially significant to pedestrians on this automobiledominated
campus, since it was part of a main path from dormitories to
classrooms, and he acknowledged this circumstance by setting
the corner column dramatically askew and by veneering the small
sliced-off roof edge with purplish-brown marble, the only con-
ventionally "fine" material found on the building. The architect
reasoned that this would help create a sense of place along a
well-traveled path, but despite the dramatic gesture the corner
nevertheless strikes a visitor as a classically pedestrian-unfriendly
bit of suburbia.

The honor award jurors engaged in a lively debate about the
building. They concluded that "this provocative [design] explores
the relationship betrveen the natural and the man-made.. . [and]
accommodates both the topography and the suburban charac-
ter of the neighborhood. The . . . oddly shaped gable roof mim-
ics the styles seen in the surrounding detached houses and seems
to rise and fall with the contours of the land. The architect chal-
lenges our perceptions of form and materials, through the sharp
angles of the roof, the juxtaposition of common with more ele-
gant materials, and use of unusual windows, creating a building
of powerful intensity." E
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This pavilion is more than a little gem of abuilding, although.

that ii is. It is also a symbol of a delermined little town's rebirth,

and the unusual role that architecture played in it'
WatkinsGlen,population5,000,hasabeautifulnaturalsite

on Seneca Lake in tire Finger Lakes region of New York State'

At the turn of the centurylt was a popular resort, but over the

years the flow of visitors slowed and the town had to rely unsuc-

tessfully on agriculture as the base of its economy'
In tgbO the-town decided that its economic salvation lay in 1

revival of tourism. To help do so it called in centerbrook Archi-

tects, a firm with a considerable track record in working_with

communities pulling themselves up by their bootstraps' Center-

;;";[i;;"diatelylocused on the lakefront' owned by Conrail

and given over to derelict railroad sidings and marginal indus-

trial uses.
The town bought much of the waterfront back for use as a

putt. ttt" fint iriprovement was this fishing pier 
-and 

pavilion'

Irchitecturally, in the firm's words, the pavilion refen to Adiron-

dack boathouses and also to the victorian buildings of watkins

Glen itself. The lakefront now attracts 70,000 visitors a year' D

Below, an urban design model with the waterfront park'

North elevation

South section
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A Historic
Aqueduct Re-

storcd as aBridge
Across the Dekwure, Beger Blinder BeLIe.

BA A.nry Grug Lfo1ht

AAi Tow
f a\

' l- Patn

.'l trunk/ .: wall
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he restoration of the Delaware Aqueduct by New York
City firm Beyer Blinder Belle is remarkable in that the firm
was able to restore the aqueduct to full use as a vehicular

and pedestrian bridge and still remain true to the original 1847
design by John A. Roebling. James Marston Fitch, Hon. AIA, a
partner in the firm and director of its historic preservation depart-
ment, said it was greatly aided by the number of original draw-
ings from Roebling's office.

The aqueduct's strategic placement, spanning the upper Del-
aware River between New York and Pennsylvania, assured its
continued and varied use from the onset. A canal aqueduct built
by the Delaware Hudson & Canal Co., it was abandoned in 1898
and then bought by private interests early in this century and
converted into a vehicular toll bridge complete with tollhouse,
in an area where no other bridge carried vehicular traffic. In
1977 the bridge was closed because of a partial roadway collapse,
and in 1980 it was acquired by the National Park Service, which
recognized its historic significance as the oldest rope-wire sus-
pension bridge in the Western world, as well as the earliest sur-
viving work of engineer Roebling, creator of the Brooklyn Bridge.

The Park Service immediately was faced with the challenge
of restoring the artifact while appeasing a community impatient
to have back its only access across the river, aside from a lengthy

and hazardous l8-mile detour. The resolution was to make nec-
essary modifications within the guidelines of historic preserva-
tion so that the structure could be used as a bridge for the present
and reverted back to an aqueduct when a new bridge is built by
one or both of the states. Fitch said that the Roebling-period
masonry pylons, metalwork, and cabling, despite minimal cor-
rosion, were all sound and in generally good condition. The wood
construction constituted an earlier restoration; it was not origi-
nal with Roebling.

The overall roadway width clearance is 17 feet. To correct
the problem of oscillation and make the bridge sound for one-
way vehicular traffic, a nine-inch concrete roadbed was placed
across the aqueduct. The concrete is not visible, and from the
riverbank the bridge looks similar to its early photogpphs, which
served as restoration guides.

The traffic flow is regulated by signals, approach-road turn-
off, and waiting lanes. Pedestrian safety is assured by barrier-free,
grade-separated walkways on either side of the single{ane, alter-
nating traffic pattern. The walkways also unobtrusively protect
the superstructure from vehicular damage and serve as a place
to conceal telephone, television, and utility cabling.

If an additional bridge is built, the roadbed will be removed
and the aqueduct restored to its original state, with wooden can-
tilevered towpath walkways on either side. The west and east
banks of the river also can be restored, at least enough to recon-
struct the semicircular basins, called turning pools, where baqges
too long to make right-angle turns can maneuver. E

Above: diagonal view of completed bidge. Photos opposite show
walkway. Drawings, from top, indicate: deck assembly, steel cross
bracing (before veneer), and bracing with towpath assemblies.
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TeclumnlogA & Practice

Base for Building Standards Research
The neu yuttinnnl Centnr far Builf,i,ng Tu,kmnlngy. By Douglas E. Gordnn,

rchitects should know NIST, an acronym that recentlv
emerged from the thick potage of federal government
. "alphabet soup." NIST stands for an organization with

great, if not immediately apparent, impact on the practice of
architecture. In August 1988, the National Bureau of Standards
became NIST. that is. the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, in part to highlight a new emphasis on encourag-
ing better use of technology by U.S. industry. Of foremost con-
cern to architects is the Center for Building Technology (CBT),
one of 10 major centers within NIST's four national laboratories.

CBT, working cooperatively with a number of public and pri-
vate institutions, runs the gamut of laboratory, field, and analyti-
cal research to produce technologies for prediction, measurement,
and testing of everything from building materials, components,
and environment to structural systems and construction practices.
CBT also functions as the American liaison to international
groups such as the International Council for Building Research,
Studies, and Documentation (known as CIB, an acronym for
the French name Conseil International du Bdtiment), an orga-
nization enabling international cooperation with 55 member coun-
tries. Additionally, CBT is an active participant in the U.S.-Japan
Natural Resources Development program (UJNR). Its panel on
wind and seismic effects, established in 1968, provides for coop-
erative activities of 16 U.S. and six Japanese agencies with par-
ticipating representatives from private-sector organization, who
meet to exchange technical data and information on the design
and construction of buildings, bridges, dams, and waterfront
structures.

Architects are affected daily by the work at CBT because
much of its research findings make their way into voluntary
standards-such as those produced by ASTM and ASHRAE-
that are widely referenced by building codes. CBT also provides
a quality-assurance program used by more than 1,000 public and
private laboratories that test materials, and it functions as the
federal laboratory authorized to investigate physical causes of
major building failures. Approximately one-third of CBT's $10
million budget for the 1989 fiscal year is from direct appropria-
tion, while the remainder comes from other federal agencies for
specific research projects.

The bulk of the Center for Building Technology's work is
accomplished in the laboratory. (There have been many success-
ful applications of CBT work: for instance, epoxy-coated rein-
forcement rods were first developed there, and Durcon, a
computerized expert system for selecting the most durable con-
crete for a specific application, is now generating excitement
in the construction industry.) The center's 11S-person staff works
in CBT headquarters, an interdisciplinary and comprehensive
laboratory (complete with a 30x40x5Gfoot thermal performance
evaluation climatic chamber and a 12 million-pound universal
structural testing machine) located in Gaithersburg, Md., some
25 miles northwest of Washington, D.C. Its three principal
divisions - structures, building environment, and building mate-

rials-host a wealth of continuing projects, only a few of which
are described below.

Laboratory study of flaw detection in concrete by the impact-
echo method. It is easy to see the value of a nondestructive test
method for locating defects such as voids, cracks, and zones
of deterioration within hardened concrete structures, both for
structural assessment prior to renovation of existing buildings
and for structural surveys after damage has occurred. One
approach, called the "impact-echo" method, now under study
by the structures division of CBT, holds much promise for
nondestructive testing of concrete.

The impact-echo method is based on monitoring the interac-
tion of acoustic waves with the internal structure of an object.
One of the problems of testing concrete as opposed to, say, steel
is concrete's heterogeneous nature, and one of the ultimate objec-
tives of the CBT work is to develop uniform criteria, in terms
of instrumentation performance and capability, and measurement
procedures for routine use of the impact-echo method. In this
method, an impact source sends sound waves into the concrete;
they are reflected back to a transducer (receiver) located close
to the impact source on the concrete surface. A waveform
analyzer hooked to the receiver stores digitized waveforms and
analyzes the signals. By studying the reflected wave patterns,
the user can detect even minute flaws in the concrete.

A commercial impactor, which was modified for the experi-
ments, consists of a hardened steel plunger on the end of a
cylinder that is propelled by a spring{oaded device. The im-
pactor provides repeatability and a short contact time during
impact. This is important because the smaller the contact time
(3G60 microseconds), the smaller the flaws that can be detected.
To simulate the flaws, researchen designed various defecs in
the concrete. Other variables found to be important include the
distance from the impact point to the receiver, the type of receiver
used, and diffraction effects by sharp edges of the concrete. To
date, impact testing using a mechanically generated pulse is appli-
cable only if the test object dimensions are large enough so that
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Fiberboard insulation (.5 inches)

EDPM membrane (.06 inches)

Test chamber specimen for impact-echo testing of single ply rooting.

Wood deck (.75 inches)

specular reflections do not interfere with waves on the surface.
More research is needed and the reported results are inconclu-
sive with respect to the reliability of the impact technique, but
nonetheless the results are encouraging. In addition to post-
disaster and rehabilitation structural analysis, the impact-echo
method may someday play a part in quality assurance programs
of safety-dependent structures, such as nuclear containment
vessels.

Investigation of the use of nondestructive methods for inspec-
ting the seams of single-ply roo/s. With single-ply roofing now
accounting for over one-half of the membrane installed in this
country it seems timely to analyze those characteristics that con-
tribute to single-ply systemd usefulness, such as watertight seams
over the service life of the roof. Despite the importance of long-
lasting, watertight seams, the quality of those fabricated in the
field usually is assessed only at the time of roofing construction
by visual observation and by manual inspection of the lap edge
to ascertain that the seam is bonded at that location.

The development of nondestructive inspection methods has
the potential of providing a quality control technique for exam-
ining the completeness of adhesive application and the resultant
bond during the formation of seams in the field. In addition,
nondestructive evaluation methods could be used to investigate
the extent of disbonding if this problem were to arise during
service, and to assist in extending knowledge of adhesive bond
performance.

CBT investigations for nondestructive methods of testing for
voids and delaminations in adhesive-bonded roofing seams com-
prise two major techniques: infrared thermography and ultrasonic
impact-echo (see above). Of the two, the ultrasonic impact-echo
method performed more reliably. The principal factor investi-
gated in this method was the use of a wheel transducer (receiver)
that has the potential to scan long expanses of seams quickly
and at constant pressure. In the study, a wheel receiver mounted
on a rolling platform was used to detect the presence of six voids
in 4&inch{ong EPDM specimens. An audio alarm sounded when-
ever a unique echo signal indicated a void. The impact-echo
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method picked up each of the voids in the specimens and did
not give any false indicators of voids that did not exist. The resulb
indicate that wheel transducers may be applicable for examin-
ing long expanses of in-service roof seams. The researchers rec-
ommend that a prototype apparatus be developed for additional
laboratory investigation and field evaluation. Other types of mem-
brane materials to which the method was applied included white
EPDM, chlorosulfonated polyethylene, and SBS-modified bitu-
men. The study was conducted under sponsorship of the Naval
Civil Engineering Laboratory.

The Interaction of Lighting, Heating, and Cooling Systems
in Buildings. Lighting typically consumes the lions share of elec-
trical energy-in a commercial building, somewhere in the range
of 25 to 50 percent of the total building electrical energy require-
ments. Not surprisingly, the performance of the dominant com-
mercial light source, the fluorescent lamp, depends heavily on
ambient thermal conditions-both lamp light output and power
consumption varying with minimal lamp wall temperature as much
as 20 percent under typical conditions. In addition, heat dissi-
pated from the lighting system adds to the building's cooling load
in the summer, and controlling peak cooling loads is of particu-
lar interest to electric utility companies as well as to customers
who have to pay peak demand prices.

The NIST researchers posited that proper control of room
thermal conditions could ensure that lamps operate at their
most efficient level, so they set out to define quantitatively
the effects of interactions between building lighting, heating,
and cooling systems on the energy performance of the lighting
system and cooling loads. The researchers designed, constructed,
and operated a test facility to emulate an office space with
recessed fluorescent lighting. Special design features to simulate
realistic adjacent building areas provided realistic thermal bound-
ary conditions for the test room. For instance, the elevated test
floor slab accommodated a lower plenum beneath the floor (sim-
ulating a working office floor below), and all other room surfaces
were adjacent to temperature-controlled guard air spaces.

The test facility was constructed on a slab 30/z f.eetby ZlVt



Exterior shell

Ceiling slab

Interior walls

Control Room
Lower plenum

Lighting/HVAC test facility

feet within the large NIST environmental chamber. The facility
comprised two sections: a large, insulated shell enclosing the
test room itself and a small, attached control room for housing
instrumentation. Fluorescent lighting systems were placed in the
room and in the plenum below. The luminaires tested were four
units of four tubes each with parabolic diffusers. Return air was
directed through the lamp compartment, through slots in the
sides of the luminaire, or through the ceiling return grill. The
electrical system was standard, and the test facility was instru-
mented extensively to monitor lighting power, cooling load, sur-
face and air temperatures, heat flows, and light levels. A total
of 398 measured parameters were averaged and recorded every
two minutes during testing.

A computer collected data and controlled the heaters, fan,
and other measurement parameters under a specialized computer
program written in an extended version of Basic. Researchen
collected and analyzed a unique set of steady-state and transient
measurements, in part to develop a unique program to make
data better "fit" between design calculations and measurements
of cooling loads.

The researchers found that room air temperature changes of
5 degrees Fahrenheit produced changes of 4 to 5 degrees in the
room surface temperatures and about 3 degrees in minimum
lamp temperature. Lighting power and the light output varied
by 5 percent for the range of conditions tested. The impact
of these measurement results directly affects design considera-
tions. For instance, the interim report stated that the lamp com-
partment return was found to be a very effective way to keep
the lamps at a cool and efficient operating condition.

Among other design considerations, operating the fans at high
speed in the morning and low speed in the afternoon was sug-
gested as a way to reduce peak cooling load; reducing convec-
tion at the room walls allows for more heat storage in these
elements; carpeting the floor forces more heat storage in
the plenum (the most desirable heat storage location because
it has minimal comfort effects); and increasing the mass in the
floors or walls reduces peak cooling loads.

Preliminary results from this research showed that lighting sys-
tems can be constrained to operate at their most efficient level
through manipulation of the thermal environment via air tem-
perature, airflow rate, and return air configuration. Suggestions
for future research include testing other lamp types and dim-
ming controls as well as the effects of variable air volume
operation.

Other CBT programs of interest to architects include chloro-
fluorocarbon replacement, computer-controlled mechanical sys-
tems, quantification of terms for building security components,
heat transfer through windows and envelopes, IGES (a proposed
universal computer graphics language), indoor air quality, ana-
lytical modeling of the effects of construction and connection
sequencing, and seismic research into beam and column testing
(monolithic versus precast-concrete connections), postearthquake
reinforcement of infill and columns, and vertical and horizon-
tal sheer reinforcement.

Not all of CBT's work is as down to earth as these projects.
For instance, CBT's structure division is investigating computa-
tion procedures to enable highly accurate identification of
dynamic response characterisitics of space structures. Research-
ers are developing measurement and test methods for computer-
controlled high-speed actuators to reproduce rocket pulses
required to position space structures. This work in turn should
lead to research of earth-orbiting structures that will use the space
shuttle's external tanks as a manufacturing environment in low
earth orbit. This research-now in the first stages of study for
feasibility-would contribute significantly to a leading position
for the United States in the use of space for commercial and
manufacturing enterprises.

CBT produces more than 100 written documents annually, in
a wide variety of formats, describing ongoing research projects.
A good place to start is the annual Building Tbchnology Proj-
ect Summaries, which names principal investigators, sponsors,
and pdect scopes and objectives. The Summaies can be ordered
from the National Technical Information Services, Springfield,
Ya.,22161. Z
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Lifting assembly (150 kip jack)
Plaza construction.

the site; hydraulic jacks, jack rods, nuts, and end fittings;
shearheads and wedges; and a large portion of a floor slab with
the shearheads and posttensioning strand intact.

The researchers conducted two types of laboratory tests. The
first included standard tests for evaluating material properties
and welding details: compression tests and splitting tensile tests
on the concrete cores; tensile tests, metallographic and chemi-
cal analyses, hardness tests, and fracture analysis on the column
steel and welds; and tensile tests on the posttensioning strand.
The second type of test involved individual components and
assemblies of the lifting system: tensile tests on the jack rods
and attachments; and load tests on the shearhead/column assem-
bly and the lifting assembly.

Also in the lab, several potential failure mechanisms were inves-
tigated. The report stated: "The most probable cause of the col-
lapse was determined to be loss of support at a lifting jack in
the west tower during placement of an upper-level package of
three floor slabs. The loss of support was likely due to exces-
sive deformation of the lifting angle in a shearhead followed by
a lifting nut slipping off the lifting angle of the shearhead. The
postulated failure mechanism was duplicated in laboratory exper-
iments. The local failure propagated as loads were redistributed.
The remaining jack rods...supporting the package of floor slabs
slipped off the lifting angles and the slabs failed in flexure and
shear. These slabs fell, causing the lower{evel slabs to fail."

U.S. Embassy Building in Moscow. Not all of NIST's on-site
investigative work is of building failures. In 1986, the Continu-
ing Appropriations Act of the U.S. Congress directed NBS to
conduct an independent analysis of the new United States
Embassy office building under construction in Moscow. The anal'
ysis was to include an assessment of the structure as well as rec-
ommendations and cost estimates for correcting any structural
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or construction flaws. The researchers reviewed design and con-
struction documents for the building, formulated criteria for
assessment of a level of safety consistent with good U.S. prac-
tice and analysis for compliance with those criteria, performed
analytical field and lab studies of the as-built structure, and deveF
oped remedial measures.

While the researchers judged the building to be of generally
good quality, they recommended inspecting all of the joints
between reinforced concrete columns and filling those found
to be incomplete; bracing four steel-core columns to provide resis-
tance to buckling; inspecting and completing joints between shear
wall panels and adjacent components to provide lateral force
resistance; removing and replacing cracked portions of parapet
walls and anchoring the parapets to the structure below; and
some other added safety measures to prevent progressive collapse,
at an estimated cost of $1.123.000.

The on-site investigation comprised two site visits for the NBS
team: a reconnaissance visit of three days and a "hands-on" visit
of three weeks to allow a detailed investigation of the structural
system and the building envelope. The as-built conditions of many
of the joins between precast elements deviated significantly from
the design, and they accounted for a good portion of the remedial
action recommended. Progressive collapse apparently was not
considered in the design. Its potential was identified and reme-
dial measures developed for alternative load paths to prevent
progressive collapse. The on-site inspection also included detailed
visual examination of the exterior brick walls by a researcher
who descended the facades of the eight-story building. This exami-
nation revealed substantial cracking, for which the researchers
recommended vertical expansion joints at the corner piers, and
a monitoring program to determine whether they are growing
in extent or number.

CBT recommendations have not been implemented, however.
A separate study by U.S. intelligence concerns revealed that the
prefabricated cladding panels were riddled with electronic eaves-
dropping devices. The embassy building, now unoccupied, is
to be demolished entirely and reconstructed. !
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Canadals

'Environmental
Ghostbust€rs'

Consultti,rry oyt, Cltimnte,.
By Dauglns E. Gordrm

&?rd, M. StephaniE, Stubbs

ature's climatic hobgoblins-high winds, snow and ice,
blazing sun-coupled with humanity's airborne pollutants
both inside and out can wreak havoc with the finest of

building designs. And, given the galloping complexity of build-
ing systems, traditional guidelines, such as standard equations
and codes, often are inadequate. The quirky interaction of nat-
ural forces with the complexity of architecture and construction
today have prompted many architects to turn to specialists for
solving site-related problems. Enter Canada's "environmental
gustbusters," Rowan Williams Davies & Irwin Inc. (RWDI), a
consulting engineering firm specializing in microclimate studies.

RWDI's microclimate laboratory in Guelph, Ontario,40 miles
northwest of Toronto, was established in 1972 to carry out scale
model studies on the effects of wind, snow, airborne pollutants,
and the sun. It has been growing by leaps and bounds since its
inception. The work, much of which centers on wind studies,
entails water flumes, a boundary layer wind tunnel, sand, ground
walnut shells, and much more to determine how environmental
elements will behave.

RWDI President William H.D. Rowan, a structural engineer,
posits that the firm's success is based largely on provision of a
service long deemed useful to architects that now can be deliv-
ered in a timely manner. "We were prompted to become involved
with environmental problem solving because it used to be that
the only way that one could get that service was through the
universities," he says. "Universities lost sight of the fact that nor-
mally an architect was designing a building/rantically, and needed
design information almost instantaneously.

'As a structural engineer Iin a design firm], I experienced that
situation-you'd make a research request, and six months later
when you had the foundations poured and the building half-
erected, you'd get the verified load information. By employing
qualified, high-tech people, we've been able to help architects
meet their deadlines-even if we have to work 24-hour days. We
like to put forth the notion that this kind of environmental infor-
mation can be routine, and can be counted on as input used at
the right time-we provide the information to designers when
they need it. Over 90 percent of our work is done while the
designs are still on the boards. In our early days, more design-
ers brought in buildings after the fact. But the design profession
now is aware that these problems can be solved in the design
phase, and it wants to avoid later pitfalls."

Rowan also believes that designers' increased interest in air
quality has boosted his firm's business. "I don t know if it's due
to more sensitive noses or to stricter regulations, but we're find-
ing now that designers of buildings-labs, hospitals, and air
terminals-are concerned with exhaust problems. For instance,
if you have an expressway going by a high-rise building or a domed
stadium, where does the pollution go relative to the building?
Five years ago, when these questions were posed to architects,
they really didn't know how to get the answers. Now that we
can quantify these sorts of things, we can define the environmen-
tal problems and specify how to go about avoiding them.

'Another reason environmental project studies are becoming
more prevalent is that the cost is dropping rapidly," Rowan con-
tinues. 'A wind tunnel study l0 years ago cost in the range of

Left, a 1:400 model of the Tbronto SkyDome and the buildings in
its immediate surround undergo testing in RWDI's wind tunnel.
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$50,000. Today, you're probably looking at $15,000 to $20,000,
mainly due to the advances of technology. Consequently, the
studies are being done for more kinds of buildings, instead of
only for the very tallest."

Most of RWDI's engineers are specialists: climatologists, mete-
orologists, chemists, aeronautical engineen, mechanical engineers,
civil engineers, structural engineers, and a number of architec-
tural technologists. The firm has divided into specialty groups
responsible for particular services, and a project team is assem-
bled according to a job's particular needs. Following are some
case studies of typical projects, as seen by the partners in charge.

Drifting snow control: Motorola building, Elma, N.Y., by Can-
non. The Motorola building comprises a one-story 280x48Gfoot
production facility attached to a two-story, 20,000-square-foot
office building. The production is electronics-oriented, so there
is no special concern for air pollution; the major environmen-
tal problem is the building's location on a fairly remote site on
the eastern tip of Lake Erie's infamous snow belt. "The produc-
tion facility is oriented approximately east and west on a 4(Facre
site on the top of a hill in a fairly windy portion of the western
New York area," says Douglas R. Francis, construction manager
for Cannon. "Our concern was that the snowdrift accumulation
might be a problem. We asked RWDI to do studies to ascertain
where those accumulation areas might be, and then come up
with suggestions for some remedial design to mitigate the snow
buildup scenarios-where it would be a problem for the people
or for their use of the building."

"There are loading docks around the building, a parking lot,
visitors' entrance, fire roads-those are the sorts of things I am
looking at from a snow control point of view," says Colin J. Wil-
liams, RWDI partner in charge of the project. "We're looking
also at the snow-sensitive areas of the building itself: for instance,
the Motorola building's atrium skylight.

On a study of this type, RWDI begins by performing a mete-
orological analysis of the site. It needs to know from which direc-
tion the wind blows, and when the wind is blowing snow. The
RWDI team initially met with the architects to conduct a pre-
liminary review, that is, to look at the project drawings and deter-
mine what sort of snow accumulation problems could occur.
"The building was in early schematics-Cannon had a massing
and an orientation that they could show us," Williams recalls.
'At that stage of the building process, if necessary, we could
suggest things like turning the axis of the building or moving
the parking areas."

With that exercise completed, the RWDI team built a scale
model of Plexiglas at a scale of 1:300. It was tested in the wind/
snow simulator, a four-foot-wide channel through which water
flows. "The water simulates wind flow," Williams says, "and by
introducing sand particles into the water we can simulate drift-
ing snow Sand will collect around the model in the same way
that drifting snow will collect around the building." Because it
takes about 15 minutes to conduct a test for a given wind direc-
tion, the RWDI team can change the parameters three or four
times an hour, and thus project what would happen if elements
of the design were changed.

After conducting the first set of model tests, the team mea-
sured the snowdrift depth around the building, to ascertain where
snow buildup was likely. "We then invited the clients to visit our
labs," William says. "We showed representatives from Motorola
and Cannon where we thought the building could have problems
and also suggested various solutions in model form. This actu-
ally was a design process-we worked with rolled-up shirtsleeves,
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splashing in the water. It's a very visual process-you actually
see the snowdrifts building up-so it's very appealing to archi-
tects who work with models and with three dimensions.

"During that kind of meeting, we experimented with various
solutions and got immediate feedback from the designen. On
the Motorola project, the potential problems we found included
the large loading dock area-the orientation of the building and
the docks would have caused large snow accumulations on the
leeward side of the building. We recommended putting a para-
pet on the roof to distribute the snow further away from the
leeward side of the building so that it wouldn t collect directly
against the wall. During the client visit, by using the water flume,
it was very easy to see the small particles of sand moving around
the model-you could just trace the particles moving over the
roof and falling down into this area."

Williams says that the water flume test also showed that sand
particle "snow" moving around the north and south ends of the
building was getting into the loading dock area, and therefore
suggested a landscaping and parapet solution. Francis says that
Cannon was more than happy to follow the suggestion. "Those
solutions came in the form of earth berms, which were cost effec-
tive because the cut and fill that we performed on the site to
prepare for the building totaled about 75,000 cubic yards. Because
we had a lot of dirt left over, probably about 50,000 yardd worth,
we were glad to build berms with it, rather than find some other
way to dispose of it."

Cannon also installed a snow barrier mounted on top of the
facility, oriented roughly in an east-west direction immediately
over the portions of the building being used for the loading dock
and employee entrance. "The snow barrier will cause the snow-
carrying air to lift up and carry the snow another 50 or 100 feet
further away from the building, rather than have it-as RWDI's
wind studies showed-drop directly down the face of the leeward
side of the building, where we have all the loading docks," Fran-
cis says. "Clear docks are important to Motorola because this
facility works with materials on an adjusted time delivery. Rather
than inventory components, it brings in materials by truck the
same day they are to be processed."

Some of the other building areas that RWDI studied include
the visitors' entrance (it tried a canopy on the model, which wasnt
very effective, whereas a coniferous shelterbelt worked well) and
the atrium skylight, which received a snow-melting system at
the skylight's base.

Sliding snow control: Maison des Cooperants, Montreal, by
WMZH Architects. In Eskimo and other native languages, there
are many words for "snow" because snow in all its nuances is
important. In the labs of RWDI, there are many types of "snow"
and snow tests for the same reason. For a small-scale study, such
as 1:300, you cannot get a material that will bounce along like
real snow, although a sand particle will roll around the same
distance that a snow particle bounces. This makes sand an ideal
snow substitute for drift studies, as discussed above. For study-
ing snow infiltration at air intakes, RWDI will use sand in wateq
because its settling velocity is about the same as that of snow
in air. To measure snow loading, ground walnut shells in air fit
the bill. Because the researchers cannot simulate the cohesive-
ness of snow, they often will use actual snow on large- or full-
scale mock-ups in a "cold room" if they want to measure how
snow will stick on a surface.

"Generally, every snow project is different," says Glenn D.
Schuyler, one of the firm's partners. "To start, we try to work
with the design team to determine if there are any areas that



would have potential sliding snow problems, such as large sloped
surfaces of glass or metal, or very deep sills or ledges." Like Wil-
liams, Schuyler says that his team looks over the building design
and, using its past experience, flags areas that might be poten-
tial problems. 'After that, you try to assess with the project team
possible solutions to integrate into the design to reduce or elimi-
nate the problems. The ways in which that can be done vary
from job to job and from location to location."

The Maison des Cooperants, is a 35-story office building (one
of the tallest in Montreal) with a cathedral-like roof to comple-
ment the real cathedral adjacent to its site. "The roof has shear,
sloping surfaces, hence the sliding snow problem," says Schuyler,
RWDI partner in charge of the pdect. "There is one very steeply
sloped area of the standing metal seam roof that is not very large,
but is pointing out over the street. In that location, the archi-
tect elected to add heat tracing under the roof surface to main-
tain a warm surface temperature. Any snow hitting the roofing
will slide off very quickly; thus, you avoid both a buildup of snow
on the surface and the formation of icicles. In principle, it is
similar to a greenhouse."

Schuyler says that on other areas of the building the architect
maintained a small amount of heat loss through the surface, just
enough to allow the snow that does fall and build up on the roof
to reach a certain depth. The snow then slides onto a lower,
flat roof , to a "storage zone" where it won't be exposed to high
winds. "One of the other issues we considered was that what-
ever solution was placed on the roof be strong enough to stay
there under the snow loads that will occur. You dont want chunks
of sliding metal accompanying the sliding snow,"

To study the Maison des Cooperants, RWDI conducted wind
tunnel tests and water flume tests to ascertain how the circula-
tion of snow would occur. "For instance, during the wind tun-
nel test, we looked for areas where wind speeds are lower, because
this is where snow will tend to accumulate," Schuyler savs.

Another important aspect of snow management that employs
an active system (such as the Maison's melting system) is the
control for activating the system. The control can be manual,
that is, worked by building maintenance personnel, or automatic.

Above, shifting silica sand simulqtes snow drifts around a scale
model placed under water. Right, a model of the trellises
designed for pedestrian-level wind control in the open plaza of
the NCNB building.

Schuyler says it's good to combine both, and therefore sensors
were installed on the roof of the Maison. "The sensors measure
liquid water. They provide a small heated pad that melts the
snow, then the water runs in and short-circuits a couple of con-
tacs, which turns on the heat tracing. The sensors monitor tem-
perature as well, because if it's 60 degrees Fahrenheit outside
and precipitation is falling, you don't want the monitor to turn
on the melting system."

Snow control on buildings such as the Maison des Cooperants
depends on small details, Schuyler maintains. "For instance, we
may treat a large area so that it melts snow and, we think, drains
the melt water into a gutter. But if for some reason caulking is
left off of an area or a piece of flashing is turned in the wrong
direction, and the melt water is redirected to a different loca-
tion, then a horrendous problem can occur even if 99 percent
of the problem is solved. The work is very detail-dependent and
final-construction-dependent. We monitor work we've done and
talk to the client afterward to find out how the system is work-
ing. Generally, we recommend that cliens watch their systems
carefully. Even though a solution has been effected, Mother
Nature is very devious and there can be a lot of situations that
defy prior information. In the case of the Maison, which has
been in operation for over a year, we haven't heard of any
problems."

Pedestrian-Level Wind Control: North Carolina National Bank
Tower,, Dallas, by JPJ Architects,, Dallas. It is no secret that tall
buildings can create strong gusts at pedestrian level. Acting alone,
like a wind-scoop, a building can send fast upper-level winds
careening down to the sidewalk. Closely spaced with other build-
ings, it can create an urban canyon, again causing high-velocity,
pedestrian-pummeling winds. The boundary layer wind tunnel
offers a means by which these effects can be identified before
construction and mitigated in the design with wind-blocking set-
backs, awnings, and landscaping or re-orientation of pedestrian
paths.
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Peter A. Invin, an RWDI partner who worked with the National
Research Council in Ottawa before joining the firm, developed
the sensing device used in the firm's pedestrian{evel wind tests.
"We want to measure the winds near ground level of the model
at alarge number of locations," Irwin says. "If you don't have
enough locations, you can easily miss something."

The usual way, in the past, of measuring scale-model
pedestrian{evel wind has been to use a device called a hot wire
or hot film anemometer, Irwin explains. The results are accu-
rate, but calibration of the delicate instrument is difficult to con-
trol, he says. "The device I developed is essentially a small tube
that protrudes from the surface of the model and is set into a
hole that is somewhat wider in diameter than the tube. We mea-
sure the pressure at the top of the tube and the bottom of the
hole. From the difference of the pressures, we then can calcu-
late what the wind velocity is. The advantage of this simple, robust
device is that we can use many of them on the model. That they
look like scaled-down pedestrians is a fortuitous result. There
is the concern that if you put too many sensors down on the
model you are going to start interfering with the flow. These sen-
sors are not likely to do so any more than a bunch of pedestri-
ans walking around on the model."

RWDI's work with the NCNB building (originally called the
First Interstate Tower) provides an example of a pedestrian-
level testing situation. "The primary problem with the initial design
for the Dallas building was the fact that it stands out by itself
on the west side of town and the wind his it very suddenly,"
Irwin says. "The wind flowed down the tower to the plaza, then
accelerated across the plaza on the east side of the tower." To
counteract the wind, the architect added trellises above ground
level to shelter the area there. "Tests showed those trellises would
be very effective," Irwin says. "In that case we also used our
water flume with a stream of dye to illustrate where the flow
was going. In another change from the initial design, one of the
main routes from an outdoor cafe on the east side going into
the tower was recessed below the normal plaza level so that the
strong winds there passed above the pedestrian level. So a com-
bination of trellises, sunken walkway, and extensive landscaping
helped improve that design tremendously. In some areas, the
winds were dropped by at least a factor of two."

Bill D. Smith, EAIA, president of JPJ Architects, doesnt recall
whether RWDI came up with the idea for trellises or just called
for an unspecified wind-blocking element, but he does recall
ready acceptance of the concept on the part of the design team.
The trellises became a unifying landscaping element through-
out the building site, he says. The sunken walkway also became
a positive esthetic element. "Dallas has a walkway system a full
floor below street level, with access through several buildings
in town," Smith says. "But until this project was built, there was
no grand entrance. The sunken walkway, which connects to a
public plaza that was part of the initial design, serves as a sym-
bolic opening to the lower{evel pedestrian system. And it's fit-
ting that this building serve as such a landmark since, at 72 stories
and 2 million square feet, it is by far the largest building in Dallas."

During testing, partly because of the building's size and con-
sequent exposure to the wind, the design team structural con-
sultant, William LeMessurier, also considered the idea of a
tuned-mass damper to minimize building sway in high winds (sim-
ilar to the damper he devised for the Citicorp building in New

Right, a model during a water flume test, in which q stream of
dye traces the path of wind down the face of a building.
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York City). "During the wind-tunnel tests, we found that the Inter-
state tower experienced quite high motions as the structure was
originally designed, primarily because of its exposure out on the
west side of town," Irwin says. "In the end, instead of using the
tuned-mass damper, the design team stiffened the building as a
result of the wind-tunnel test, which solved the problem."

VYind Pressure Testing: IBM Atlanta, John Burgee Architects.
On a tall building, the curtain-wall system needs to be designed
to withstand certain levels of wind pressure, says Irwin. "Build-
ing codes specify wind pressures-however, it's recognized that
they are a gross simplification of reality. So on a tall building,
where you're investing a substantial amount on the curtain wall,
you could really do with better information. The best way of
getting detailed knowledge of what the real wind pressures are
going to be on a building, bearing in mind how the wind is
affected by all of its surroundings, is to do a wind tunnel test,"
he says. RWDI runs tests on about 30 to 50 tall buildings a year.

The 1:400 scale model for the wind pressure test of the IBM
Atlanta Tower was made of Plexiglas-a convenient material
with which to work, Irwin says-and was instrumented with more
than 800 pressure taps (small holes in the surface of the model
through which air pressure can be sampled). The model was
tested in the wind tunnel with everything in the surrounding area
of Atlanta also modeled.

In the pressure model test, RWDI often begins with a smoke
visualization test. Introducing a stream of smoke into the wind
tunnel shows any unusual flow formations, for instance a vortex
springrng off a corner of the building. Knowing where there might
be high suction alerts the testing team to areas that need to be
well instrumented. Smoke visualization also helps in client pre-
sentations. "Usually, when we're doing a large project, the client
will visit for some meetings during the testing," Irwin says. 'As
part of that, we go into the wind tunnel and show them what
the main flow patterns are on their building, including unusual
flow patterns that might cause extra loadings or deflection of
high upper-level winds to the ground level. Sometimes there are
accelerated flow zones around corners or between two buildings



that can form a channel, where you get a Venturi effect. The
smoke flow shows what is going on in an easily understandable
and visual way."

For the pressure-tap test, technicians monitor the turntable-
mounted model at a minimum of 36 wind directions at lGdegree
intervals. "We look at the pressure at every tap," Irwin explains.
'And we dont look at the high average of each pressure tap only;
we sample it for the equivalent of about an hour at full scale
and look at the peak fluctuations-both the positive and the
negative values, since those are the important things for the
designer."

The correlation between model tests and actual full-scale build-
ings is quite good when the shape of the building is sharp-edged,
Irwin says. Buildings with curved surfaces, however, create a scal-
ing problem that testers overcome by applying special roughness
on the wind-tunnel models. "Then we have to interpret the results
with great care to make sure we do not underestimate what's
going on," Irwin says.

The tests for the IBM tower helped set performance levels of
the design of the glass and other cladding elements and for design
of the attachments of that cladding to the main structural sys-
tem. The wind-tunnel testing also included a study of the struc-
ture's moment resistance.

The cladding study from the wind-tunnel tests, combined with
meteorological data for the Atlanta area, resulted in a map of
the contours of pressure one could expect on the building sur-
face. The architect and curtain-wall consultant passed that infor-
mation along as specifications to the curtain-wall manufacturer.
This kind of information, where one might find particularly high
suction areas on a building, often near to a corner, tells the engi-
neer where the manufacturer needs to strengthen the connec-
tions. Whether the whole building cladding is designed to resist
the highest suctions expected, or only those areas of highest
expected suction are reinforcad depends a lot on the philoso-
phy of the design team, Irwin says.

"Other things we take into account when we specify the design
pressures for the winds on cladding are the internal pressures
and the likelihood of flying debris during a windstorm" he says.
"There are many details we muqt consider. For instance, with
hotels or residential high rises the windows may be operable,
which means they might be left open in a windstorm. An open
window has quite a significant effpct on the internal pressure of
the building, and is particularly important in tall apartment build-
ings where the internal space is broken into quite small parti-
tions. The windows in a corner room, for example, could
experience very high internal pressures if, say, a window on an
adjacent corner is open facing into the wind.

"The loads that we specify are the equivalent of what you
would get out of a code, only they are more accurate. It is nor-
mal practice for safety factors to be used on the code load, and
the design team-not us-applies somewhat similar safety fac-
tors to our test results. In some cases, we might recommend cer-
tain safety factors because we know what the level of uncertainty
is and what an appropriate safety factor might be."

RWDI also conducted wind{oad tests on the IBM tower struc-
ture, which required a different model. "For the scale model,"
Irwin says, "we use what is called a high-frequency force-balance
model. It is a simple, stiff,lightweight model that we mount on
a special measuring device instrumented with strain gauges. We
measure the overturning moments at the base. The structural
engineer also provides us with information on the internal struc-
ture of the building, which we combine with our wind tunnel

The Plexiglas model of the IBM Atlanta building, above, under
went exteruive wind tunnel testing that included 800 pressure taps.

information and the meteorological data to provide recomrnended
structural loads. Another thing we examined on the IBM tower
was the kind of motions people might experience inside the build-
ing and whether they are out of line with accepted criteria. There
was no real problem. The IBM tower has a concrete structure
and accelerations came out to be moderately low."

Indoor Air Quality: Presbyterian-Univenity Hospital, Univen
sity of Pttbburgh, by Burt Hill Kosar Rittelmann Associates. [.ab-
oratories, hospitals, and complexes put out a lot of exhaust gas

into the air. 'Architects and building owners are very much aware
of the controversies that exist across North America concern-
ing exhaust gases that might be coming into buildings," says Anton
Davies, RWDI partner, "whether it is from a diesel truck beside
an air intake or a group of fume hoods on the roof with the wind
blowing in the wrong direction. So an architect will send us a
set of drawings on a complex, and, if our quote is accepted, we
construct a scale model for testing, as we did in the case of the
hospital complex. The complex is huge-the tower is 21 stories
and is surrounded by big buildings, all putting out stuff."

"We wouldn't design a major facility without wind testing,"
says John Brock, Burt Hill Kosar Rittelmann's project manager
for the hospital complex. "With the higher liability environment
today, if there is reason to believe a building may affect the air
quality of its surroundings, the time to explore these issues is
well spent. In addition to air quality testing, we had RWDI per-
form wind-tunnel testing for the cladding loads. We were using
a two-inch limestone facing on steel backup. The loading test
helped us develop optimum cladding connections.

"The testing didn't result in any surprises," Brock continues,
"but by quantifying our assumptions, we were able to proceed
with confidence. For example, when we were concerned we might
have to raise a lab exhaust stack and an incinerator stack, RWDI's
testing indicated that the stacks didn't need to be raised after
all. We also considered putting an air inlet at mid-height on the
building because of diesel exhaust from a nearby bus stop. Tests
confirmed that mid-height was good because it put the air intake
appropriately far from the lab exhaust above and the bus exhaust
below. This hospital is a major, ongoing project, and it's conve-
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nient every time an issue such as these comes up to call RWDI
and have them run a test on the existing model."

The wind-tunnel model is scaled at 1:400, very similar to the
models for other kinds of tests RWDI conducts. The test involves
release of tracer gas from the smokestacks and other pollutant
sources on the scale model, including cars and trucks on the
roads or in garages. Monitors, placed where people congregate
or where air intakes are planned, measure tracer-gas concentra-
tions in those locations.

"We typically identify where all the exhaust ports, stacks, and
cooling towers are," says Davies. "In the hospital project, we
also looked at the helicopter landing area, fume hood locations,
and the exhausts for the emergency diesel generator and the incin-
erator, and piped tracer gas into the model simulating all those
sources. At air intake locations, we put receptors that pull in
enough air at those points to allow us to measure the concen-
tration of the tracer gas. We know how much of the tracer gas
we re emitting, so, by measuring the concentration at the intake,
we get a dilution ratio. Given that we know what is coming out
of the exhaust-a solvent or acid mist, for instance-and what
the concentration is, we then can determine what happens at
that air intake."

Quite often, a client who comes to RWDI at an early stage
hasn t decided where the air intakes or exhausts will be located,
Davies says. At that stage, a simpler process of smoke visualiza-
tion shows the client where the fumes will go with respect to
the stack placement and gives the client an impression of the
best locations for air intakes and stacks and how high the stacks
should be. A visual demonstration with smoke is a good place
to start but doesn t take the place of actually doing the concen-
tration measurements, Davies says.

"When measuring concentrations at the air intakes," he says,
"we generally look at five different wind speeds across the model
to simulate crosswinds. We usually measure at 24 Ll-degree
angles." However, rotation increments sometimes can depend
on the type and sensitivity of the experiment, Davies explains.

"Once we have this matrix of information, we can merge in
the wind history of the site," he says. "We then can determine
the range of contaminant levels that a receptor will experience
through the course of a typical year. If those levels exceed the
national ambient air quality standards, or whatever standards
exist for that substance, then we know we've got a problem."

More often than not, air quality problems do not pose a health
hazard. Instead, odor perception is the main complaint. "There
are a lot of substances, like hydrogen sulfide, that are extremely
odorous," Davies says. "People smell that and think it must be
doing something harmful to them. Hospitals are particularly sus-
ceptible. They already contain a lot of chemical smells, so we
don't want to aggravate the situation by pulling exhaust air right
back into the building. For example, staff members of a hospi-
tal in Edmonton, Alberta, were taking their own blood samples
because they were sure they were being poisoned by diesel
exhaust fumes. Fumes were getting into the building, but not at
harmful levels. Because the people could smell it, though, they
were sure they were being affected."

Diesel fumes, although not particularly harmful, are a constant
source of annoyance, according to Davies. For that reason, emer-
gency diesel generators, which get turned on maybe 20 minutes
to a half-hour a week, are a major source of air quality complains
in buildings. One reason is the smell; the other is the lack of
attention to properly exhausting emergency generator fumes,
he says.
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Garage ventilation is another area of concern. "For example,
in a recent study of a garuge at the peak hour,2l percent of
the vehicles were exiting at the same time," Davies says. "That's
a lot of cold starts, putting much more pollution in the air than
the normal code approach would suggest. So we look at how
much pollutant one car puts out, what kind of ventilation the
garage has, and what must be done to improve the air quality,
which usually means additional makeup air.

"When we do studies, we consider the other sources of pol-
lution that already exist in the area as well as those that will be
added as a result of the new building. Say we have a garage across
the street that has open sides and plenty of natural ventilation.
When we put the new building in, that natural ventilation may
disappear because the wind is blocked. When that happens, we
have to add in fresh air in some manner, which may mean addi-
tional mechanical systems. Although some building owners may
not be sensitive to the buildings around thein, many are. In the
case of the Pittsburgh project, the effect of this building on its
neighbors was especially important," Davies says.

The recommendations RWDI makes for improving air qual-
ity levels typically leave the architect with a lot of design flexi-
bility. "We might see, for instance, that I percent of the exhaust
from a stack is going into an air intake," Davies says. "Now most
of the time these stacks are operating at such low emission lev-
els that you could put your head in the stack without adverse
effect. But the idea is to make the stack diffusive enough that
there isn't a problem even if a researcher somewhere breaks a
bottle of solvent in a fume hood, so we might recommend that
the stack be built up another six feet to better dissipate the
exhaust-changrng is height but not its location. Of coune, even
that can be a struggle if the architect doesnt care to see a tall
stack on the building. But unfortunately, if you are emitting a
gas, you need to get up as high as you can get to minimize the
impact and get dilution working for you.

"For a typical building, we do some site investigation and some
full-scale testing. We don't do a lot of the latter because all you
can do with one tracer-gas release is look at the impact of one
wind speed and one wind direction. That's the beauty of the
wind tunnel. You can look at all wind impacts in a relatively
short time."

Sometimes RWDI's projecs run the gamut of environmental test-
ing. A case in point is the Toronto SkyDome, due to be com-
pleted this June, the world's first retractable-roof stadium. The
RWDI engineen report that their involvement with the SkyDome
encompasses almost every kind of study they do-snow, ice, pol-
lution, wind pressure, cladding-all on the equivalent of a 30-story
building.

All of RWDI's project-specific services are enhanced by its
in-house research, which enables the firm to develop techniques
and a data base on which to build. This research includes exten-
sive lab testing of ventilation systems, special-purpose wind tun-
nels, and field measurement and instrumentation. In addition
to buildings, RWDI has been involved with environmental test-
ing of long-span bridges, communications towers, town planning
sites, ship exhaust, and wind screening for dust control for coal
production.

The recent growth at RWDI has been phenomenal-the firm
almost doubled in size over the past year, growing from 45 peo-
ple to its current staff of 85. RWDI services more than 300 stud-
ies a year, about 80 percent of them for architecture firms, more
than half of which are in the United States. E
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Adapter and
Monitor Combinations

By Oltiuer R. Witte

isplaying an image on a com-
puter screen requires a series
of carefully coordinated elec-

tronic handoffs. Graphics software
runs on a processor that controls the
monitor by way of a display adapter.
The adapter is an electronic control-
ler board that fits in a slot inside the
computer box. Cables attach it to the
monitor. The adapter translates com-
puter language into video language
so that it can be displayed on the
monitor as pixels, or dots of light.

This article focuses on the adapter
and monitor combination, now the
most explosive area of computer
technology affecting architecs. An adapter and monitor typically
consume 10 percent to 30 percent of the cost of getting started
in computer-aided design. That doesn't include the additional
expense of updating existing equipment before it has been fully
depreciated. (There is almost no market for used adapter boards
and monitors.)

The tie between software and adapter board is crucial, too.
If a CADD program, or any software, is to create graphics, it
must contain coded instructions, called drivers, intended to match
the software to a specific make and model of adapter board.
Each driver takes days of work by highly trained programmers,
and those drivers usually must be rewritten for each new major
release of the software. The most popular CADD programs usu-
ally are the first to offer complete support for the newest and
best adapter boards. Then, in turn, the adapter board must be
matched to the monitor specifications.

Choosing a display system keeps getting more complex as

options and vendors proliferate at a dizzying rate. There is less
standardization in display systems than in any other aspect of
desktop computing. Complicating the choice even more is the
subjective nature of quality inherent in any visual system. The
most important criteria are in the eye of the beholder, which
means that decisions are best made after personal inspection
and, if possible, a trial period.

The simplest advice usually is to select the program first, to
choose an adapter supported by the software, and then to find
a monitor supported by the adapter. But some CADD programs,
especially the less expensive ones, support rather few adapter
boards. Furthermore, a CADD program might technically run
on a specific adapter board but support only some features. Some
adapter boards are so powerful that an architect might want to
disqualify any CADD program that does not support them fully.

Productivity is the overriding criterion in choosing a display
system and pixel density is the most important aspect in the sharp-

ness of the image. At 320 pixels hor-
izontally by 200 pixels vertically
(320x200), a diagonal line looks like
stair steps and a circle looks jagged.
In general, the higher the pixel den-
sity the rounder a circle will look.
Alternatively, bit mapping addresses
individual pixels, which are turned
on or off depending on the desired
shape and color of an object. An
example is a paint-type program.

The choice of adapter board/
monitor combinations has expanded
rapidly in the past eight years. In
1981, buyers had their choice of a
monochrome display adapter (MDA)

and monochrome monitor, which generated only text at a reso-

lution of 720x350 pixels, or a color/graphics adapter (CGA) and
color monitor, which could display text and vector graphics (based

on line segments) in l6 simultaneous colors but at a resolution
of only 320x2N. A year lateq vector graphics on a conventional
720x348 monochrome monitor became available. In 1984, the
640x350 enhanced graphics adapter (EGA) displayed l6 colors
from a palette of 64, while the professional graphics controller
(PGC) had 640x480 resolution and could display 256 colors, the
minimum required to approach realism. The board also enabled
colors to be placed directly, by means of polygon fill. Two yean
ago came the video graphics array (VGA) with 17 options' Its
bisic graphics mode is 640x480 with 16 colors from a palette of
262,144; another option allows 256 simultaneous colors, but with
software-requirement and resolution trade-offs. The many clones
of IBM's VGA that have followed push the resolution while more
or less maintaining VGA compatibility.

At the most basic level, a PC monitor operates on the same
principle as a television. The screen image is the result of a sin-
gle point of light moving so quickly across the screen that, to
the human eye, it appears to be a whole display screen full of
points of light. For instance, the first color/graphics monitors
had a horizontal scan rate of 15.85 kHz (the beam of light makes
15,850 passes horizontally across the screen per second).

Scan rate is one area where graphics boards and monitors neasl

be compatible. When the enhanced graphics adapten came out
in 1984, with a 22kHz horizontal scan rate, they weren't com-
patible with the older and slower 15.85 kHz CGAs. Because the
VGA monitors, introduced in 1987, have adapters that can be
operated in 17 video modes, they offer perfect emulation of ear'

Montreal architect John Nicholas Guet created this rendering
with Mac Architrion and colored it with Pixel Paint using an E-
Machines graphics card and Sony Tiinitron monitor
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This Point Line-generated museum interior is on q Mitsubishi
6905 monitor and Pirelworks Clipper graphics boqrd (1,280x1,024
resolution with 256 colors).

lier boards. But VGA boards, with a 31.5 kHz horizontal scan
rate, are not compatible with earlier monitors. Manufacturers
helped the situation with variable-scan-rate monitors that adapt
themselves, within limits, to the requirements of the adapter
board. Most major monitor manufacturers offer multiscanning
capability, although some contend that multiscanners are fuzi-
ier than monitors with a fixed frequency.

Interlacing refers to the electron gun on a monitor repainting
only every other vertical line with each horizontal pass. The dan-
ger is flicker, which is minimized by using medium- to long-
persistence phosphor (what glows when a pixel is lighted). If
the phosphor glows a long time, the delay before thi pixel is
rescanned is not noticeable. But what might become noticeable
if the phosphor glows too long is ghosting when an object is
moved. The vertical scan frequency of a VGA monitor is 70 Hz,
noninterlaced. If the vertical scan rate falls below 50 Hz, view-
ers begin to notice the image being traced (flicker). Although
scanning is done by the monitor, interlacing is a function of the
adapter board. Any monitor can run interlaced or noninterlaced.
With,so_many subjective factors to consider, shopping for a
matched graphics board and monitor is anything bui simple. The
following checklist will help to avoid premature disappointment:

Cost. The least expensive monochrome adapterjind moni-
tors cost less than $300. The ultimate in a display system for
desktop computing today could cost as much as $10,000.

. Software support. CADD vendors publish liss of peripherals
they support. Unless the program supports an adapter bbard, it
won't work. Some programs offer different levels of support.

Simplicity. Regardless of what a dealer promises, count on
having to get involved. The expectation that a display can be
installed and forgotten doesn't reflect the reality of rbpidly chang-
ing technology. If the hardware doesn't force a change, ihe sofl-
ware will. Monster manuals written for electrical engineers, a
gaggle of switches, and cables sticking out of every pore repre-
sent primitive, not refined technology.

Speed. The graphics board plays a major role in the time it
takes to redraw the screen. The monitor does not. To boost speed,
vendors are adding memory and installing graphics coproceison
on their adapter boards. Another technique to supercharge the
adapter board is display list processing. The board holds in RAM
a list of vectors needed to display the drawing. As the architect
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moves around the plan, the board redraws the screen from infor-
mation in the display list. Only a few board vendors offer this
technology today, and rather few CADD vendors support it. But
the speed is breathtaking. Panning from one side of a drawing
to another takes place at almost the same speed as shifting one,s
gaze from one end of the drawing board to the other. When mak-
ing speed comparisons, use a drawing at the upper end of the
size you. normally generate. In a small drawing, everything hap-
pens quickly.

Panning and zooming. This is what takes most of the time in
large CADD drawings. There are at least three ways to do this:
software, hardware, and display list processing. Software pan
and zoom is what is done conventionally by a CADD program;
the user instructs the program to change to another view, forc-
ing a recalculation of vectors. One of the first CADD programs
to offer a hardware pan and zoom allows the operator merely
to push the cursor to the edge of the monitoq moving the draw-
ing instantly-about two screens up and one across. Zooming
in further merely enlarges the pixels, making a narrow line look
thicker. In display list processing, the adapter board, not the soft-
ware, recalculates the vectors. With properly supported software
with752 by 564 resolution, imagine a screen divided into 45 rec-
tangles; the operator can pan from one to another as fast as it
takes to press the arrow key. Or the operator can go instantly
from a view of the entire drawing to fill the screen with an area
as small as one of the 45 rectangles with no change in resolution.

Resolution. A sharp screen image reduces the need to pan
and zoom. The operator can view more of the drawing at a time.
But how much resolution is enough? The perception of resolu-
tion is affected by factors such as color, brightness, density of
dots, dot size, dot shape, scan rate and bandwidth. Any resolu-
tion lower than 640x480 is no longer a good value. Medium res-
olution today means 800x600. High resolution begins at 1924x768.
Lots of colors create the illusion of high resolution. In compar-
ing display systems, make sure the drawing is as sharp at the
edges as in the center. A 640x480 resolution looks muih sharper
on a l3-inch monitor than on a l9-inch monitor.

Compatibility. Few subjects are more complex. The most impor-
tant aspect is compatibility with software: the CADD program
in use, other software such as your spreadsheet, word proces-
sor, and windows. Also make sure the adapter board fits in your
computer. The adapter board, of course, must support the mon-
itor; don't assume that all multiscan monitors will accept out-
put from all boards.

Flexibility. You might not want maximum flexibility, which
imooses penalties in price and performance. But if you are able
to dedicate a computer to a specific function, such as CADD,
you can get better results for that function.

Tbchnical support. Regardless of promises made by the dealer,
an 800 number to the manufacturer is comforting il you're buying
a high-performance graphics board. Thy calling it and asking i
question.

Color lf rendering is important, don't settle for less than 256
colors and polygon fill. If you also want high resolution, expect
to pay for an adapter with a graphics coprocessor on board. But
if you can get by with monochrome, you can get a larger screen
without excessive bulk and high resolution without a high price.
A compromise might be a gray scale system that represents con-
tinuous tones of black.

Stgbility of the manufacturer No one wants to own orphan
equipment. You can't get technical support or upgradesfand
the software vendors stop writing driven for discontinued equip-
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Gmphic rendition of CADD files is not always monitordependent-
The Dancad-generated church model, left, was processed through
an Nth Engine graphics cqrd at 1,024x768 resolution. The image
on the right is a Datqcad Velocity rendering of the same design
developed into a slide directly from a floppy disk.

ment as they upgrade their programs. Even a major manufac-
turer may stop writing drivers for older cards, but if there are
enough users a third-party vendor often will take up the slack.

Legibility of text. This is a function of both the adapter board
and monitor. In the IBM system, different boards produce char-
acter boxes with differing numbers of pixels. The CGA charac-
ter box was 8x8 pixels. VGA in monochrome text mode uses a

16x9-pixel character box, which is much easier to read' At this
resolution, a spreadsheet can be displayed in 132 columns and
still be readable.

Slots required. Normally, one board takes up one slot inside
the computer. But some graphics boards get so fat they need
two slots. One Weight Watchers Special takes up three slots. Make
sure you have room inside your computer for the board.

Upgradability. Some manufacturers are starting to offer low-
cost video adapters that can be upgraded later to achieve their
full power.

Length of cable. If you plan to stand your monitor on your
computer, this isn t a problem. But if you plan to separate them,
a short cable could be disqualifying. Standard lengths range from
33 inches to 78 inches. Be clear about who will supply the cable;
most high-resolution monitors do not come with cables.

Number of monitors. Some CADD programs support dual
screens. They put commands and data on the smalleq mono-
chrome monitor and free the larger, color monitor for graphic
display. It makes no sense, according to this reasoning, to take
up a big chunk of an expensive screen for housekeeping infor-
mation. A few CADD programs work better with two monitors.
Such a program puts is data base information on the smaller
monitor. Making these kinds of programs run in single-screen
mode can be difficult enough to require a careful look at how
it's done.

Multiscqn. Monitors that can support a wide range of scan-
ning frequencies are compatible with more graphics cards than
monitors with fixed scanning frequencies. Moreover, multiscanning
might be necessary to get the higher resolutions of extended
VGA adapters. But a multiscan monitor might not look as crisp
as a fixed-scan monitor. And just because a multiscan monitor
can support most current adapter boards is no guarantee that

the next generation of boards will not require a scan rate higher
than the monitor can handle.

Size of monitor Large monitors permit the operator to see

more of a drawing, thus reducing time wasted in panning and
zooming. But a big monitor colonizes a lot of valuable real estate

in the typical office. Some architects prefer a smaller monitor
with a faster graphics card. Typical monitor sizes range from
nine inches to 21 inches. The size is the diagonal distance of
the glass area of the screen. The visual (drawing) area usually
is an inch less. If a 19-inch monitor is selected, minimum reso-

lution is generally considered tobe t,024x768. One company has

a highly regarded 11.6-inch monitor that deserves consideration
if space is tight.

Flirknr.If the display runs interlaced, spend some time study-

ing the screen to see whether you can detect a flicker. If it both-
ers you, don't buy it.

Ghosting. When you move a line, it should not continue to
glow or leave ghostly trails.

Linear distortion. Vertical lines should be straight. Check both
edges.

Shapn of the monitor Options range from the strongly verti-
cal to the strongly horizontal. One company sells a square mon-
itor. Most monitors are rectangular at a ratio of 4:3.

Curvature of the screen. Most screens are slightly curved.
A very few manufacturers offer a virtually flat screen. Lines are

ramrod straight, even at the edges.
Glare. This is highly subjective and can be tested only in your

office-another reason for seeking a money-back guarantee.
Appearance. Shape, color, and design of the housing affect

the eithetics of the display. An office that takes pride in its decor
should consider how a dominant feature like the display will fit
in.

Convenience. Check tilt, swivel, and placement of controls.
They should support an appropriate range of preferences. One
kind of monitor has seven switches, eight image controls, eleven

video connectors, and five video outputs. Do you need all that?
Adjustments. Brightness affects the perception of resolution,

but turning up the brightness on some monitors merely increases

the size of the image-an undesirable effect called "blooming."
Some monitors are noteworthy for achieving brightness without
bloom. Some monitors enable a user to control the image on the
screen so that a circle always looks round rather than oblate'

A brief survey of architects serving as CADD evaluators for
this magazine indicates no trend and certainly no consensus on
which display system is best. D
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The A, B, Cts of professional
liabitity insurance companies.

Financial advisors recommend
comparing the A.M. Best Com-
pany rating offinancial strength
when you select an insurance
company. This ratingis impor-
tant to you as a strong indicator
of acompany's future perform-
ance and stability.

According to the National
Association of Insurance Com-
missioners (NAIC), between 1981
and 1987 the number of insolven-
cies for insurance companies
Iicensed in at least two states
increased by over 600%. If this
should happen to your insure4,
you can be left uncovered ifa
claim occurs.

CNA, the largest insurance
organization otrering liability
insurance to architects and engi-
neens, has earned an A*, Best's
highest rating.This measure of
excellence is a reflection of our
management strength and our
ability to meet our obligations
now and in the future.

This didn't happen overnighL
CNA and Victor O. Schinnerer &
Company, Inc. have oftred pro-
fessional liability protection
continuously since 1957..

Today our program offers
you more choices than any other
to help you manage your insur-
ance costs by lettingyou match
your coverage to your needs.We
also offer extensive loss preven-
tion seminars, newsletters and
otherguidelines to helpyou mini-
mize claims. But, if one should
arise, we maintain claims
offices throughout the country
to help you.

If you want a quality profts-
sional liability progftrm that has
the financial strengt'h to be there
when you really need it, have
your independent agent contact
Schinnerer.

'CNVSchinnerer is proud to have eamed
the commendationof the AIA and
NSPE/PEPP.

Victor O

& Company. In<

Underwritinc Manaser
TwoWisconsln CirclE
Chevy Chase, MD 20815-7003
(3Orl 961-98OO, Telex 8923O

Chicaso, (3721 565-2424
NewYork, (212) 344-lOO0
San Francisco, (4 l5l 495-3444 CNA

For All the Commitments You Make@

Coverage for this program is provided by Continental Casualty Company, one ofthe CNA Insurance Companies.
Circle 109 on information card



TECHNCAT TIPS

IJsing Geotextiles as Vertical Dr:ains ;*:f#3:'.*#"J:Ski::il:L
J n the last 20 years the rerm geotextile
I has come to encompass a wide range of
products. These predominantly synthetic
"fabrics" take the place of traditional mate-
rials such as stone, lumber, sand, and pipe
to reinforce, drain, and filter soils. To pro-
duce geotextiles, manufacturers primarily
use petroleum-based polymers, which are
extruded into filaments, films, strips, and
strands. These threadlike elements in turn
are woven, knit, drawn, or heat-bonded
into mats, grids, webbings, and corrugated
or alveolate structures.

This article will be confined to geotex-
tiles used as vertical drains to dewater and
accelerate soil settlement; horizontal fil-
ters and drains to prevent water seepage
around foundations; and soil reinforcement
to stabilize embankments.

Verticctl drains
Vertical drainage systems improve the ver-
tical transport of water; they are not used
to prevent soil settlement. To the contrary
vertical drainage systems accelerate final
settlement. Initially, loads applied to poorly
permeable soil layers are taken up by the
water contained in the pores of the soil.
The difference between pore pressure on
the loaded soil layers and the normal
hydrostatic pressure on surrounding soil
is called "excess pore pressure." This
excess pressure creates an artesian effect
under the loaded area, displacing the
groundwater into surrounding areas under
less pressure. With the loss of the pore
water, the layers of soil are slowly com-
pressed, and the grain structure of the
soil gradually takes up the pressure. This
settling can take years or even decades,
and often it isn t uniform. It is disconcert-
ing to watch your building slowly sink into
the horizon but even worse if it doesn't
do so evenly.

Installing a vertical drainage system can
accelerate soil settlement so that it is com-
plete before construction of the building
begins. The introduction of a drain that
penetrates the layers of soil changes the
natural vertical movement of water to a
horizontal movement toward drains. The
horizontal flow of water accelerates, be-
cause the horizontal permeability of most
stratified soils.

Until recently, vertical drains were con-
structed by drilling holes through the strat-
ified layers of soil and filling the holes
with very permeable sand, which acted

as the drain. Today, geotextiles can be used
in place of sand. The several types of
geotextile drains on the market can be
divided roughly into three groups. The
first is strips of needle-punched, nonwo-
ven fiber or filament material about five
millimeters (%o inch) thick. The mate-
rial is cut into strips ranging from 100
millimeters (about four inches) to 300
millimeters (about one foot) wide, which
are wound onto a spool. The second type
of drain material consists of a core sur-
rounded by a filter web. The core mate-
rial in these composite-type drains is made
either of a profiled synthetic strip that
vertically discharges water or of a num-
ber of perforated round pipes or tubes.
The third type is sand-wick drains, con-
structed of a geotextile outer casing and
stiffener over a center filled with coarse
sand. Sand-wick drains, unlike sheet-type
drains, are round, usually 60 millimeters
(close to 21/q inches) in diameter.

Because a narrow lance is used to pen-
etrate the layers of soil and lead in the
strips of sheet geotextile drains, surround-
ing water and aquifers seldom are disturbed
or contaminated, as often happens with
sand drains. Once the lance and drain
material have reached the desired depth,
the lance is removed, leaving only the drain
material.

Vertical drains should not be placed ran-
domly; their spacing should be designed
carefully, taking into account the soil con-
ditions at all levels, the weight and struc-
ture of the proposed building, and the
construction time frame (see Figure 1).

Most of the design parameters will be set
by information gathered from the soil tests,
which should focus on horizontal and ver-
tical variations in the subsoil structure.

Depending on the variation found in the
initial tests, further studies should concen-

strength, and sensitivity to erosion.
Vertical drains should have low entry

resistance and high discharge capacity.
How well they perform will depend on
proper installation, the selection of filters,
and the expected life span vis-d-vis the
time it will take to drain the site.

The selection of a filter in a vertical
drain is a compromise: the finer the filter
the higher the hydraulic resistance, but
the coarser the filter the greater the pos-

sibility of clogging the drain. Once
selected, the filter should be inserted at a
uniform speed to ensure an even tensile
pressure along the entire length of the
drain, thus preventing failure of one or
more of the drain components. Speed of
insertion should be increased only when
moving from firm soil layers into softer
layers.

H ori,zonktl ftlters e ttul drcrins

Geotextiles placed over foundation drains
can act as selective filters to prevent soil
particles from being carried into drain
pipes (see Egure 2). Selection of the proper
geotextile must be tied to the soil type
and grain size; the pore size of the geo-
textile must be smaller than the larger
grains on the side of the fabric with the
largest load. As a bonus, the residual "skel-

eton" of larger grains building up around
the textile pores begins to act like an even
finer filter, further preventing seepage of
finer grains of soil. The skeleton filter can
be destroyed, however, if cyclic loading
is imposed on the geotextile filter.

Selection of geotextiles and geotextile
composites may be confusing. As a rule,
woven fabrics are strong and can be used
as very selective filters. On the other hand,
thin, open, nonwoven fabrics usually are
applied when a very permeable filter is

needed. Thick. voluminous nonwoven fab-

Foundation
watl

level

Geotextile tilter
and drain

| ".1-:t::.;:.;:'i.;:i.:!t

Horizontal drains and filters

Line d.ain

Flgure 2Vertical drains Figure l
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rics are best used as soil-retaining filters,
while those of the thinner variety are pre-
ferred in hydrostatic loading conditions.
And, while geotextiles combine both the
filter and drainage functions, there also
are geotextile combinations that incorpo-
rate impermeable geomembranes, special
filters. or structural properties.

Any geotextile drain material must be
handled carefully on the site. Its bottom
edge should be anchored temporarily. A
composite material in particular should
be laid with overlapping seams to create
joints without gaps. When the material is
in place, care must be exercised during
the backfill operation to ensure that the
geotextile isn't damaged or simply over-
loaded. (Backfill that overloads a fabric
reduces its effective water discharge capa-
bility.) Also, if the geotextile's outer layer
is not thick enough, coarse fill material
may tear it. Finally, the backfill operation
should be carefully supervised to avoid
bverzealous compaction, which could
result in large tension loads on the fabric.

E'vnbankmenLs

Surface erosion will affect newly graded
ground that has been stripped of vegeta-
tion. Even on a2 percent slope, light rain
can cause damaging erosion. The results
are a loss of soil and pollution of down-
stream riven and ponds. As a consequence,
all newly graded areas should be dammed
at their lower edges or replanted immedi-
ately. Water coming from uphill, off-site
property also can cause erosion, and pro-
visions should be made to temporarily
block or divert this runoff.

Dams, sometimes no more than large
berms, will contain the runoff and allow
the soil particles enough time to settle
out. Then the water can be dissipated using
vertical drains down into the aquifer, or
it can be left to seep naturally through
the dam. When planning temporary or
permanent dams, berms, or embankments,
the designer faces the problem of earth-
work stability. The angle of repose, which
varies by soil type, always is a design con-
straint. For instance, wet clay can main-
tain only a 30 percent slope, while wet
sand can maintain an 80 percent slope
before sliding downhill. Additionally, in-
creasing numbers of structures are being
built on poorer soils. In those cases in
particular, reinforcement is necessary at
the base of the structure to reduce the
risk of foundation failure. The need for
better soil reinforcing techniques has led
to the use of geotextile sheets for drains
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Embankment geotextile reinforcing Figure 3

because they have a higher water trans-
port ability than the surrounding soil.

The advantages of using soil-reinforcing
geotextiles are increased stability (hence,
less likelihood of sliding), the ability to
construct steeper slopes (thus decreasing
the amount of fill material needed). and
the possibility of constructing embank-
ments over poor soils or material that nor-
mally would not be suitable.

The overall stability of reinforced-soil
structures is derived from the interaction
between the layers of soil and the material
(see Figure 3). However, a number of fac-
tors influence the shear strength of geo-
textile-reinforced soil, including the
stiffness of the reinforcement in relation
to the surrounding soil and the orienta-
tion of the reinforcement. Friction between
reinforcement and soil, creep performance
during the life of the structure, and the
material's resistance to deterioration also
are critical.

Geotextile embankment reinforcing is
subject to high forces and thus must be
stiff, that is, have low elongation proper-
ties. Usually 5 percent to 6 percent elon-
gation is considered maximum under
working conditions. Higher elongation
properties will result in a large amount of
movement in the soil and ultimately fail-
ure of the embankment.

Thaffic loads may damage the geotextile
and also may reduce its overall strength.
Therefore, grading where geotextiles are
used should be designed to require mini-
mal and proper machinery. Even using
proper machinery the designer can expect
the geotextile material to lose 10 percent
to 15 percent of is ultimate strength due
to traffic. The initial design should account
for this loss of strength.

Creep causes the increase in length of
the fabric when the fabric is loaded at a
constant stress level over a long period

of time. Because geotextiles are visco-
elastic polymers containing both crystal-
line and amorphous elements, the individ-
ual polymers tend to arrange themselves
in folds and intertwined patterns. When
the geotextile is stressed over a long time,
the material deforms because of the slow
untangling of the folded polymer chains.
During production, manufacturers of
geotextiles attempt to orient the unfold-
ing process in one direction. The manu-
facturer should provide the designer with
reliable long-term creep tests at various
stress levels. From these tests, the designer
can determine whether the material is suit-
able as a reinforcing mat.

Normally, geotextiles are resistant to nat-
ural chemicals within soil. They are, how-
ever, susceptible to degradation from
ultraviolet radiation. The most effective
protection is to cover the exposed surfaces
with stone. Alternatively, more permanent
structures can be covered with soil that
is then planted. The embankment must
be inspected and maintained regularly.

The geotextile material must be able
to absorb and adjust to the inevitable defor-
mation caused by dynamic loads. For
example, simple compaction can place
the geotextile in tension, particularly if a
wedging action of the upper layer of soil
causes a lower layer of soil to slip along
the fabric. Because geotextiles are able
to stretch, the initial tension loads caused
by bridging over the small irregularities
in the bed are reduced over time. If the
geotextile is not laid properly over large
depressions or is expected to span large
areas of uneven settlement, the initial stress
will be increased when a layer of cover-
ing soil or stone is placed over it. The
result can be local tears, which can be
avoided by laying the geotextile in small
folds. Also, even soil compaction will pre-
vent nonuniform settlement, which can
result in increased tension and strain on
the textile, change in the soil tightness
and permeability, and erosion.

Finally, "fabric flapping," generally a
result of improper subsoil/geotextile con-
tact, can be a problem if the subsoil grains
are significantly smaller than those cov-
ering the fabric. As small individual grains
become suspended in the space between
the fabric and the subsoil, they are easily
lost through the fabric pores, causing a
certain amount of uneven settlement. To
create good surface contact between the
fabric material and the subsoil, as well as
the covering material, an intermediate layer
of soil should be applied on the fabric.

-Trmorsy B. McDonam
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Louisana Chapter City Park Carousel, New
Orleans (top left and right); Peter M.
Tiapolin & Associates Architects, New
Orleans. Built in 1905 and moved to its
present location in 1928, the carousel had
deteriorated severely. The French doors,
the operational transoms, and the louvers
of the cupola were opened up and restored
to allow natural ventilation. The roof struc-
ture and decking were restored and a new
standing-seam copper roof installed.

North Carolina Chapter. Reynolda Village,
Winston-Salem, N.C. (above); Edwin
Bouldin Architect, Winston-Salem. In con-
verting a collection of 1916 farm buildings
to a commercial and retail center, the
architect developed a master plan to retain
the character while inserting amenities and
parking. Additions to the complex have
similar massings and repeat the expansive
green roof, heavy columns, and stucco
and stone exterior finishes.
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Mrginia Society. Myen residence, Crowns-
ville, Md. (top); The Joseph Boggs
Studio, Washington, D.C. Locared on a
two-acre site on the Severn River. this
2,400-square-foot house for an art dealer
features a large display area with indirect
northern light, while the southern expo-
sure takes advantage of river views. The
architect chose a "progressive" massing
to respond to the sloping lot ancl clad the
house in board anc'l batten cedar siding.

Georgia Association. The Mall at Lexins-
ton Green. Lexington, Ky. (above);
Cooper Carry & Associates, Architects,
Atlanta. An almost literal interpretation
of a horse barn, this 166,400-square-foor
specialty marketplace has a steel structural
frame with exposed truss in the expansive
food-('11r1p1 area and a standinq-seam metal
roof ()n exposcd wood deckiig. Signify-
ing the public spaces are two green-tinted
skylights and three white cupolas.
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Pittsburgh Chapter. Benedum Center for
the Performing Arts, Pittsburgh (above);
Maclachlan Cornelius & Filoni Architects.
Pittsburgh. A 1928 rnovie palace was con-
verted to a 2,80Gseat performing arts cen-
ter for the city's operi, ballet, ind dun""
council, as well as for traveling produc-
tions. The Benedum Center, built in con-
junction with CNG Tower iUy Xot n
Pedersen Fox; see page l?-}),was the first
component in PitSburgh's recently created
Cultural District. The ornate auditorium
was restored in compliance with federal
standards while integrating modern systems
and increasing space for support fun-ctions.
A new l8-foot-deep, wood-paneled prosce-
nium was constructed inside the aich.

Chesapeake Bay Chapter, Agriculture His-
tory Farm Park, Montgomery County, Md.
(below); Colimore/Clarke Associares.
Annapolis, Md. Acquired in 19?1 by the
Maryland National Capital Park and plan-
ning Commission to preserve the county's
link with agricuhure, the 200-acre farrn
now houses government agricultural agen-
cies and provides space for educational
progfams and conferences. Future devel-
opment will include a farm museum. The
architect organized the new activitv cen-
ter and chose materials (wood, stone,
heavy timber. and metal roofs) to recall
traditional farm buildings; rhe red "silo"
contains the elevator and a circular stair-
way to the lower level.
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New York State Association of Architects.
Gates of the Grove, East Hampton, N.Y.

{above); Norman Jaffe. AIA, Bridge-
hampton, N.Y. Cited by the jury as a "pow;

erfuf example of architecture as sculpture,"

this synagogue uses materials characteris-
tic of the region in "thematic shapes drawn

from the H6brew script and the drama of
repetition to build a striking yet reverent
place for worship." The architect devel-

oped a plan thaiwould be comfortable
for the congregation at varying numbers
in attendance, whether 40 or 250 people'
Rhode Island ChaPter and the New
England Regional Council. Trinity C-hurch

rehabilitation, Newport, R.I. (left); Irving
B. Haynes & Associates, Providence, R.I'
The restoration balanced the needs of the

church as a contemporary place of wor-
ship without adversely affecting the {ts1
tinguishing qualities of the historic 1726

UuitOing by Richard Munday. Mechanical
systems were upgraded, windows restored,

and the structure suPPorted.
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Philadelphia Chapter. Founders Pavilion
and Miller Plaza Hospital, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia (left); Geddes
Brecher Qualls Cunningham, Philadelphia.
The hospital's long-range master phn
of 1973 has culminated in,the construc-
tion of this lS-story wing, which houses
124 beds, ICU, surgery, and a cafeteria,
as well as a new circulation and service
system. All vertical mechanical systems
are located in vertical shafts outside the
base plan. These external shafts serve as
the prominent element in the grid pat-
tern of the west facade. Two colorsof pre-
cast concrete and three colors of tile
complete the grid. The south facade, which
faces a new open space, uses the same
materials and details but has a larser scale
fronting the existing hospital buiiiings.

New York State Assoclation of Architects.
Dalton-on-Greenwich, New York City
{right): Beyer Blinder Belle, New York
City. This 84-unit condominium develop-
ment combines a new 1l-story building
with the renovation of three adiacent loft
buildings. The entire complex is served
by a single lobby and a landscaped inte-
rior courtyard. The residential building
was cited by the jury as a "carefully stud-
ied and successfully executed effort to cre-
ate the special characrer of New York's
cast-iron architecture . . . making this proj-
ect truly unique."
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New lersey SocietY ol Architects'
Lawrenceville School student housing'
Lawrenceville. N.J. (above and left): Short

& Forcl Architects, Princeton, N.J. The
original campus plan was designed in.18U6

hvFrederick Law Olmsted with architect
P-eabocly & Stearns. but, as the school
expancled, much of the geometric ord.er

ofihe landscape had been lost. By siting
the girls' dormitories in a crescent near

the 6riginal circle, the architect defined
a new outdoor common and connected
the recent dining and athletic facilities to
the rest of the campus' Grouped behind
an arc of mature oak trees, the four three-

storv "houses' are similar but alternately
reversed in plan. The buildings are brick
with the front facades detailed with bands

of brick in constrasting colors and with
steel brackets and windows. Large-scale
gestures- two-story bays, clustered win-
dows. anci projecting eaves-also relate

to the scale of the crescent.
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PRODTICTS

Coach Hide Chairs
Matteo Grassi S.p.A. chairs from Milan,
above, feature oval tubular frames in a
highly resistant steel finish. The coach hide

seit and back are available in two differ-
ent height options. Legs and bent steel
armrests are entirely covered in the coach
hide or in all metal.
Matteo Grassi S.p.A.
Circle 402 on information card

Sculptural Floor LamP
The Fantomas floor lamp, right, designed

by architect David Baird, is named after
a phantom character who appeared on 

.
Frbnch television in the 1950s. The lamp's

sculptural shape allows it to change its

silhouettes during the day and night against

a background of light.
Ziggurat
Circte 403 on information card

Freestanding Furniture SYstem

Context, a freestanding furniture system

from Steelcase,left , is made up of inde-

pendent elements, such as storage units
and core units, that can be configured to
meet a range of work settings and tasks.

Context encourages increased interaction
among workers yet offers privacy where-
needed through the use of boundary walls
and screens. All storage is freestanding,
conference units and tables of various sizes

accommodate meetings and formal discus-

sions, and each workstation handles power

and cabling internally' Jacks and connec-
tors are kept at worksurface level to help
simplify office arrangements or replace-
ment of office technologY.
Steelcase Inc.
Circle 401 on informqtion cqrd

Products is written by Amy Gray Light
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Tiaditional Casegoods
Traclitional casegotrtls Irom GunIockt-' fea-
ture all ()ge L' top. plinth basc. a choicc of
four colors. and optional trim ntoltling in
a hanrlrubbed chcrn finish. The officc
group feutures a '12 x E.l-inch clesk. 20 x-
92-inch crcclenza. lrncl u vertical slonrgc
unit. Trrrclitional rlctailing is expre sscrl in
the grill tloors. trirn rrt,,liiing. antl ltcriocl
hardwurc.
T he ( i r t tt lot' ke (lrtnt lttt tt.r'

Circlt' 101 rtrt inf rtrrtrLrtiort t'ord

Danish Lo*-Prolile Radiators
Dancx Inc.'s basebourrl hot u'ater ra(liir-
tor svstcnl callecl V'unplrn is nori bcine
manttfrtt't trretl in A rrtt'rit'lr.

Dancx rarliators arc c()ntpact. * ith u

lou'-pnrfilc i r 5.t.-1t'.t'' lraseboarcl rrnit.
Becausc of their thcrntoclr nanic clcsign
and reIativch' low-tcrrperature circuIating
fluid, thc baseboarrl rrnits are ablc to
delive r nrost of thcir heat bv rarliation
rathcf thar.r convecl iorr.

Thc Vanpan n.roclels urc ntanufacturccl
in e rtrurlcrl aluminunr. F.-ithcr c()ppcr pip'
ing or a spccializecl , hiuh-te-mperarurc.
cross-linkcd polvethvlene piping rnuv be
use(l f()r supplr, lines.

The low-profile rutliutors can repllrcc
conventi()nal u'ootlcn baseboarcls itlrrn g

the roonr perimc-tcr. Thcv c-rtencl fronr
the wall no farthcr than standard birsc-
boarcls.
Dttttc.r'. Irtc.
Circ lc 1()I ()n int()t'ntdtt,ttt t'ttrtl

Emergencl' Planning (iuide
"What to Do When thc Skv Starts Falling"
is an cnrergencv guirlc gcared for thc con-
structi()n intlustn on h()\\ to clevel()p u

crisis nianagcment pr()gran. The guidc
outline s tcchniques lor organizing. plan-
ning. rrrrtl L'()mmuni('lltirru in e risis sittrir-
t1()nS.

Seat'tttt t A s.sctcial.e.t I rtt .

Cirt'le 1(lh ort inlctrttttrtiort t'urcl

Elevator Phones
New elevutor phones frorn \4king Hlcctron-
ics rcclLrirc no dialing ()n the part of thc
user. Thc tr.vo moclcls offcr a c()nvcnti()nal
hanrlst:t or a hantlsfrcc clcsiqn. Thc phones
initiatc rin{-clown circLrit.s or auto-cliul pre-
programmecl numbem when used with Vik-
ing's K-150(X)-.1 One Nuntber Dialer. Llp
to file elevator phones nrar be c()nncctcd
to one K-l-i00--+ Dialer. Both moclcls can
be equippcd rvith a ringcr. enabling cnrcr-
gencv pers()nnel t() call buck on the elc-
vator ph()nt:. They'arc tclephonc linc
powercd. clcsigned for both neu anrl ret-
r,rfit ;rPnlir'lrlir)n\ rcplirr'in!: lrn\ cristirrr:
elevator ph()nc. ancl lvill fit standarrl flush
or surface nrount borc's. Ther are nranu-
fue turctl ,,[ hear ] nlr'{ul r,r irh a hrirht rt'tl.
bakecl cnanrel finish. Thc handsfrec nrotlel
inclurlcs a tr.l'o-minute timer for aut()n)atic
clisconncct.
l'i k i t t i4 L I t, t' r rrt rt i t-.s'

Circle 107 ttn in.formttlictn card
Prctducls (ontinu.ed on pugc 242

t:ront tht: Cobblestotre Collection: Bull Cobblestone, one rf ouer 50 color arul texture eboices

tWheir your c I ients want the look, feel and durability ol
natural stone but cost orweight is aproblem, considel
Cultured Stoneg Its light weight allows for fast and
easy installation with no additional foundations ot
wall ties required.

] lisrecl in sweers: 044J0 sTU
tr meet.s Building Code Specs.
rl warranted
l cost effective - no additional foundations or wall ties required
I UL Ustecl - noncombustible

Call or u.rite toclay for r,our free Architectural Catalog
including: color All Products Br*'hure, Spec Data, Manu
Spec arrd dealer information. (800)2257462. In Calil
(iloo) 445-9877 P O. Box 270, Dept. 340, Napa, CA 94559.

\TITH LIGHT\flEIGHT
CTJ]LTTJRED STOI{E@ ]flCTJ CA]

ACHIEVE THE BEATJTY OF
NATIJRAL STOI\TE AT

A FRACTION OF THE COST

EttfHuRI[ $illlll"
THE I{AI,LMARI( OF EXCELLENCE IN MANI.JFACTURED STONE

By Stucco Stone Products, Inc.



Custom Nylon Railing
Normbau Inc. introduces custom railing
for exterior and interior applications, for
commercial, institutional, or residential
projects. The tubular, nylon-coated steel
railings are designed to remain warm to
the touch and to be easy to maintain.
They are available in 12 colors, includ-
ing neutrals, black, white, and gray, and
coordinate with a wide range of Normbau
accessories, including shelves, handles,
grab bars, and locking systems. The man-
ufacturer will provide quotes from draw-
ings or blueprins.
Normbau Inc.
Circle 408 on information card

Outdoor Luminaires
GE Lighting Systems introduces Lighting
Legends high intensity discharge lumi-
naires, a versatile line of outdoor post-top
and wall-mounted fixtures that features
13 products, some with base-down and
others with base-up lamps, in a variety of
globe or paneled opticals. Black pole top
adapters, wall brackets, and poles in tra-
ditional styles in black housing of heavy-
gauge cast or spun aluminum add to the
historic ambience of the fixtures. They
use energy-efficient high-pressure sodium
lamps of 35 through 250 watts plus metal
halide or mercury lamps of 100 and 175
watts.
General Electric Company
Circle 409 on information card

Contemporary Outdoor Lighting
Liteform Designs introduces outdoor fix-
tures (above) in many styles, from
advanced tectonic metal shapes in distinc-
tive finishes to sculptural redwood forms
and esthetic ceramic finishes. Styles
include wall sconces, pendants, garden
accents, bollards, walkway lights, and post
lights. The designs are Ul{isted.
Liteforms
Circle 410 on information card

Lock-Set from ltaly
Premi-apri lock-sets by Serrature Meroni
SPA do not rotate, but rather operate by
a built-in, lever-action button, so they have
no moving parts and are easy to use. Two
models are available, the Alia in polished

solid brass, polished chrome, or satin
chrome, and the Nova in a choice of six
colon. Both fit a standard tubular 161 cut-
out, and backsets are available in 27a inches
and 23h inches.
Iseo Locks
Circle 4l I on informstion card

Metal Chair
The Tiaverse Chair from LFI has slightly
splayed legs and a graceful curved sweep
of a seat and backrest, and is available
with or without armrests, and either a grid
or a perforated metal seat panel. The chair
comes in nine colors, and the electrostat-
ically applied Pangard polyester powder-
coat finish is baked on.
LFI Landscape Forms Inc.
Circle 412 on information card

Plastic Foam Backer Rod
Sof-Rod foam backer rod for concrete joint
sealants is designed to eliminate the out-
gassing problems associated with hard,
closed-cell polyethylene, while still offer-
ing moisture resistance. The backer rod,
from AET, is formed from a copolymer
to provide water-repellent skin and long-
term resilience. Because of this resiliency,
the backing material conforms to irregu-
larities in spalled or revealed joins, and
will fit a wide range of joint widths with
a single diameter. The backer rod is
designed to remain dust free and chemi-
cally inert, and is compatible with all

WHE]I YOII UIIERE IAI'GHI But the fact is, virtually any multi-story building up to four stories

mum-stonr co$rRucTtol
SOIUIE IMPOMAilI MAIERIAI

MAY HAUE BEE]I lE]T qIT.
WesternWood.
Chances are, just the mention of wood makes you think house.

That's the way most designers have been taught to think.
242 ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1989

can be framed in versatile Western
Wood. Italways couldbe. (The
nation's major building codes have
allowed it for years.)

And not just in the West. Award
winningwood frame buildings are
going up all over the country. In pro-
jects like malls, commercial and multi
family complexes, even hotels.

Wood lrame structures are cost-effectiw in
high density areas and difficult terran.



known cold applied sealants, including
silicone and rubber asphalt. Sof-Rod is
available in six diameters (7s-inch to two
inches) of varying continuous lengths.
App lied Extntsion Tbc hnologies Inc.
Circle 413 on information card

Flexible Lumber Board
Billee-Board flexible polyurethane lumber,
manufactured by Imaginative Materials
Group, has all the characteristics of tra-
ditional lumber, but can also be bent into
a two-foot radius. Not only can it be cut,
nailed, painted, screwed, and drilled with
conventional woodworking equipment, it
also is pliable enough to be bent to build
curved walls, arched doorways, spiral stair-
cases, radius windows, and other sweep-
ing architectural designs. One of the
primary uses of Billee-Board is for fram-
ing radius windows. The board is bent to
the exact shape of the window and
installed in the flange. A patented ridge
running the length of the board allows
the easy installation of tape. Using the
Billee-Board eliminates drywall and arch-
aids on the inside of window openings,
leaving a clean reveal. Billee-Board is said
to provide full insulation properties; arched
windows using the board are said to pro-
vide insulation equivalent to traditionally
constructed arched windows using double
glazing.
Imaginative Materials G roup
Circle 414 on information card

Encore Series of Fabrics
Lee Jofa has introduced an encore series
of upholstery and drapery fabrics (above)
inspired by rare documentary designs from
the Textile Museum in Washington, D.C.,
following the marketing of the first
collection.

Caravans II consiss of seven designs-
three prins and four weaves-from such
diverse cultures as Japan, the Belgian
Congo, Peru, and Samoa.
Lee Jofa
Circle 415 on information card

Rug Flick
Concept Associates now offers "Consum-
er's Guide to Old Decorative Oriental
Rugs" in videocassette. Featured are 34
categories of 160 rugs handwoven between
1880 and 1940. Oriental rug specialist Val
Arbab shows each rug in full length,
midrange, and closeup view, and discusses
its merits. Purchasers may order the guide
in Beta or VHS by mail or by calling Con-
cept Associates' toll-free number
(1-800-333-82s2).
Concept Associqtes
Circle 416 on information card

Open-Cell Ceiling Systems
Specialty metal open-cell ceiling systems
from Alcan Building Products mask but
do not interfere with overhead building
services such as HVAC, lighting, sprink-
lers, and speakers. The ceilings mask the
building services, allowing users to select
mechanical system components for func-
tional and economical efficiency rather
than esthetic appeal.

Alcan's Magnagrid, Beamgrid, and
Magnabeam systems are available in a wide
range of cell sizes and depths and in doz-
ens of finishes. Simple carrier systems and
the ceiling's modular, lightweight charac-
teristics enable flat, square, angular, saw-
tooth, and sweeping vaulted ceiling designs.
Alcan Building Products
Circle 417 on information card

Products continued on page 246

That's because Western Wood species offer design flexibility that
concrete and steel can't match. Not
to mention lower costs, faster con-
struction-in all kinds of weather-
and better aesthetic qualities.

So before you design your
ne><t multi-story building, contact
the WWPA for a litfle homework on
Western Wood. It's material vou
shouldknow.

Mark the reader service card and we'll
send you a packet on woodframe construc-
tion - design specs, code provisions, a case

study - you name it. Or contact us directly.
Reference material can also be found in
Sweet's 6.1(d) Wes orThe Woodbook
213-224.

rftsrEil m Pnurrs rssoqmon
Dept. Ar/5-89, Yeon Building, 522 S.W. 5th Ave., Portland, OR97204-2I22

Award of Enellence for multi-stor1 wood de-
sign by ShenlGlass Architects, Berheley, CA.

Circle 153 on information card ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1989 243
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New French Doors for Patio
Crestline introduces new wood French
doors, in both in-swing and out-swing mod-
els, with a wide variety of design options.
The 180-degree in-swing operation allows
door panels to lay flush to the wall, while
the full out-swing operation provides more
interior space. Offered in one-, two-, and
three-pane models with fixed or operat-
ing single panels, these natural wood doors
are of select Western woods and are treated
with a water repellent preservative. A new
sill design provides a built-in water bar-
rier that is designed to withstand rain in
winds up to 34 miles per hour.
Crestline
Circle 4lB on information card

Three-Quarter-Inch Blind
Carey-McFall, maker of Bali Blinds,
announces the industry's first custom hor-
izontal window blind with a 3/+-inch slat.
The manufacturer of the first half-inch
micro blind and the Ultra Blind with an
all-in-one control cord introduces the new
size to allow less light to penetrate a room
while creating a more uniform appearance
of color. The new Midsize is available in
140 designer colors,84 standard colors,
and in groupings, all color-coordinated with
the entire Bali line of horizontal and ver-
tical blinds, pleated shades, and Bali
SofTiims window treatments.
C arey - M c Fall C o rp o ration
Circle 419 on information card

Circle-Head Window
Eagle Window and Door Co. introduces
a circle-head window (above) in a contin-
uous curve of wood on the interior that
can be finished to match any decor. The
exterior is of extruded pre-finished alumi-
num. An integral glazing leg gives a clean
exterior line. The window is also offered
in all metal, quarter-circle, and circle-head
styles. Sealed insulated glass is used.
Eagle Window and Door Company, Inc.
Circle 420 on information card

Radon Gas Sealant System
A sealant system called Radon Shield pro-
tects houses from the infiltration of radon
gas when used in conjunction with EPA
ventilation requirements.

The system, from Radon Shield Inc., is
designed to be applied during new con-
struction, and is not intended for use with
retrofit buildings. The sealant system
comes as a kit. One kit per house is
needed and provides the materials to seal
a I,250 square-foot basement area from
radon gas. Additional sealant also is pro-
vided for closing openings around pipes,
drains, and plumbing through basement
floors. The kit contains five, one-quart
tubes of the sealant, one quart of adhe-
sive, and 150 feet of closed-cell foam joint
filler.

Tests have shown Radon Shield does
not promote flame in the event of a fire,
possesses enough flexibility to accommo-
date normal structural movement while
still remaining intact, and has enough per-
meability to allow a house to breathe, while
keeping the structure waterproof.
Radon Shield Inc.
Circle 421 on information card

Exterior Aluminum Cladding
Marvin Window's exterior aluminum clad-
ding for windows is available in Bahama
brown and white, and in two new colors
of pebble gray and bronze.

The claddins is .05 inch extruded alu-

Wouldn't it be nice if there was a simplq more
accurate way to determine window$ass thickness?

interlayer-offers a ne\ l simplifled way t0 accu-
rately verily glazrng designs.

Amethod that not onlv reduced vow chances Just follow the straightforward methodolo-
of over 0r under specifyrng your glazrng design, gies presented in the manual.
but also reduced your time and energy involved? Or load the disk, run through our easy

Well, now there is. menu-driven program and-bingo!-
And youll find it in our new publi

cation and software program, A Cltxide
Ib Thp Struchnal Pafarmnnne of
Larn irmted Arclvitechnal Glnss,

You see, this guide-which is
the result of five years of exhaustive
research on the strenglh and behavior
of laminated $ass made with Saflex'

your designs are verified.
Interested? If so, both our guide
and disk are yours for free. Just

filIin and mail the coupon.
And discover howweVe

made $azrng design as simple
as loading a floppy disk into

a computer.
2,16 ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1989 Circle 159 on information card



minum, baked in a polyester finish. The
interior is primed and prefinished wood.
Marvin manufactures over 8,000 standard
sized windows, and can make custom win-
dows in any size and style.
Marvin Windows
Circle 422 on information card

Mirrored Pocket Door
Stanley-Acme Wardrobe Door Systems has
a new mirrored pocket door, Model 4650,
which is available with a mirror on both
sides, or a combination of mirror and pan-
eling, in gold-colored aluminum and in
standard widths of 24,30, or 36 inches.
Ac me G ene ral C o rp o ration
Circle 423 on information card

Versatile Sheathing Line
FibreCem Corp.'s HandiSheet are fiber
cement sheathing made without asbestos.
The new line is designed for excellent den-
sity and cross grain bending strength, no
measurable shrinkage or expansion, and
durability. Its composition of organic fibers,
cement, silica, water, and other proprietary
additives enable it to resist deterioration,
splitting, cracking, fungal growth, and
resistance to pests. The sheathing is avail-
able without texture or in a stucco or stri-
ated textured style, and the 4- x 8-foot
sheets are UL Class A Fire Rated and have
a 50-year warranty.
FibreCem Corporation
Circle 424 on information card

Full Adiustable Hanger
Simpson Strong-Tie Company's new tSU26
joist hanger (above) for light-load appli-
cations can be both sloped and skewed
on the job site. Bendable side flanges allow
the installer to skew the LSU26 into a left
or right configuration from zero to 45
degrees, and an adjustable hanger seat
allows the installer to slope the joist hanger
up or down.
Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc.
Circle 425 on information card

New Pastel Grout Colors
Bostick Construction Products introduces
new Hydroment (sanded) joint filler /
ceramic tile grout in designer colors. The
new Regency series of color grouts fea-
tures eight new colon, while 13 new grouts
are featured in the Hydroment Designer
Series. The Hydroment Standard Series
has added five new colors. Hydroment
grout systems feature wear and mildew
resistance, a high compressive strength,
non-shrinking performance, and maximum
density. The Regency and Designer Series
are available in 25-pound bags and 9pound
retail canisters.
B o stic k C onstruc tion Pro duc ts
Circle 426 on information card

Screening Systems
Construction Specialties Inc., manufacturer
of sight and sunscreen systems, offers a
brochure detailing all of is current pro-
files, along with suggested specifications
and application photographs. These sys-
tems can be used for screening parking
garages, mechanical equipment, and cool-
ing towers. and for reconstruction proj-
ects. They can also be easily customized.
A complete line of solar screens can
reduce a building's energy demands by
screening out the sun's undesirable heat
and glare.
C ons tntc tion Sp e c ialtie s I nc.
Circle 427 on information card

Products continued on page 250
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For neorly
thrce deccldes,
compqnies
hqve drcrwn
on Houstonr
Instrumenl,

Select a Houston Instrument*
plotter, and you're not only opting
for the best price/performance on
the market-you're choosing an
industry leader with a proven track
record. For nearly 30 years,
companies have relied on HI for
quality products, reliable service,
and attractive prices.

Thke HI's sleek new DMP*60
Series plotters-they're designed to
impress even the most demanding
CAD professional. Industry experts
aglee:

" Houston Instrument's DMP-61
deliuers a rernarkable combination of
high speed gorgeous plnts, and
uery competitiue
price" Editor's Choice

Dec 22. 1987

HI's commitment to solid,
innovative products is underlined
by desigaed-in versatilitY. The
SCAN-CAD* option lets a
DMP-60 Series plotter double as

a scanner. The Multi-Pen accessory
speeds colorful, complex drawings.
And HI's one megabyte bufferboard
lets the DMP-60 Series plot several

originals-without tYing uP Your
computer.

Proven performance' Proven
value-that's HI plotters. Flexible.
Fast. Accurate. Software compatible.
Retiable. And backed bY HI's
PRIORITY RESPONSE* customer
support programs which include
overnight product-rePlacement
servicg leasing, and warrantY
coverage.

All this from an industry leader
that companies have drawn on for
nearly three decades*Houston
Instrument.

Now it's your turn. Begin bY

calling 1-800-444-3425 or
512-835-0900 or writing Houston
Instrument, 8500 Cameron Road,
Austin. Tbxas 78753.

HOIJSrON

Now it's
your turn.
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Houstnn Instrument, PRIORITY RESPONSE, and'

SCAN-CAD are tmd.enarks of AME?EK, lnc

INSTRUMENT
A DrvrsroN or,f,METEX

Circle l6J on inl'ormation card



PREGAST/
RESTRESSED
CONCRETE
INSTITUTE
e Precast/Prestressed Con-
rrete Institute invites Archi-
:ts, Engineers and Designers
o submit their outstanding
:cast/prestressed concrete
'uctures for its 1989 Design
rards Competition. Any type
rf structure, including
roft, medium and long
span bridges in the
nited States and Can-
a, using plant manufac-

tured precast/

'restressed concrete,

ffih.e
recognized panel of
rrors. Winners will be

e Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute
175 WestJackson Blvd.

Chicago, lL 60604
one: (312) 786-0300. Fax: (312) 786-0353

Photos: Several 1988 PCI Award Wnners.

250 ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1989 Circle 165 on information card

ntraes
all for

honored and will receive national publicity in
major architectural publications. For PCI
Awards Entry Kit or additional infor-
mation, contact Brian D. Goodmiller,

PCI Marketing Director.

SUBMISSION
DEADLINE IS:
July 31, 1989

High-Temperature Insulation System
Pittsburgh Corning Corp. introduces
Foamglas insulation StrataFab System for
industrial and commercial piping and
equipment. The insulation system works
on a wide range of temperature applica-
tions from 100 degrees Fahrenheit to 900
degrees Fahrenheit. StrataFab's fabrication
process creates built-in expansion and con-
traction joints that allow the insulation
to expand and contract at approximately
the same rate as mild steel. The insula-
tion may be cut into a wide variety of
sizes for piping systems, and shapes for
use as insulation coven for flanges, valves,
and heat exchangers.
Pittsburgh C orning Corporation
Circle 428 on information card

Prefinished Siding
Olympias prefinished siding is made of
timber or hardboard siding with a stain
coating that is shop-applied and cured in
a controlled environment to ensure even
application without the potential peeling
and cracking of field-applied finishes. The
manufacturer says the machine-applied
prefinish also enhances the life of the sid-
ing, reduces potential delays due to
weatheq and eliminates lapmarks, streak-
ing, or spattering problems.

The prefinished product is available
through select, licensed operators through-
out the United States and Canada. Olym-
pia offers five- to 1S-year warranties on
all its products.
Olympia Homecare Products Company
Circle 429 on information card

Smart Faucets
Need to wash a pot, get a drink of water,
soak your head? The faucet knows-using
infrared sensors it will initiate a flow of
water on any object placed in its path and
will stop the flow when the object is
removed. Liparus Associates's three new
Contempra model faucets-a 4-inch and
an 8-inch lavatory model and a kitchen
model-all have rotating knobs for tem-
perature control and a switch on the fau-
cet for continuous water flow.

The streamlined faucets use brass com-
ponents and are available in a range of
finishes, including gold, brass, and ihrome.
They will fit any standard residential sink,
and the manufacturer recommends them
for commercial use, especially as a part
of a barrier-free design.
Liparus Associates
Circle 430 on information card

Metal Finishes
Brass Smith's new line of architectural-
quality baked-on metal finishes is specially
designed to withstand heavy traffic both
indoors and out. Called the Natural Fin-
ishes line, it combines rough texturing with
the natural colors of sandstone. rust. black
iron, and verdigris.
Brass Smith Inc.
Circle 431 on information card

Products continued on page 253



@WILEY
TITLES ON DISPLAY AT THE

AIA CONVENTION, I989
ENCYCTOPEDIA
OF
ARCHIIECTURE
Design, Engineel-
ing & Conslruclion
Joseph A. Wilkes,
FAIA, Editor-in Chief

Write to Wiley for
a free prospctus

"An incomparable relerence work."

- RBB/Booklist
Price per volume ......$200.00
Price per volume, subscription ......... $180.00
Prepaid Set Price: (Thru 6/30/89)....$850.00

Volumes 1 - 3 now available
Volume 4 Due July, 1989
Volume 5 Due November, 1989

Five Volume Set 0471-63351-8

ARCHITECTURAL ERAPHIC
STANDARDS, Eighth Edition

iLltd""^^W

-

-

r
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0471-81148-3 1988 854pages $150.00

SIMPTIFIED ENGINEERING FOR
ARCHIIECTS AND BUILDERS
The Late Harry Parker

Seventh Edition
Prepared by James Ambrose

Continues a fifty-year tradition of offering pro-
fessionals a no-nonsense approach to the
fundamentals of structural engineering tor
buildings.

0471-61806-3 1989 656 pages $32.95

THE ARCHTTECT'S STUDIO ,--fl
Eowarq arren anc !!{E
wnnen ror arcnllecls. 
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roesron ouroe Inslanlrv Elrnswers rnose louon Erlecnnrcar anocooe re- E
rrdl'U uu'Juvrs rrdl fffi
lcome up in the early l-
lstages of design. t'-
10471-63220-1 1989 312 pages $35.95

I See these iilles ond mole ot Booth

| *929 or wrile for more informolion:

l;2;g JoHN wrrEY & soNs, rNc.

lH ffitf,iiil;#00052
Circle 173 on information card

Designer Rug
Edward Fields now offers the first-place
winner of its 1988 annual rug design com-
petition, held in conjunction with ASID.

The winning design by artist Mel Smilow
features a textured geometric pattern that
is suitable for residential or commercial
applications.

The New Zealand virgin wool rug may
be ordered as an area rug or as wall-to-
wall carpeting in any color palette desired.
Edwqrd Fields Inc.
Circle 432 on information card

Composite Building Panel
Reynolds Metal Company recently intro'
duced a fire-resistant building cladding
panel system composed of a solid thermo-
plastic core sandwiched between two
sheets of aluminum.

Reynobond panels, which meet or sur-
pass the national building codes for fire
resistance, are available in a wide range
of colors and sizes up to 20tA feet wide
and 5r/+ feet long. The panels are suitable
for new construction and renovation of
building exteriors and interiors. Possible
uses include curtain walls, spandrel cov-
ers, cladding, ceilings, fascia, and trim.
The lightweight panels can be installed
with conventional concealed methods such
as route and return or continuous edge
grips.

The panels will be available later this
year.
Reynolds Metals Company
Circle 433 on information card

Shuttle Tiansit
It is not faster than a speeding bullet, but
it does well at velocities of up to 25 miles
per hour and will carry 187 passengers
per car for a distance of just over a mile.
Otis Elevator of United Technology offers
the Shuttle Transit system, propelled by
a wayside traction drive machine and sus-
pended on an air film with rubber shock
mounts.

The shuttle system can operate in
single-lane or double-lane configurations
and can run fully automated, on a sched-
ule, or on demand. It can handle grades
up to 8 percent. Two or more cars can be
linked together.
United Tbchnologies Otis Elevator
Circle 434 on information card

CREDNS

John B. Hynes Veterans Memorial Con-
vention Center, Boston (page 92). Archi-
tect: Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood,
Boston. Principal, design: Gerhard Kall-
mann, AIA, and Michael McKinnell, AIA.
Principal, management: Henry A. Wood,
AIA. Senior associate, design: Bruno
Pfister. Project management: Kathryn B.
MacKenzie, Lloyd G. Dyson Jr., Ronald
Barber, Hans Huber. Design team: Charles
Carlin, Ginette Castro, Martha Cudde-
back, Matthew Ellsworth, Melanie Fran-

Credi* continued on page 254
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Credits from page 253
cis, Paul Frazier, Lynn Hopkins, Rayford
Law, Thomas Robinson, Claudia Russell,
John Salem, Mncent Synder, Anne Thn-
santisuk, Donald Thylor, Brooke Williams,
Chuck Woods, Ronald Zeytoonian.
Owner: Massachusetts Convention Center
Authority.

Solana, a ioint venture of Maguire Thomas
Partners and IBM, Dallas (page 100).
Arc hitec t : Legorreta Arquitec tos, M exic o
City, and Mitchell/ Giurgola Architects,
New York City. Principal (Southlake and
Village Center): Ricardo Legorreta, Hon.
FAIA, Principal (Westlake Complex) :

Romaldo Giurgola, FAIA. Landscape
architect/planning: Peter Walker & Martha
Schwartz. Associate architects: Leason
Pomeroy Associates (Southlake and Vil-
lage Center); Harwood K. Smith (Westlake
Complex). Designers and planners: PHH
Neville Lewis (Southlake). General con-
tractor: HCB Contractors.

Pacific Design Center, Phase II, West Hol-
lywood, Calif., (page 108). Architect: Cesar
Pelli & Associates, New Haven, Conn. Pin-
cipal in charge: Cesar Pelli, FAIA. Prin-
cipal for landscape design: Diana Balmori.
Project manager, design: Lily del C.
Berrios. Project manager, construction:
Jeffrey L. Paine. Designers: Mac Ball, Doug
Denes, Philip Koether, Susan Papadakis,
Roger Schickedantz. Executive architects:

254 ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1989

Gruen Associates. Partner in charge: Allen
Rubenstein. Project architect; Robert S.
Barnett. Job captain: Karl Swope. Contact
room space: Jon Courtney. Structural
engineers: Cygna Construction Engineen.
Mechanical engineer: Flack & Kurtz.
Landscape engineers: P.O.D., Inc. Civil
engineering: Paller Roberts. Graphics:
Sussman-Prezja & Co. Lighting: Jules
Fisher & Paul Marantz.

Tiinity School, Atlanta (page ll2).
Architect: Lord & Sargent Inc., Atlqnta.
Project team: Betsy Beaman, Allen Dun-
can, Michael Few, Jimmy Hawkins, Har-
riet Leavens, Larry Lord, AIA, Terry
Sargent, AIA, Howard Wertheimer.
Mechanical and electrical engineer:
Jones, Nall & Davis. Structural engineer:
Weems Doar Engineers Inc. Civil engineer:
Harrington, George & Dunn. General
contractor: VWC Inc.

CNG Tower, Pttcburgh (page 120). Archi-
tect: Kohn Pedersen Fox, New York City.
Partner in charger: A. Eugene Kohn,
FAIA. Partner in charge of design: Wil-
liam Pedersen, FAIA. Senior designer:
Robert Evans, AIA. Project planner: Mark
Strauss, AIA. Project managers: Robert
Barbach and Creighton Jones. Job cap-
tains: Walter Chabla and Paul Diebert.
Structural engineer: I-ev Zetlin Associates.
Mechanical and electrical engineer: Joseph
R. Lorins & Associates. General con-

tractor: Mellon Stuart Co. Owner: Lincoln
Property Co.

1201 Third Ave., Seattle (page 126).
Architect: Kohn Pedersen Fox, New York
City. Partner in charge: Robert Cioppa,
AIA. Partner in charge of design: William
Pedersen, FAIA. Senior designer: Sudhir
Jambhekar, AIA. Job captain: Susan Davis-
McCarter. Associate architects: The
McKinley Architects. Principal in charge:
Patrick A. Gordon, AIA. Project manager:
John E. Petterson, AIA. Structural engi-
neer: KPFF, Mechanical and electrical
engineer: Bouillon Christofferson &
Schairer. Contractor: Howard S. Wright.
Owner: Wright Runstad & Co.

Desert View Elementary School, Sunland
Park, N.M. (page 138). Architect: Perkins
& Will, Chicago, and Mimbres. Structural
engineer: Mimbres Inc. Mechanical
engineer: Bridgers & Paxton. Electrical
engineer: Tierra Engineering. Landscape
architect: Mimbres Inc. General con-
tractor: Wooten Construction Co. Owner:
Gadsden Independent School District.

Folger Shakespeare Library Washington,
D.C. (page 138). Architect: Hartman-Cox
Arc hitec ts, Was hington, D. C. Structural
engineer: James Madison Cutts. Mechan-
ical and electrical engineer: Vincent Lee
Thorp. Landscape architect: Lester Col-
lins. General contractor: Skinker & Gar-
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rett Inc. Owner: Tiustees of Amherst
College.

Martha's Vneyard Residence, Massachu'
setts (page 140). Architect: Steven Holl
Architects, New York City. Structural
engineer: Robert Lawson. General con-
tractor: Doyle Construction' Owner: Ste-

ven Berkowitz and Janet Odgis.

Hansen House, Wilmette,, Ill. (page 144).

Architect: Hammond BeebY & Babka,
Chicago. Principal in charge: Thomas
Beeby, FAIA. Project assistants: Thnnys
[,angdon, AIA (now l^angdon Woodward),
Charles Young, and Karen Johnson, AIA
(now Johnson Rogatz Wilson). Structural
engineer: Getty, White & Mason' Mechan-
ical and electrical engineers: Chicago
Design Consultants. General contractor;
Erik Hansen. Owner: Erik Hansen.

Reid House, fohns Island' S.C. (page 148).

Architect: Clark & Menefee Architects,
Charleston. Structural engineer: Shoolbred
Engineers Inc. Mechanical and electrical
engineer: Engineering Technology. Interior
design: Dian Boone. General contractor:
Stier Kent & Canady Inc. Owner: G. Mar-
ion & Annie Caroline Reid.

Kings Point Pool Addition, Kings Point,
N.Y. (page 1,50). Architect: Tod Williams,
Billie Tsien & Associates, with Annie Chu,
New York Cry. Structural engineer: Frank

Taffel & Associates. Landscape architect:
Tom Pritchard & Mario Tuccinardi. Gen-
eral contractor: Roy Anderson Associates.
Owner: Emily and Jerry SPiegel'

Meyer May House Museum, Grand RaP'
ids, Mich. (page 152\. Restoration archi-
tect: Tilton * Lewis Associates' Chicago.
Structural engineer: Entela Inc. Mechan-
ical and electrical engineer: Criner &
Wedeven. Landscape architect: David
Nederveld. General contractor: Barnes
Construction Co. Owner: Steelcase Inc.

Miller Park Plaza, Chattanoop (page 156).

Architect: Derthick, Henley & Wilkerson,
Chattanooga, qnd Koetter Kim & Asso-
ciates, Boston. Structural engineer: Ben-
nett & Pless Inc. Mechanical engineer:
Derthick, Henley & Wilkerson. Electrical
engineer: Campbell & Associates. Land-
scape architect: Nimrod l,ong & Associ-
ates. General contractor: Raines Brothers
Inc. Owner: Miller Park Board.

Headquarters Library of the Clayton
County Library System, Jonesboro, Ga.
(page 158). Architect: Scogin Elam & Bray,

Attann (commissioned as Parker & Scogin
Architects Inc.). Electrical, mechanical,
and structural engineer: GPWD Consult-
ing Engineen. Landscape architect: Doug
Allen. General contractor: M.G. Engineer'
ing & Construction Co. Owner: Clayton
County Library System Board of Tiustees'

Central Housing Office Building' Univen
sity of California' Irvine (.page 162).

Architect: Eric Owen Moss, AIA, Culver
Cily, Calif. Project associate: Jay Vanos.
Structural engineer: Gordon Polon.
Mechanical engineer: Paul Antieri' Elec-
trical engineer: Paul Immerman. Land-
scape architect: Peter Walker. General
contractor: MIAR Inc. Owner: Regens
of the University of California, Office of
Physical Planning, University of Califor-
nia, Irvine.

Seneca Lake Pier and Pavilion' Watkins
Glen, N.Y. (page 165). Architect: Chad
Floyd, AIA, of Centerbrook Architects,
Essex, Conn. Structural engineer: Besier
Gibble Norden. General contractor: Dal-
rymple Contracting. Developer: Schuyler
County Industrial Development Agency.

Delaware Aqueduct, Minisink' N.Y./
Lackawaxen, Pa. (page 166). Architect:
Beyer Blinder Belle, New York City. Part-
ner in charge: John Belle, FAIA. Project
director: Mark A. Pavliv, AIA. Project
architect: Allen Swerdlow. Engineer of
record: Ammann & WhitneY' Partner
(engineer): Edward Cohen. Project engi-
neer: Fred Chang. Major construction
contractor: Chesterfield Associates Inc.
Timber contractor: Browne & BrYan
Lumber Co. Cable restoration: A.G.
Lichtenstein * Associates. Owner: U.S.
Deoartment of the Interior. D
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Architect

HACITITIES
ARCHITECT

Pitt County Memorial Hospital, a 560 bed acute care
regional referral medical center, is currently recruiting
for a Facilities Architect. BS degree in Architecture with
North Carolina registered Architect certification. Four-
five years experience, including at least 2 years in the
design of health care projects.

PCMH offers a competitive salary and excellent benefits
package. Greenville is located in the scenic coastal plain
region of Eastern North Carolina, 80 miles west of the
Atlantic coastline, which ensures a moderate climate
convenient to major cultural and recreational centers.
For information call, 1400-346-4307, or send resume to:

f\
E-:;#s

Fmployment Office
PITT COUNTY
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
P.O. Box 6028
Greenville, NC 27834

EOE/AA

Circle 215 on information card

ABfTAFIE The international

town, and the environment.

Subscribe today!

\fffi6#

Architects
Kaiser Permanente has opportunities available for experienced
Architects to join its newly developed project production Depart-
ment, Facilities Development Division. Successful candidatei will
become members of a technicallydiverse projectteam, developing
program scopes and statements, construction drawings and support
documents, including JCAH accreditation and eviluation.' ta/ill
provide guidance.and technical expertise during the various plan-
n ing stages of med ica I and regiona I' faci I i ties devi lopment, miking
periodic construction site visits as needed.Will supiort the properl
ties Department in site investigations and recommend action on
potential lease properties; and serve as an Architect of Record on
designated projects.

Cand.idates !1ust possess a professional license to practice as an
Architect in California, 8 years of architecture technicalexperience,
5 of which may befrom an accredited school of architectuie.5 years
experience in planning design, and construction of medicalficili-
ties with expertise in al I professional d isciplines and phases, includ-
ing de,sign drawing and specification development, estimating, site
planning, contract writing and general constiuction administrition.

Kaiser Permanente offers a competitive salary plus an excellent
benefis p9€kag9 for these positions. Send resume to: Regional
Personnel/MB, P.O. Box 12916, Oakland, California 94604-3021.
We are an EEO/AAemployer. Minorities, women, handicapped and
veterans are encouraged to apply.

=-.!

r<ArscR ilrffih",.,t=
Mtutple. c@l$ediclnc.

Circle 177 on information card
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ComfortBase lets vur
feellikethey 0I1 m,

Homasote takes underlayment into tlre
Space ASe. Our new ComfortBase is de-
signed for carpet and other floor covering
qntems, and applies directly over con-
:rete slabs or floors. It brings additional
sound-deadening, thermal resistance
md resilience to any application.

Specify Homasote ComfortBase for
ill ycur concrete slabs. And enhance the

,,,,,,r,|!LWilit,,,,

cushion between conoete and bare feet.
For a fee sample and more in-

formation, call 80G257-glgL,ext. 31

Cn NL call609-883-3300, CIft.31).

COMPANY
P.O. Box 7240, \4€st Trenton, NewJersey 0ffi28-0240

mx #609-530-15&1

Circle 203 on information card
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Did you miss valuable information
offerbO by advertisers in last month's
issue of ARCHITECTURE?
The manufacturers listecl belou'ancl on the following page were advertisers in last

month's issue u'hg are anxious to provicle rou u'ith their latest producl. information

ancl literature for 1,our planning nieds. Tti receive this helpful information, just circle

i1. 
"pprupriate 

numbeis on rhi acljacent self-ailciressecl, postage-paid response card'

AEC Systems. The world's largest com- CPG/Clearprint. When it comes to repro-

put"r und high tech show for the design ducing an original, you'll have to go to
'urrd 

"onrttr"iion 
industry-June 5-8, 1989, great lengths to beat the quality of Clear-

Anaheim, CA ConventilnCentet. 
No.66 

print EE vellum for electrostatic 
i"ftt..'),

Adams Rite Manufacturing co. Adams curries company. our KD Drywall frames

Rite Series 3000 exit devices meet strin- are the narrowest steel frames you can

g"ri iii" codes, and do it with imagina- , get your hands on- You won t find a. nar

t"ion and flair. Circle No. 154 rower KD Drywall frame' We-pr9mi1e' -^
Circle No.42

Alucobond Technologies. For incredible
desisn executions, follow these directions
*otl for word: ALUCOBUILD.

Circle No. 44

Andersen Corp. For the architect there

were a lot of tough decisions. And then

there was Andersen.

Apple Computen Genius is l% inspiration
uriO gg"/" perspiration but you can change

the formula-A Macintosh Personal
computer-The power to be your b-gsti 

-
Circle No. 24

Bobrick Washroom Equipment. Tighten
up your Bobrick specs and close the wash-

room door to flimsy, unsafe imitations'
Send today to receive more information'

Circle No. 58

CNA Insurance. No professional liability
insurer offers you a broader range of cov-

erage choices than the CNA Insurance
Coirpanies and Victor O. Schinnerer &
Co. lnc. Send for more information today'

Circle No. 18

California Redwood Assoc. Natural beauty'

durability. and stability make it the natu-

ral choici for creative designs that endure'

Send for a copy of the Redwood Archi-
tectural Guid-e today. Circle No' 30

Carlisle SynTec Systems. The great taste

of McDonald's chose a Carlisle roofing
system. The leader in single-ply roofing'
Send today for more information.

Circle No. 74

Fitr nroduct information and literature from advertisers in this issue of Anctrt'rncrunn'

circie the appropriate numbers appearirtg tln the advertisements.

Fry Reglet. When a designer, rich in imag-
inition, needs a wealth of options-specify
Fry, and bring added life to your ideas. , -
Send for more information. Circle No. 140

General Electric - Monogram. Introduc-
ing the new Monogram downdraft elec-
tronic cook top. No one else has anything

DPIC Companies. Coming to agreement
through mediation-one way to handle
claimi. DPIC Professional Liability Ins.
Company helping to solve problems.

Circle No' 70

Dominos/Frank Lloyd Wright Symposium'

Fourth annual symposium-July 26-30,

1989 at the National Center for the Study

of Frank Lloyd Wright, Domino's Farms

and the University of Michigan campus' ,

Ann Arbor, MI' Circle No' 132

ECI Building Components. The panel

architects and engineers recommend from
Insulated Panel Systems, Inc. Send for
more information. Circle No' 46

Eliason Corp. Send to receive more infor-
mation on Eliason custom-built Easy

Swing@ double-action doors' Circle No' 130

Endura. Low vibration-high fashion
floors. Acoustically quiet, comfortable to
walk on, easy to maintain, and extremely^

slip-resistant . Circle No' 20

Eotron Corp. Turn your printer into a plot'
ter with EOgraph Plus add'on board. Send

for more information today. Circle No' 50

Eternit. Glasweld architectural building
panels. Send for more informai:;t#T,

Eternit. Eternit Slates- architectural roof-
ing shingles-are designed for long-term
peiformance in the sun, rain, and snow
Th"y ate made to resist storms and high
winds and to provide total water integrity'

Circle No. 64

Genfrex Roof. GenFlex Roofing Systems-
taking quality to new heighs. Send for
morelnformation today. Circle No. I14

Glen Raven Mills. Improve business with
Sunbrella@ Fabric-the #1 acrylic canvas

in America. Send for more information'
Circle No' 28

Grace, W.R.Ice & Water Shield offers

the most cost-effective, long-term protec-

tion against ice dam and windblown rain

damage on the market todaY'
Circle No. 62

Graphisoft. ArchiCad@ the architect-
friendly CAD-send for more information
today. 

- 
Circle No' 164

HEWI' Inc. A comprehensive range; door
hardware, railing systems, cabinet hard-
ware, and bathroom accessories-a range

of high quality nylon items. All items are

avaitiUte in 13 colors. Circle No. 80

Homasote. At last, roof decking so

advanced it breaks all the old speed lim-
its. TUPSfr roof decking that saves energy'

reduces cost, eliminates labor-intensive
steps, and shortens installation, ti1"*o. 

,U

Horton Automatics. The Grand Revolver
from Horton Automatics is a complete
vestibule system. Send today for more info^r-

mation. Circle No' 96

even remotelv like it. Circle No. 14
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Illbruck. Sonex ceilings are open-celled
melamine tiles offering superior acousti-
cal performance. Send for your personal
design package and acoustic performance

ISICAD. The Cadvance,/dBase connec-
tion. A new meaning for CADD: "Com-
puter-Aided Decisions*." Send for a free
brochure. Circle No. 90

Kawneer Co., Inc.350 Tuffline entrances
are all their name says they are. For new
and replacement doors in high-traffic and
abuse-prone installations. Circle No. 76

Kwikset Locksets. Kwikset's new keved
leverset. A new concept in opening dbon.
Send for a complete illustrated catalog.

Circle No. ll6

Libby-Owens-Ford. Eclipse* reflective glass
offers incredible design freedom to create
building facades. Send for product litera-

Circle No. 68

Monsanto Chemical. Reduce vour work
Ioad with our "Guide to the Siructural
Performance of Laminated Architectural
Glass." Send for our free suide and IBM-
compatible disk. Circle No. I0B

National Concrete & Masonry. Interlock-
ing concrete pavers give a class appear-
ance while providing a durable, flexible,
load spreading pavement that is superior
to monolithic systems. Send today for more
information. Circle No. 6

Norco Windows. We'll go to extremes for
you. Norco is not your run-of-the-mill win-
dow company. Send for more information
today. Circle No. 12

Pella. Send today to receive the current
literature on new Pella Clad Colon.

Circle No. 16

Peerless Lighting. Lighting the Open
Office. A photo comparison of the four
leading systems, including a dedicated
newcomer-The Continuous Line of
Light. Circle No. 162

chart. Circ'le No. 126

International Design Conference -Aspen.
Send for more information on "The Ital-
ian Manifesto: The Culture of Nine Hun-
dred and Ninety-Nine Cities" being hel<l
in Aspen, Colorado on June 13-l8th.

Circle No. 72

Kroy, Inc. Kroy wants your name. Send
in the coupon from the ad and receive a
free desktop nameplate made with the
Kroy 360 digital lettering sysrem.

Circle No. 48

Kalwall Corp. Kalcurve*-The most
highly insulating light rransmitring*curved"
material for skyroofs and curtainwall sys-
tems. Circle No. ll8

Kawneer Co., Inc. W'e horrowed one of
our best panel ideas from some verv good
designers- the honeycomb core in-aiee-
hive. Send for complete architectural

Manville-Holophane Division. Holophanea
brings a grear new look to ourdooi lighr-
ing with the Parklane@. Send to rece]ve

Manville Roofing. When you're looking
for a contractor for your next roofing proj-
ect. select a Manville roofing contractor.

bircte No. -56

Merchandise Mart-Neocon. Take a step
toward the furure ar Neocon 21. The Mei-
chandise Mart- Chicago, June l3-16,

more information. Circle No. 88

l 989. Circle No. 38

Monier Roof Tile. Let Monier Roof Tile
give you a head start. Send for our color-
ful brochures on our full range of prod-

Circle No. 121

Pennwalt/Kynar. Kynar@ resin. The onlv
PVDF made in America. Send for more
information. Circle No. 98

design specifications. Circle No. 26 ucts.

Pflow Vertical Reciprocatinq Convevors
(VRCs) are specificaily desi-gned arid
engrneered to economicallV, etficientlv
and safely lift and lower gciods and
products between levels, to basements
or mezzanines. They are available in
hundreds of types ahd sizes with . . . .

Vertical rises from inches to 100,
Speeds from 15 to 90 fom
Capacities from 100 lbs. ro
12,000 tbs.
Carriage sizes 3,x 3, to 10,x 12,
From simple pushbutton operation to
fully automatic multi-unit ahd
multi-level systems

Get all the facts from pflow, the world,s
Iargest producer of VRCs. More than
2,000 documented installations in
oDeration.

PFLOW INDUSTRIES. INC.
5045 North 35th Street
Milwaukee, Wl 53209-9977
Phone: 414-462-8810
FAX: 414-462-2673 22,18R
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SEAL MASTER
,..with

Deucedlv Clever
Inf latalile-Seals

Circle 205 on information card

ftE Ei=Y'liJI
Calculators

HP-10B............................ $39.95 HP-28S ...$167.95

HP-12C............................$57.95 HP-32S .....$55.95

HP-178............................$7E.95 HP-41CV'...............'......$12.95

ttp-198 ...$124.95 HP4lCX.......................$17,.95
HP-20S ..... $39.95 HP-42S......-....--......-..-..... $86.95

HP-22S............................$49.95 Iufrared Printer""""""""$96'95
HP-27S..........................'.$73.95 Infra. Print' Module """"$55'95
PHONE ORDEBS: llasterCar<l /lSA accepbd. Call 1-8(XF33'|{O95'

IIAILoRDERS:Sendamoneyorder,csrtified cfred<orbuninosdp€€onalcfied((bus-/

oer. drecks take 10 days b clea4. Errcloso your sbeet add€gs fof UPS shipping and

fiiiiterettt, Vour p.O. B6x Or paia inwlce. N.e . resktenb add 5% tax. lvhil b Surpyorg

Supply Co., t.O. tot eog, Aper, N.C. 27502.

SHIPPING/}IANDUNG: $5.@ chargp p€r ordor.

Sales a'o final. Debcts a'o €placod ftee br tK) days.

Authorized Dealer For

fer % 
- roJElAruaffi**oo ,5:

Hwy. 64 at Salem St. . Apex, N.C. 27502 ' 1-80G334-0095

Circle 187 on information card Circle 189 on information card ARCHITECTURE/MAY 1989 263



Foint Line CADD. Send to receive a cou-
pon redeemable for a free Architectural

.,,'.'C $imbolg Disk,:with &e purihase ,,

of CADD module. Circle No. 106

Porzi Wtndows. Over 4,000 windows and
doors. Each designed to create the spe-
cial places that people will remember.

,,, . Circle No, 122.,

ScPA/Architect & Planners. Give us your
best B&W shotof architecture for people -young and old using and enjoying build-
ings where people live, work or play.
Guidelines for entry in the April issui,-
deadline for photos, June 23, 1989.

Circb No. l12

SKOK. The only CAD swtem with everv-
thing you need-Drawbase, The Desien-
Solution, The Management Solution, fhe
Right Solution. Circle No. 52

plote infOrmation. Circb No. 36

demo disk. CikleNa,,4A

USG Interiors. lmagine the design
possibilities - Interiror solution : Silentil 95
Wdls, Auratoneo Ceilings, Donno Grid.
Send for more information. Circle No. 2

Vdux-America lnc. For more information
about VELUX Gang Flashings, send for
a free copy of our brochure and The Corn-
plete Guide to Roof Windorps and Skv-
lights, and a price list. Ctrcle No. 4

Versacad. When it comes to professional
CAD on the Macintosht, only VersaCad@
offers a complete solution. Send for a free

Pdnt Llre CADD. Send to receive prcd- scesm.Al ln**les,Irc" lntroducine firo
uct literature on Point Line CADD. new products that will change ttre way

Circle No. 102 you specifyrvlnAouq-l.wo color/finish
_ Windorv and Heavy Architectural Window
Foint Line cADD. Send to ry9elve ge s#;;;;;;ffi#"-*;ffi;'
name of the nearest dealer. Circle No. 104 Cirile No. g4

Sharp Hecoonic* The 1989 Home Office
Copier Buyer's Guide. Tiake the ad from
the April issue with you to compare. Sharp
$ves you the greatest number of features
in home office copiers. Circle No. 34

Spaces*er Corp. Highdensity mobile stor-
age systems increase storage capacity, elinr-
inatc off-site storage, and make room forgrowth. Circle Nos. 13d 150

l

Star Sprinklen Sprinkler heads designed
to blend quietly with their surroundings.

'l 
;

Steelcase, lnc. Context--The most com-
plete freestanding furniture s)6tem ever.

t'. r: .i. rr ..: t:,' :, Circlg No' 10

Technlcd Glss hoducts. Tired of Wire?
Welcome to the age of wireless-The
Firelite .Advantage-The clear choice in
fire-rated glass. Circle Nos. 128, t34,160

Tubefite Dtvlston of ldal. TMav,s
entrances built with yesterday,s crafbman-
ship. Reliable people, prodTts and serr,_
ice. Send for more information.

Wasco h,oducts Archirectural Skvlieht -How's this for monumental sky[ghtilngl
Circle No. 120

Wlnd-2 Reseffch Inc. Putting yorr busi-
ness steps ahead-Wid2't. Send fon prod-
uct, price, or dealer prograqpfgrpjtigl.^

Circle No. ISg

Uniled States Alumlnnn Unit€d Statcs
Aluminum's Series 3i00 Silicone Curtain
Wall creates beautiful undisturbed archi-
tectural reflections. Send for more eorn-

Circle No. 92

provldes q sqte, slmple soluilon
io qrchlleclurql boilerc Protection

Whether you're modifying on existing buildinO or desioninoo new one, occessibility to the hondicoppeO is impo?oni
And PORCH-Ltff provides the simpte, eionomicot sotution
. . . indoors or outdoors. This sofe veriicolwheelchoir fift bfot-form onchors permonenfly beside the steps, using o mini_
mum^of spoce. Molor ond mechonisms orb encto6d. Runs
on 110 volt current. Weotherproof finish, Choosefrom eteren
moclels with.vg.ryirc tifting heights up to 144 inches. Snip-peO
reody for instollotion.
wDm FoR A ttEl tnoc|lull ALD ilrtt of fit DcArR NguEfr you.

AMqHCAlit S_fAt ROU DE @RpORATtOtil
Dept.ur**.4@1 Eost 13gth yieet, EO, Aox-B- - - -

Grondview Missouri 64030

conspicuous, not spoiling the buildings op_peoronce. Vhen you sea o building fTee bf
disfiguring bird woste, you might loo"k for Nix_
olite. (But you'll hove to look cioselfl)

NIXALITE Of AMERICA
1025 . t6,h AVE. . EAST MOL|NE, ILLINOIS 6t244
3o9.7b5-8771. 800.624.1189 oepi. n- 

-

FAX 309-755.0077

SPECIALISTS IN BIRD CONTROL
SEE Su/EErS rc 30 l,t O29Ol I Opes

VERTICAI. WHEETCHAIR

BIRD CONTROL
Architecturol

These stoinless steel
needle strips, colled Nix-
olite, ore designed spe-
cificolly to guord ybur
projects from birds ond
their inherent problems.
They ore effective, yet in-

NOW -

tCirnla l Ol ^- i-f^-*^+:^- ^^-l



EPI E'
COMPOSIIE FLOOR SYSTEIUT

Designwilh o Floorgry! o Ceiling in Mind!
One of fhe more versotile Producfs
on fhe morket todoy!



JUSrAtrWStGilS0r oun
BUIIIII]IG SUCCESS WITH

IIHIS- GIASS' GYPSUM SHEATH I]IG
A lot 0f Big llames llaue lliscouered commercial architects and contractors. On building

projectsforbig namessuch as Macy's, lBM, Lechmier,
Holiday Inns, and EmbassySuites, the dimensional
stabilityand resiliencyof Dens-Glass has been perfec'
for a variety of exterior appl ications.

Discover what a lot of astute architects

Tne BiU Benefits 0f lfens-Glass.

and bui lders al ready know: Dens-G lass
is the absolute best at making the
problems associated with exterior
sheathing obsolete. lt's a sure
sign of you r concern for superior,
i n novative building design-and
that makes you look good,
as a superio6 innovative
building designer.

The problems of wind, weatherand dampness have
b.ecom.e vi rtual ly_ obsolete with Dens-G I ass. gyps u m
s heat h i n g. f rom G eo rg i a- Pac if i c. Th is revol utio ri ary
gypsum sheathing stands up to job-site weather h-as-
sles and hazards like no other product on the market.

When exposed to weathel ordinary paper-faced
gypsum sheathingcan delaminate, sag and warp,
resu lti n g i n expensive replacement costs. Dens-G lass,
how.ever', is manufacfured with uniquefiberglass mats
on the front and back of a water-resistant coie. This

llens-Glass Gypsum Sheathing

DtSGBrPTt0il:
Waterresistant gypsum core, fiberglass mats
lront and back.

$lzr$:
112" and5ls" lhick:4' x 8i 4' x g':4' x tot

APPUCf,n0il$:
Sheathing; soflits; exterior ceilings. ldeal
substrale for exterior insulation linish systems
and other exterior finishes.

!l'lSTn[UTl0il:
Can be applied horizontally or verticall,.

frRE BE$6TnilCr:
Independent tests produced zero f lame
spread; zero smoke developed:

MIIAflW:
6 month limited commercral warrantv"

design makes it the only
gypsum sheathing panel
durable enough to offer a
six-month lim ited warrantv * *

against the weather's dam-
aging effects. And since
Dens-Glass contains no
paper, it provides un matched
fire resistance as well.

Because of its unique
properties, Dens-Glass has
become the sheathing of
choice fora large numberof

The long-term eflects ofweatheron conventiol
gypsumshealhrng lelt andonDens-Glass. 1(

For com plete Dens-g lass exposu re test resu lts,
prop qct i nformation, warranty, sam ples and a broch u r,
o utl i n i n g De n s.G I asq.qpp! 94 Lo! Q 

etai ls o1 a vari ety
?f f 

gc.e! ! p r!,Le c]srca ll 1 -800 -225 - 6 1 1 9. I n G eo rg i a, 6 a | |

E!2?;?]X*]P"' 
orwrite: Georsia.hciric ^4Georgia-Pacific, Dept.

A-DGP ,PO.Box2808,

of recentpro

A- DGP

Building Materials
MOBE POWERT(

Norcross, Georgia 30091 .
'ASTi, E1 19 FireTestol Buildino Construcron ano
l\raterials; ASTM E48 Surtace Birning Characteristics of

TOYOU! is atrademark, and Dens-Glass
rdemark, oiGeorgia-Pacif ic Corporation.rs a regrslered trademark, oiGeorgia-Pacific Corporatio

- -1988Geor9ia-Pacitic Corporat6n. Ail rights reierved' 'See limded com mercial warrantv avert;btF kom- " See lrmrled com mercial warranttr available from
Georgia"Pacif ic, for itsterms, condllions and limitations

rntrcy


